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INTRODUCTION 
Each grain in a polycrystalline aggregate normally has a 
crystallographic orientation different from that of its neighbours. 
Considered as a whole, the orientations of all grains may be randomly 
distributed with respect to some selected frame of reference, or they 
may tend to cluster, to a greater or lesser degree, about some 
particular orientation or orientations. Any aggregate characterized by 
the latter condition is said to have preferred orientation, or texture, 
which may be defined as a condition in which the distribution of crystal 
orientations is non-random. Such a condition may be brought about by 
many processes, including casting, deformation, and heat treatment. 
The importance of texture lies in the effect, often very marked, 
which it has on the macroscopic properties of materials. Given that most 
single crystals are anisotropic, it follows that, in general, an 
aggregate having preferred orientation will have directional properties 
also. Such properties may or may not be desirable, depending upon the 
use to which the material is put. 
Textures have been studied for many years, with the aim both of 
understanding the development of preferred orientation, and of 
correlating texture with material properties. Conventional texture data, 
as determined by X-ray measurements, do not give a direct and unambigous 
representation of the texture of a specimen, and have failed to resolve 
many outstanding problems associated with the development and properties 
of preferred orientations. Recently, however, suitable procedures have 
become available for the analysis of X-ray data, although because of 
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their complexity they have not yet become standard practice. 
This work sets out to apply a quantitative analysis of texture 
data to certain problems in the field of texture research which have not 
been resolved by conventional methods, in order to assess whether any 
additional information or understanding is fo:rthcoming. The dissertation 
is divided into three parts. Part I comprises Chapters 1, 2, and 3, and 
describes the experimental and analytical methods used in the course of 
the work. Part II, comprising Chapters 4, 5, and 6, describes an 
investigation of the development of rolling textures in copper and 
o<-brass, and a simulation of the texture development based on possible 
deformation mechanisms. Part III, contained in Chapters 7, 8, and 9, 
describes the correlation of texture with anisotropy in cubic metals, 
with particular reference to elastic and plastic anisotropy in cold 
rolled sheets of copper and o( -brass. A summary of the work, and 
suggestions for future research which could improve the understanding of 
textured materials, are given in Chapter 10. 
-2-
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PART I 
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
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CHAPTER 1 
MEASUREMENT AND REPRESENTATION OF TEXTURE 
1.1 Introduction 
In order to describe completely the orientation of a crystal in 
a polycrystalline sample three independent parameters are required. For 
example, the orientation of a particular crystal direction with respect 
to arbitrary sample axes nay be described by two parameters. A third 
parameter is required to specify the rotational degree of freedom about 
this axis. It is custonary to characterize the orientation of a crystal 
in a rolled sheet by specification of those crystal planes, {hkl} , which 
lie in the plane of the sheet, and those crystallographic directions, 
<uvw>, which coincide with the rolling direction of the sheet. 
Alternatively a natrix of direction cosines describing the relation 
between the crystal axes and the sample axes nay be given. In both of 
these cases, . however, only three parameters are independent. It is not 
practical to specify the orientation of every crystal in a 
polycrystalline sample but a useful description of the texture of a 
naterial can be nade by specifying the relative frequencies with which 
crystallites occur in the various orientations. 
Let any three independent parameters describing a crystallite 
orientation be ~,p,and 't. Then the probability, p, of a crystal having 
an orientation in the range d°', dp, d?S', is: 
p ;:: w(«,~ ,a') J dot d~ d 'l( ( 1 • 1 ) 
where J is the Jacobian 
and f J J w(o<,(',il J do1.d~ d1' = 1 
Cl\\o<.,~,'lf 
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The function w(cl. ,~,~ ) describes the orientation probability distribution 
of the crystallites. 
It has not yet proved possible to make a direct measurement of 
this function for a polycrystalline sample. Consequently many indirect 
methods have been used to obtain and present texture data. The most 
common of them are reviewed in this chapter. 
1.2 Measurement of Textures 
1 .2. 1 X-Ra.y Methods. 
The most corrmon method of determining textures in 
polycrystalline samples is by X-ray diffraction. These techniques may 
employ either grain by grain orientation determination [1,2,3], or 
variations of the powder diffraction method [1,2,3,4]. The latter 
methods are useful over a wide range of grain sizes when suitable 
integration and scanning mechanisms are incorporated into the 
diffractometer. Early photographic methods are described by Barrett [ 1 ] , 
but these have been largely superseded by the more quantitative 
diffractometer techniques. More recently, automatic scanning texture 
diffractometers have been commercially available. 
Two geometries of sheet specimen mounting relative to the 
incident and diffracted beams are conventionally used, so that the 
specimen is arranged for measurement of the transmitted [5] or reflected 
[6] beam for one Bragg reflection. Neither method gives complete 
sampling of all orientations of the reflecting plane normal. Complete 
coverage i s achieved when data from both methods are matched and 
supe.r imposed [ 3] • 
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Several variations of specimen geometry have been proposed to 
provide complete coverage in reflection with one specimen. These include 
sectioned composite specimens [7,8], spherical specimens [9] and 
cylindrical specimens [10]. Bunge and Haessner [11] have shown that the 
use of a spherical specimen results in lower systematic errors than 
found in measurements made by the combined transmission and reflection 
method. However, many workers are attracted by the simplicity of the 
straightforward reflection method and are willing to forgo complete pole 
figure data to this end. 
All of the above methods measure the intensity of a particular 
Bragg reflection as a function of specimen orientation, and the results 
are presented as pole figures (see Section 1.3). An alternative method 
which is especially useful if the material exhibits axial symmetry is to 
compare the intensities of reflections from a number of crystallographic 
planes, for a fixed specimen orientation. These data are plotted as an 
inverse pole figure (see Section 1.3). The method was used by Harris 
[12], corrected firstly by Mueller et al. [13] and more recently by 
Horta et al. [ 14]. The method requires the diffracted intensities to be 
measured of {hkl} planes parallel to a reference plane in the specimen. 
These intensities are then divided by the corresponding intensity from a 
specimen with a random distribution of crystallite orientations. Since 
only a number of discrete reflections are used, the intensity ratios 
need normalizing [13,14]. This method may be used for materials not 
exhibiting axial symmetry,but extreme car,e must be taken in their 
interpretation since there is not necessarily any correlation between 
the inverse pole figures for different sample directions [13]. 
A disadvantage of X-ray methods is that information is only 
obtained about either the orientation of crystal plane normals with 
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respect to the sample, or the orientation of a given direction in the 
sample with respect to the crystal axes. In both cases only two 
parameters are specified, rather than the three required to specify 
fully the relationship between the crystal axes and the sample axes. To 
overcome this and present a full description of texture the information 
from several nornnl or inverse pole figures must be correlated. 
1.2.2 Other Diffraction Methods 
Although most texture studies have involved X-ray diffraction, 
some work has been done with electron [11,15,16] and neutron [17] 
diffraction. Perlwitz et al. [1 5] and Bunge and Haessner[11] used 
selected area electron diffraction to study textures in copper alloys. 
This method gives the orientation of individual crystallites, and large 
numbers must be examined to give a picture of the overall texture. The 
method gives a three dimensional representation of texture in that the 
orientation of each crystallite is uniquely detennined. Only Bunge and 
Haessner, however, took advantage of this, and the other workers 
presented their results after the elimination of one dimension. The 
method is tedious and the number of crystallites sampled is small (e.g. 
56o [11]). The results are, therefore, subject to statistical 
fluctuations. Bunge and Haessner compared the results that they obtained 
from electron diffraction with those obtained by X-ray diffraction and 
concluded that any differences were due to the smaller volume of 
ma.terial sampled by the electron diffraction experiments. 
Neutron diffraction has been used by Bunge and Tobisch [17] to 
measure the texture of 90 percent cold rolled copper. Neutron 
diffraction methods, although not suitable for all materials [3] have 
the advantage of good penetration and low background radiation, but 
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require high energy neutron sources which are not readily available. The 
results of Bunge and Tobisch show that very accurate results may be 
obtained by this method. 
1.2.3 Elastic Anisotropy 
Elastic modulus, being a fourth rank tensor property, is in 
general anisotropic in all crystal classes. The experimentally 
determined elastic anisotropy may thus be used to characterize the 
texture of a sample. Early work using the variation of Young's modulus 
in the rolling plane of sheet specimens of copper was performed by 
Weerts [18]. It was shown that, of eight f.c.c. metals examined, copper 
showed the greatest elastic anisotropy and has been used for most 
subsequent work. Weerts found poor correlation between the experimental 
variation of Young's modulus in 96 percent cold reduced copper, and that 
expected for the coimD.only expressed ideal orientation {110}<112>. Better 
correlation was found between the experimental and predicted curves for 
recrystallized copper sheet exhibiting sharp cube texture. 
This method has been used recently to supplement pole figure 
data in assigning ideal orientations by Alers and Liu [19] for f.c.c. 
metals and by Hoddinott and Iavies (20] for b.c.c. metals. More recently 
Stickels and Mould [21] have attempted to find an empirical relation 
linking the planar anisotropy of Young's modulus with the anisotropy of 
plastic strain ratio in low carbon steel sheets. 
Pursey and Cox (22] have shown that the variation of elastic 
modulus with orientation in cubic crystals may be described completely 
by a fourth order spherical harmonic. The implication of this, as 
pointed out by Bunge and Roberts (23] is that only three independent 
parameters (in the form of coefficients of a spherical harmonic 
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expansion of the orientation distribution) may be obtained by elastic 
modulus measurements, and that completely different textures which agree 
in the values of their fourth order coefficients lead to exactly the 
saJile elastic properties. Furthermore, there is uncertainty in the 
averaging procedures usually adopted, those due to Voigt [24], Reuss 
[25], and Hill [26]. To date it has not been possible to apply the exact 
theories of polycrystalline elasticity, such as those due to Kroner [27] 
and Hill [28], to textured material. Elastic modulus measurements are , 
therefore, best used to complement more powerful methods. 
1 .2. 4 Magnetic Anisotropy 
Single crystals of most ferromagnetic materials exhibit magnetic 
anisotropy, which in general leads to anisotropy in textured aggregates. 
Measurements of magnetic anisotropy are relatively easy and have been 
used to characterize texture [29,30]. The method is based on the 
variation of the magnetic domain energy with the position of the 
magnetization vector in the crystal. Following Akulov [29] for cubic 
crystals: 
E = Kc> + K,4>, + Kfl>z. + .... ( 1 .2) 
E = domain energy 
l ~= direction cosines of magnetization vector 
relative to crystal axes x ~ 
K"= nth anisotropy constant 
If a flat specimen is placed in a magnetic field parallel to its 
surface, a torque, T, is developed due to the magnetic anisotropy, 
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where: 
T = oE/ ~c<. 
and o<. is the angle between the field and the preferred direction in the 
plane. By measuring the torque at various angles to the applied field 
and comparing the results obtained with single and polycrystalline 
samples, an estimate of the texture is obtained. 
In practice the only important anisotropy constants are K0 , K , , 
and K2 • K0 is the orientation independent component, and the functions 
c:p1 , and <t>1 in equation( 1 .2) correspond to fourth and sixth order cubic 
spherical harmonics. The same drawbacks therefore apply to this method 
as to the measurement of texture para.meters by elastic anisotropy and it 
is best used to supplement other texture data or in cases where the 
magnetic properties are of prime importance. 
1.3 Representation of Textures 
1.3.1 Ideal Orientations 
The most concise description of the texture of a sample is a 
statement of the indices of the crystal planes or directions 
preferentially aligned with the principal axes of the specimen. For 
rolled sheet specimens it is customary to define the crystal plane 
parallel to ~he rolling plane and the crystal direction parallel to the 
rolling direction. While this method gives a satisfactory description of 
sharp textures such as the { 001} <1 OO> texture found in recrystallized 
copper sheets [4], it is inadequate to describe the complex textures 
found in n:any cold worked metals. Evidence of this .is seen in the many 
different descriptions of the texture of cold.. rolled copper [4]. 
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1.3.2 Pole Figures 
A pole figure is a stereographic projection which shows the 
variation in pole density with pole orientation for a selected set of 
crystal planes [32]. Early workers described the pole density in 
arbitrary units, but it is now customary to normalize the pole figure so 
that a specimen exhibiting uni form pole density would be assigned a pole 
density of unity for all orientations [4]. This is achieved either by 
comparing the pole figures obtained from a textured specimen with those 
obtained under identical conditions from a standard texture - free 
sample of the same material, or by setting the integrated pole density 
over the whole reference sphere to 47\ . Grewen et al.[33] consider that 
the latter method is the more satisfactory. 
Pole figures are most frequently measured by X-ray methods 
[1,2,3,4]. The manual plotting of the data is quite tedious and methods 
have been described for the automatic plotting of pole figures [34] and 
data processing by computer [35,36]. 
The {hkl} pole figure is clearly related to the volume fraction 
of crystallites whose (hkl) plane normal!! coincides with a direction~ 
in the specimen. If we let the parameters o< , ~ of equation( 1 • 1 ) describe 
the orien~tion of !! with respect to the specimen, then the function 
describing the distribution of [ hklJ poles is: 
q ~(;!.l = q
2
(~ ,~) = \ w(o<,~,~) d li 
o.\l 'IS' 
( 1 • 3) 
where q (s)ds is the volume fraction of crystallites 
n--
having their !! direction in the range ds . 
Combinining equations (1.1) and (1.3) 
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I 1 q .(c(. ~, J d< d \> = , 
o.l\ r:/..} \\ 
I Setting q (s) = 4 11" q (s) !! - ~ -
I q (s) represents the pole figure as conventionally presented. n -
1.3.3 Inverse Pole Figures 
An inverse pole figure represents the density distribution of a 
principal direction in a polycrystalline sample with respect to the 
crystal axes. The data are usually plotted in stereographic projection 
in the symmetry triangle of the appropriate crystal system. The data are 
most frequently obtained at discrete positions in the inverse pole 
figure by measuring the ratio of X-ray intensities from a textured and 
from a random sample for vari ous Bragg reflections, due allowance being 
ma.de for the small number of data points considered and for their non 
uniform distribution in the symmetry triangle [13,14]. 
More complete methods of obtaining inverse pole figures from 
X-ray data have been proposed. Jetter et al. [37] demonstrated an 
iterative method to relate the distribution of various {hkl} reflections 
in the sample with inverse pole figures, and Mitchell and Rowland [38] 
and Williams [39] have given analytical techniques. 
Wiglin [40], Bunge [41 ], and Roe and Krigbaum (42] have all 
proposed the expansion of the pole density distribution and of the axis 
density distribution in series of spherical harmonics. The 'inversion' 
then consists of finding the relation between the sets of coefficients 
of the two expansions. These methods, although differing in detail, are 
equivalent in principle. 
For samples exhibiting axial symmetry a single inverse pole 
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figure describes the texture uniquely. Jetter et al. [37] and Mitchell 
and Rowland [38] have proposed the use of two or three inverse pole 
figures to represent rolling textures. However, it has been shown 
[13,43] that such a representation contains less infornRtion than a set 
of conventional pole figures, and that the apparent ease of 
inteil)retation of inverse pole figures may be misleading as there is not 
necessarily any correlation between them. 
1.3.4 Three Dimensional Methods 
It has not yet proved possible to make a direct measurement of 
the texture of a polycrystalline sample as a statistical function of the 
three parameters required to specify completely the orientation of a 
crystallite. It has become obvious, however, that such a function is 
needed in order adequately to understand both the mechanisms of texture 
development and the properties of textured materials. There are 
essentially two methods of obtaining a three dimensional orientation 
distribution function. 
Firstly, one may measure the orientation of as large a number of 
crystallites as is practicable, and determine the relative frequency of 
occurrence of specific orientations. In order to do this the method of 
measurement· _must sample a volume smaller than the crystallite size. For 
most metal samples only electron diffraction techniques are suitable 
[15,16]. 
In the second method conventional texture data, in the fonn of 
pole figures or inverse pole figures, are measured. These specify two of 
the three orientation parameters and the volume fraction of crystallites 
possessing these para.meters represents the integral of the orientation 
density taken over all values of the third parameter (see equation 
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(1.3)). A suitable mathematical procedure is then required in order to 
calculate the three dimensional function from these values. Two 
different methods have been proposed: 
(i) An analytical method due to Roe [44] and Bunge [45], and 
(ii) An iterative method due to Williams [46]. 
Both Roe and Bunge have chosen the Euler angles (see [47]) as 
parameters with which to specify the orientation of a crystallite with 
respect to the sample axes. Unfortunately there are two different 
definitions of these angles common in the literature [47] and Roe and 
Bunge have chosen different conventions (Fig. 1.1). The angles (f ,8, ~) 
used by Roe are related to the (f.,P,'/Q used by Bunge in the following 
way: 
t = ~I - ~12 
e = ~ 
cp = 1P1. + 1t/2 
The convention adopted by Roe is that used by the majority of 
English mathematical texts [47], as is his notation for the subsequent 
calculation. Since the two methods, although differing in detail, are 
equivalent in principle only Roe's method will be described. 
Substituting the angles +, 5 ( = cos e ) , and + in equation ( 1 • 1 ) 
we obtain, 
2n 1.11 I 
and Hf <t,! ,+) ds do/ df = 1 
0 0 -1 
The experimentally observed data consist of a set of functions q i. (~ ,rz) 
Figure 1.1. Stereographic projection illustrating the Euler angles 
relating the crystal axes wlth the specimen sheet norml direct.i.on 
(ND) and rolling direction (RD). 
a) As defined by Roe. 
b) As defined by Bunge. 
\ <I> 
~ND 
e 
100 
100 
describing the orientation distribution of the plane nornals of the ith 
crystal plane with respect to the sample (where cos- 15 is the polar 
angle, and 7l the azimuthal angle). These data are expanded into a series 
of spherical harmonics. 
( 1. 4) 
As the spherical harmonics form an orthogonal set the 
coefficients Q Lon may be obtained easily from the experimental data 
[44]. The crystallite orientation distribution function can be expanded 
similarly to give: 
where Z L1'\n is a generalization of the associated Legendre function. By 
determining the relations between the coefficients of the two series it 
is pass i ble to derive the function w( Y' J 'L ~) . The effect of crystal and 
specimen symmetry is to restrict the possible values of Q lm and WL..,n 
[ 44, 48]. This results in considerably less computation than equation 
(1.4)and equation (1.5) would suggest. 
In practice it is necessary to truncate the series expansion 
after a finite number of terms. The series appears to converge fairly 
rapidly [11.,49] and this truncation is not a great drawback. Roe [44] 
has given methods of estimating the truncation error. 
The method of Williams [46] for obtaining a 'biaxial pole 
figure' is to consider the distribution function divided into a finite 
number of elements and to determine the effect of each element on the 
various pole figures. By successive iterations, each time minimising the 
difference between the observed and predicted pole figures, an estimate 
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of the three dimensional function is obtained. Williams found that nine 
iterations were adequate to give biaxial pole figures for cold rolled 
copper, aluminium, and brass. 
Williams has .used the angles o<, p ,and (3 (Williams' notation) as 
the parameters specifying the crystallite orientation. These are related 
to the Euler angles as used by Roe in the following vra.y: 
o{ = <p 
p = g 
0 = t + _, cp tan (tan cos e ) 
In presenting his results Williams has represented <:/.... and f in 
stereographic projection, with a linear f-> axis perpendicular to the 
projection plane. This representation results in simpler synmetries than 
found when using Euler's angles plotted on a Cartesian coordinate system 
[46]. This is not a great advantage, and most of the three dimensional 
analyses that have been reported in the literature have bad the results 
presented as a series of charts with the angular coordinates plotted on 
rectangular Cartesian axes (see e.g. [11,17,23,49]). 
A large amount of computation is required with both the 
spherical harmonic method and the iterative method. Access to an 
electronic computer is essential if the analysis is to be performed in a 
reasonable period of time (Morris [49] has reported that a complete 
rr.apping of the function requires typically 2 hours of computation time 
with an IBM 36o computer). Because of this it seems that three 
dimensional texture analysis is best applied to problems where 
conventional methods have proved unsatisfactory. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL METIIDDS 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the experimental techniques used in the 
preparation and testing of specimens are described. Many of these 
techniques are standard laboratory practice, and consequently 
description of these will be kept to a minimum. 
2.2 Materials 
All of the experimental work described in this dissertation was 
performed on copper and copper zinc alloys. Three different 
compositions were used containing o, 10, and 30 percent zinc 
respectively. The metal used was of commercial purity, the principal 
impurity being lead (- 0.5 percent maximum). As supplied the material 
was in sheets 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) thick, having followed a typical 
production schedule of hot rolling to within 50 percent of size, 
followed by cold rolling with an intermediate and final anneal at 6oo C. 
As a consequence of this a certain amount of initial texture was present 
(see Chapter 5). The initial grain size was found to be 0.03 mm in both 
the copper and the Cu - 10 percent Zn, and O .04 mm in the Cu - 30 
percent Zn. 
2.3 Cold Rolling Procedure 
The mill used for cold rolling was a W.H.A. Robertson two high 
rolling mill, with 8 inch diameter rolls, 8 inches in width. Guides were 
used to ensure constancy of rolling direction. Rolling was performed on 
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specimens 4 inches wide, with an initial length of 9 inches. The rolling 
schedule followed -was: 0.020 in. (0.5 mm) per pass until within 0.020 
in. of size, 0.005 in. (0.125 mm) per pass until within 0.005 in. of 
size, 0.001 in. (0.025 mm) per pass to size. The material was reversed 
between passes, and lubricated with Shell 'Vitrea 79' mineral oil to 
reduce frictional effects. 
2.4 X-ray Procedures 
2.4.1 Specimen Preparation 
A composite sampling technique -was used to prepare specimens for 
pole figure measurement. The method used -was based on that described by 
Leber [50] and Elias and Heckler (8]. This method enables a complete 
quadrant of a pole figure to be obtained with one reflection specimen. 
Coupons were cut from the rolled sheet at 45 ° from the rolling 
direction. The coupons were cleaned by immersing them in a chemical 
polishing solution, which also served to remove the surface material 
which had been in contact with the rolls (about 0.02 mm -was removed). 
The polishing solution used -was: 
33 percent 
33 percent 
balance 
and -was used at room temperature. The coupons were then bonded together 
with Araldite epoxy resin to form a block. Coupons corresponding to each 
of the four quadrants were mixed [51] as an average pole figure for the 
four quadrants was required. A specimen -was cut from the block at an 
0 
angle of 54.7 from the plane of the sheets, either by spark machine, or 
with an abrasive cut off wheel. 
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In order to remove deformed metal from the cut surfaces, the 
specimens were mechanically polished on successive grades of abrasive 
paper, and finally on a 6_p m diamond polishing wheel. They were then 
chemically polished to remove the remainder of the worked material. The 
thickness of material removed by chemical polishing was about 0.05 mm. 
Microscopic examination of the completed specimen revealed that 
the thickness of the adhesive layer between coupons was typically 
0.01 mm thick. 
2.4.2 Preparation of Randomly Oriented Specimens 
Random specimens of the materials used were required to 
establish the defocussing characteristics of the texture goniometer with 
the settings as used for analysis of the textured specimens. These were 
prepared by a powder metallurgical method [34] from 300 mesh powders. 
2.4.3 Pole Figure Measurements 
X-ray pole figures were measured using the reflection technique 
[6]. The equipment was a Siemens Texture Goniometer, a Kristalloflex N 
X-ray generator, and a Kompensograph recorder. Copper Ko<. radiation, with 
a primary filter of nickel, was used for all measurements. The power 
setting was 16 mA. at 4o kV. A scintillation counter, coupled with a 
pulse height analyser, was used to measure the diffracted beam. 
The texture goniometer has been described by Neff [52]. The 
specimen revolves about an axis normal to it? surface and simultaneously 
about an axis in its surface coplanar with the incident and diffracted 
beams. In this way the diffracted X-ray intensity is measured along a 
spiral path in the stereographi c projection, from which the pole figure 
is constructed. The goniometer was set up so that the pitch of the 
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....,.. 
spiral was 5° . This spiral for the composite specimens used is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 
The Bragg reflections measured were those from the {2001 , {220} , 
and {111} planes. These are quite widely spaced in the materials tested, 
using Cu - KOi. radiation, and the receiving slit for the scintillation 
counter could be opened wide without overlapping adjacent reflections. 
The defocussing effects at large specimen inclinations are thereby 
reduced [3,6]. Preliminary measurements with random powder samples 
indicated no detectable reduction in diffracted intensity at angles up 
to 65° from the spiral centre. Since measurements up to 0 55 are 
sufficient to cover a COII!Plete quadrant of the pole figure with the 
COII!Posite specimens used [8], it was unnecessary to use the random data 
to correct for defocussing. 
The measured data were output in the form of a chart, the x axis 
corresponding to the angular coordinate, and the y axis to the 
diffracted intensity. It was required to convert these data into digital 
form for subsequent COII!Puter processing. A D - Mac pencil follower, type 
PFlOOOO, was used for this purpose. This consists of a table with a 
servo · following mechanism beneath its surface, an electroma.gnetic 
'pencil', a decoder unit, and a high speed paper tape punch. The chart 
was placed on the table, and the trace was followed with the pencil. The 
signal from the pencil was picked up by the following unit which relayed 
the position of the pencil to the decoder unit, and thence to the punch. 
Reference coordinates were also recorded in order to calculate the 
relation between the chart axes and the D - Mac axes. 
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Figure 2.1. The goniometer recording spiral f or the canposite specimens 
used for pole figure determination. 
ND 
O · 
e 
.:::-.:;; - - -
... 
... 
... 
... 
s 
Figure 2.2. Illustrating the coordinates of a point P with respect to the 
sheet norrral direction (ND), and with respect to the spiral centre (s) . 
2.4.4 Plotting of Pole Figures 
In order to save labour, a computer program was written to plot 
pole figures from the tapes produced by the D-Ma.c pencil follower. 
Standard subroutines were available to draw contours on a rectangular or 
square array of data points. A 20 x 20 array of data points was set up 
to cover one quadrant of the pole figure, and the intensity at each 
point was allocated by linear interpolation from the four nearest data 
points on the recording spiral. In order to relate the coordinates of a 
point P relative to the pole figure with its coordinates relative to the 
offset plotting spiral, stereographic mapping equations are required. 
Elias and Heckler [8] have given equations, but they are unnecessarily 
cumbersome. The following equations were used: 
tan e = (2 cot ~ sin ~ )/ [ sin( q> + ~ ) - cot1 't_ sin( cp - (?i ) ] 
= N/D (2.1a) 
cos f = cos r cos ~ + sin P sin f cos (>(.. (2.1b) 
where B, '¥ , are polar coordinates relative to the pole figure, f , o( , are 
the coordinates relative to the spiral, and ~ is the spiral offset (see 
Fig.2.2). 
~ lies in the range O - 1T , and is uniquely determined by 
equation (2.1b). e however, is in the range O - 27{ , but it is uniquely 
determined by the observation that N and Din equation (2.1a) have the 
sign of sin B and cos e respectively. This is a further advantage of 
equation (2.1) over those given by Elias and Heckler. 
Provision was ma.de in the program for the application of the 
defocussing correction by comparison with data from a random specimen, 
although this was not needed for the present study (see Section 2.4.3). 
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The data w.ece norma.lised by integration over the whole pole figure, and 
contours were drawn at suitable intervals, using a Calcomp digital 
incremental curve plotter. 
2.5 Mechanical Test Procedure 
2. 5. 1 Elastic Modulus Measurements 
The variation of Young's modulus in the plane of a rolled sheet 
is conveniently measured by the transverse resonant vibration method of 
Roberts and Nortcliffe [53]. Small rectangular specimens were suspended 
horizontally from two piezo - electric gramophone pick - ups. A signal 
generator was used to drive one pick - up, which excited vibrations in 
the specimen. These in turn excited the second pick- up, and the signal 
from this was fed into an oscilloscope. The resonant frequency of the 
specimen was indicated when the signal detected by the oscilloscope was 
a nmcimum. The Young's modulus is given by the fornrula. [54]: 
E = 0.00095 F (12.f/t )2 N/m2 
where 1 is the length of the specimen, mm 
e is the specific gravity 
t is the specimen thickness, mm 
f is the fundamental resonant frequency, Hz 
Spec:µnens were cut from the rolled sheet at angular intervals of 
1 5 degrees. The dimensions of the specimens were: length 4omm, width 
4 mm. These dimensions gave a fundamental resonance at about 700 Hz with 
specimens of typically 0.3 mm thickness. The specimens were suspended 
from the pick - ups by cotton loops. The applied freqµency was varied to 
find the resonances, and the mode of vibration was determined by resting 
a light object on the specimen to locate the nodes. The fundamental 
resonance is characterised by two nodes, one near either end of the 
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specimen. The resonant frequency was measured with a crystal controlled 
frequency meter, and Young's modulus was calculated from the above 
formula.. 
2.5.2 Proof Stress Measurements 
In order to measure the anisotropy of flow stress in the rolled 
sheet tensile test specimens were punched from the sheet at angular 
intervals of 15 degrees. The gauge length was 1 inch (25.4 mm) and the 
width 0.25 in. (6.3 mm). Tensile tests were performed with an Instron 
model TT testing ma.chine. The crosshead speed was 5 mm/minute. It was 
not possible to use an extensometer on the specimens, so the crosshead 
displacement was taken as a measure of the strain in order to determine 
the 0.2 percent proof stress. The maximum ma.chine deflection at the 
typical test load ( 100 Kg) was 0.01 mm, which would not significantly 
affect the results. 
2.6 The Titan Computer 
All of the more involved calculations performed in the course of 
this work were done on the Cambridge University Titan computer. This 
nachine is a prototype of the I.C.T. Atlas II computer. The core store 
consists of 128k words (1k = 1024 words), the word length being 48 bits. 
This very large word size, coupled with a 72 bit accumulator, results in 
very small rounding errors during computation. There are a disc store 
with a 16 million word capacity, six rna.gnetic tape decks, two line 
printers, and two curve plotters in addition to punched paper tape 
handling equipment. The administration of the computer is handled by a 
built in program, the Supervisor, in order to rna.ke the most efficient 
use of the facili ties. 
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specimen. The resonant frequency was measured with a crystal controlled 
frequency meter, and Young's modulus was calculated from the above 
formula. 
2.5.2 Proof Stress Measurements 
In order to measure the anisotropy of flow stress in the rolled 
sheet tensile test specimens were punched from the sheet at angular 
intervals of 15 degrees. The gauge length was 1 inch (25.4 mm) and the 
width 0.25 in. (6.3 mm). Tensile tests were performed with an Instron 
model TT testing ma.chine. The crosshead speed was 5 mm/minute. It was 
not possible to use an extensometer on the specimens, so the crosshead 
displacement was taken as a measure of the strain in order to determine 
the 0.2 percent proof stress. The maximum ma.chine deflection at the 
typical test load (100 Kg) was 0.01 mm, which would not significantly 
affect the results. 
2.6 The Titan Corgputer 
All of the more involved calculations performed in the course of 
this work were done on the Cambridge University Titan computer. This 
n:achine is a prototype of the I.C.T. Atlas II computer. The core store 
consists of 128k words (1k = 1024 words), the word length being 48 bits. 
This very large word size, coupled with a 72 bit accumulator, results in 
very small rounding errors during computation. There are a disc store 
with a 16 million word capacity, six magnetic tape decks, two line 
printers, and two curve plotters in addition to punched paper tape 
handling equipment. The administration of the computer is handled by a 
built in program, the Supervisor, in order to make the most efficient 
use of the facilities. 
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The Supervisor also controls the operation of an on - line 
multiple access system, whereby users may have direct access to the 
computer via Teletype consoles. Up to twenty users nay be on line at any 
one time. An on line user may input in:formation directly to the 
computer, and compile and run programs with a very short turn - round 
time. A variety of system programs are available, which are mainly 
concerned with the administration of the user's allocation of disc 
space, and with document handling and editing facilities. In addition, 
an on - line user may initiate jobs to be run later at the Supervisor's 
convenience (i.e. an off - line job). All jobs requiring input data from 
punched paper tape or magnetic tape must be run as off - line jobs, the 
computer operating staff being responsible for the input of paper tapes 
and the loading of nagnetic tapes. 
Most of the calculations performed in the course of this work 
took a sufficiently large amount of computation time, or produced such a 
large amount of output, that it was inconvenient to run the programs on 
- line. The on - line system was nainly used for editing and debugging 
programs, and for initiating jobs to be run off - line. All of the 
programs and important data were stored, in duplicate, on magnetic 
tapes. 
Twelve compilers are available, which will accept most of the 
major scientific programming languages. All of the programs used in this 
work were written in Titan Autocode. This is a high level language with 
a structure based on the order code of the Atlas computer, and as a 
consequence of this the Autocode compiler is very fast and efficient. 
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CHAPI'ER 3 
ANALYSIS QF POIE FIGURE DATA 
3.1 Introduction 
A collection of X-ray pole figures for a textured sample, 
although containing a great deal of information about the texture of the 
sample, does not reveal the crystallite orientation distribution 
directly since the correlations between the pole figures deIJBnded by the 
crystal lattice structure are not brought out explicitly. Ideal 
orientations may be assigned which give a satisfactory agreement with 
the pole figure data, but except in cases where the texture is very 
sharp an unambiguous assignment is not usually possible. In these cases 
a quantitative representation of the crystallite orientation 
distribution nay be obtained by a suitable analysis of pole figure data, 
taking due account of the crystal symmetry. The methods currently 
available are the analytical method due to Roe [44] and Bunge[45], and 
the iterative approach due to Williams [46]. The analytical methods have 
a certain advantage since data representing the texture of a sample may 
be stored conveniently as a set of coefficients (see Chapter 8). The 
methods of Roe [44] and Bunge [45], although differing in detail, are 
equivalent in principle. Roe's method is slightly more general in 
application, .and he employs the notation usually found in English 
nathenatical texts. Consequently Roe I s method was used in this work for 
the analysis of pole figure data. 
In the description of his method, Roe assumes a familiarity with 
the properties of the spherical harmonic functions. A detailed 
explanation of the method is given in this chapter, together with 
details of its practical application, and of certain extensions of it. 
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3.2 Roe's Method 
The orientation of a crystallite in a polycrystalline sample is 
specified by means of the Euler angles '¥ , e, and cf> ( Figs • 1 • 1 and 3. 1 ) • 
Using the convention of Roe, ~ and e are the polar coordinates of the 
crystal z axis with respect to the sample axes, and <p describes the 
rotation of the crystal about its z axis. Substituting these angles in 
equation ( 1. 1) the orientation distribution function for the 
crystallites is represented by w(l/1 ,g ,f ), where 5 = cos e and 
The experimentally observed data consist of a set of functions q t ( ; , ~ ) 
describing the orientation distribution of the norrrals to the ith 
crystal plane with respect to the sample axes (where cos't is the polar, 
and rz the azimuthal angle) • These data are expanded in a series of 
spherical harmonics. 
Co " LL 
L::O '""=-t 
where Q Lm are coefficients, and p"' L 
( 3. 1 ) 
are norrralized associated Legendre 
polynomials Since the associated Legendre polynomials form an 
orthogonal set with respect to 1 
i .e. 
the coefficients are obtained in an analogous way to the determination 
of the coefficients in a Fourier series: 
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Figure 3.1. The Euler angles f, e, 1, relating the specimen axes 
RD, TD, ND, with the crystal axes x, y, z. 
(3.2) 
The crystallite orientation distribution function is expanded simiJa.rly 
into a series of generalized spherical harmonics, 
(3.3) 
where Z LM~ is a generalization of the associated Legendre function, and 
W LM~ are coefficients. The problem is one of finding the reJa.tion 
between the sets of coefficients in the respective series. 
To do this it is convenient to defi ne a new set of axes x ~, y~, 
Zc, in the crystal, so that the z L axis coincides with the particuJa.r 
plane normal considered. The distribution function with respect to these 
axes is w' (f ',S ', 9 ' ). Since from the definition of the Euler angles (see 
Fig. 3. 1 ) f 1and 'g' are the poJa.r coordinates of the z ~ axis with respect 
to the sample, ~ ' = '1._ and 5' = r . From Equation ( 1 -3) 
by the 
1.11' 
q, (l ,1) = f w· ( r. 1/ . r\ d ~ / 
0 
(3.4) 
The axes x t., y ;__ , z ~, are related to the original axes x, y, z, 
Euler angles ;:i:::_ _ 0 . 
't'~ ' v~ , where p; and e~ are the polar 
coordinates of the ith pJa.ne normal with respect to the original crystal 
axes, and ·A·L has any 
expansion of w' (I ,'7,p') 
convenient 
are W' Lm'I , 
value. If the coefficients of the 
then the reJa.tion between the W LMn 
and the W'L""" is given by the Legendre addition theorem, 
W' = Len n 
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(3.5) 
Substituting the series expansions for q i (5,~ ) and w'(~,?, f ) in 
equation (3.4) we obtain: 
00 
€ r= . f. _;_.,,1 -i.rtc\, 1 L ~\ .. P:<n -i. ""1 b~ I_w\""" Z LM'I ( ~) d { e = e e l= 0 ,,,.,__t n=-.t 
0 
00 . t 
= 2n LL W\mo Z lmo( ~ ) e - L..t'Yl 72. 
and by comparison, 
= 2 ,,.. W' · 
'' Lrn o 
Substituting from equation (3 . 5), and noting that Z L.., 0 ( r ) = P,.,"' ( t ), we 
obtain 
i.p t P/ (cos (9J e (3 .6) 
Equation (3.6) (Roe ' s[44] equation (13)) represents, for a given 
value of 1, a set of linear simul taneous equations, with 21 + 1 
unknowns . However, the effect of crystal and specimen symmetry is to 
restrict the possible values of Q Lm and Wlmn . In particular, for cubic 
crystal symmetry and orthotropic specimen symmetry, QL,,, and W Lmn are all 
real, 
or 1 :j: 2k 
or m =I= 2k 
or n :j: 4k 
where k is an integer 
w l mn 
Q. Lm = Q Lwi 
and, for given values of 1 and m, the Wtmn are linearly related [48]. 
The effect of these restrictions for the particular case considered is 
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that all the coefficients up to and including 22nd order (1 = 22) may be 
determined from two pole figures. Because the Q LM and WLMn are all real, 
equations (3.1 ), (3 .2), (3.3), and (3.6) become:-
Oo l 
q ~ ( ~ , { ) = L. L. Q\,.. p L"" (S) COS ID r;_ 
l::; 0 ('(\-=-- R. 
2TT I 
Q\~ = (1 / 2 n ) I [ q;(I>( ) P,• (3'lcos m7 d\ d ? 
0 -I 
(b t J. 
w(f ,5 ,f ) = L. L. L. WL.,,., Z L"'" ( 5) cos(m * + n ~ ) 
l-
Q LWI 
e::.o M~-L "~ -£ 
€ 
L,wL"'f P[ (cos (9) 
p-=-R. 
cos p f ~ 
(3 .7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Equation ( 3 . 1 0) serves not only to define the simultaneous 
equations relating the observed data with the distribution function, but 
can also be used to generate the pole figures corresponding to any 
desired crystal plane by substituting the appropriate coordinates. 
Regeneration of the pole figures from which the original data were 
obtained can be used as a check on the fidelity of the distribution 
function . 
3.3 Practical Application of Roe's Method 
In the application of equation (3.8) to experimental data, it is 
convenient to replace the integration by surmnation over a finite number 
of data points (49]. If the measured value q l (r ,1 ) is assumed to 
represent the interval (;K ,1K ), then equation (3.8) becomes 
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!K+1 1LK ~\ 
Q;m = 2-~ ~ q_{s',,'), ) J f P;-' (\ ) cos(m 7) d 1 d 3 
.rK'- V,. '11(- l,. 
where ! ,(!:\ , 'l._',{!;? designate the . upper and lower limits of the kth 
interval. In this work the q f~/7_ ) were determined at each of 324 data 
points, corresponding to a 5 degree interval in ( and r;_ , by linear 
inteIJ)olation from the four nearest data points on the goniometer 
plotting spiral.* 
* Many workers, using the Schultz reflection method for pole figure 
determination (6] determine only the central 70 - 8o degrees of the pole 
figure. Such (incomplete) pole figures cannot be used to determine the 
orientation distribution function, since no information is given about 
the fourth order coefficients W4mn • 
The assumption of orthotropic specimen symmetry is convenient 
since it reduces the amount of computation involved in the analysis by a 
factor of (roughly) sixteen. For this reason the composite specimens 
were constructed to give an average pole figure for the four quadrants 
(see Chapter 2, section 2.4.1). 
By measuring more pole figures than necessary for a given value 
of 1, equation (3.10) may be overdetermined and solved by a least 
squares method [44]. An estimate of the error in the coefficients QLM 
and Wt~~ may then be made. From the results of other workers [11,23], and 
from preliminary tests, it is apparent that the coefficients become zero 
within experimental error at typically between 16th and 22nd order. 
Since the amount of computation involved in the analysis increases 
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I 
roughly as the square of the number of orders considered, it is 
necessary to truncate the series at a value of 1 which gives adequate 
accuracy without an excessive computation time. In this work the series 
were evaluated up to and including 20th order. 
There are a variety of generating formulae which may be used to 
evaluate the spherical harmonic functions ( '(r ) and ZLM~(5 ) [47). Morris 
and Heckler [49) have used a multiple angle form which is relatively 
immune from rounding errors in computation, but which involves the 
storage of a large amount of tabulated data. Since the word size of the 
Atlas II computer used in the present work is greater than that of most 
computers (i.e. 13 decimal digits as opposed to typically 7 or 8 decimal 
digits) it was possible to use a recursive power series expansion 
without undue rounding error (the error was << 0.1 percent at 20th 
order). The generating formulae used were those given by Roe [44), 
equation (A3). 
For a specimen with cubic crystal symmetry and orthotropic 
specimen symmetry, all essentially distinct orientations are contained 
in the range: 
0 ~ 'f i::; 1T/2 
0 ~ ~ ~ T'i/2 
0 ~ 8 .i::; tan- 1(1/cos ~ ), t ~ '7r/4 
O ~ 8 ~ tan- '( 1/sin cp ), cp > K/4 
It is more usual, however, to compute the function in the range 
0 ~ ~ ~ 11/2 
0 ~ ~ ~ r:/2 
o~ e~ K/2 
as in this way the inter-relations between the orientation maxima are 
more clearly seen. The function is usually plotted as isointensity 
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contours against 8 and 'f' , for various constant values of cp, although 
other sections may, of course, be used. In order to be consistent with 
pole figure and inverse pole figure practice, the function is normalized 
so that a value of unity corresponds to uniform orientation 
distribution. 
3.4 Estimation of Errors 
3.4.1 Experimental Errors 
The measured pole figures will be liable to experimental errors 
for a variety of reasons. For example, errors are introduced by 
inaccuracies in specimen preparation and mounting, by statistical 
variations in the X-ray beam, fluorescence of the specimen caused by 
high energy radiation which penetrates the filter, and by Bragg 
reflection of the background radiation. Further errors can be introduced 
at the data processing stage, for example when digitizing the X-ray data 
using the D - Mac pencil follower. While every effort is ma.de to 
minimise these errors, it is necessary to know to what extent they 
occur. 
Bunge and Haessner [11] suggest that, for cubic crystals, the 
effect of experimental errors may be judged from the magnitude of the 
second order coefficients of the pole figure expansion, since all second 
order coefficients should be identically zero for these materials. Using 
this criterion they have shown that the experimental errors in pole 
figures measured by combined transmission .and reflection methods are · 
very large (up to 39 percent). Bunge and Haessner suggest that a better 
indication of the accuracy of pole figure measurements may be obtained 
by comparison of the compatibility of the various pole figures with each 
other when equation (3.10) is over determined, by comparing the probable 
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errors in the coefficients with the mean absolute values of the 
coefficients of the same order. 
In all of the work described in this dissertation, three pole 
figures were measured. This means that equation (3.10) was over 
determined for all values of 1 considered. The probable errors in the 
coefficients in the respective series were calculated, and the effects 
of these errors on the pole figures and orientation distribution 
function were calculated by the following method. 
If the probable error in Q L"' is Ll QLM , then the probable 
difference between the actual and measured pole figure is; 
= 
-i.mrz. 
e 
The mean error over all orientations is given by: 
21r I 
q = {1/411 ) ff tf L\Q,. L\Q: [P," (OJ' d) d ~ 
O-l 
wher~ * denotes the complex conjugate. 
The similar result for the error in the orientation distribution 
function is: 
w = (1/2) 
The errors given by these expressions are, in fact, low 
estimates since the coefficients are determined by integration over the 
pole figures, and it is possible that errors in the pole figures 
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partially compensate. It is also possible that errors may be present 
which cause no incompatibility between the pole figures. These would not 
show either in the above method, or in the presentation used by Bunge. 
3.4.2 Truncation Errors 
The expansions . of the pole figure data, and of the orientation 
distribution function are infinite series. In practice it is necessary 
to truncate the series after a finite number of terms. The error in the 
pole figure expansion due to truncation at 1 = ~ may be determined 
easily as the measured function is available for comparison with the 
series expansion. The truncation error is given by: 
7.,r I 
= ( 1 /41f) II [ q{ ~ • 7 ) -
0 -\ 
'2,i I 
= (1/4n) [ 1 J,[q{\ ,7)t d{ d1- 21rtt •"'Q~.] 
The truncation error in w(1 /s;f ) is more difficult to estimate 
as the series expansion is the only estimate available of the actual 
function. The truncation error is given by: 
21< 21f \ 
= {1/8n~)Jff [tt.t,w, .. z , •• (5) 
I 
= 2. 
~ 
The product Wl""" WL.., ... may be estimated by extrapolation from the known 
values. The estirrate of the truncation error obtained in this way can be 
misleading since a large value may appear to indicate that a better fit 
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would be obtained by considering more terms in the series. In fact no 
useful purpose is served by extending the series once the experimental 
error is of the same magnitude as the coefficients. Furthermore, even if 
the experimental errors were trivial, the order at which the series is 
truncated must be related to the 'r~solving power' of the method used to 
determine the pole figure (e.g. if the pitch of the scanning spiral on 
the texture goniometer is 5 degrees, there is no point in extending the 
series beyond about 36 orders). 
3.5 Interpretatation of the Distribution Function 
The results of analyses of crystal orientation distributions are 
nornRlly represented graphically by plotting the probabilities in Euler 
space and taking constant sections of one of the Euler angles, most 
usually constant 1 sections. The texture components can be considered in 
terms of ideal orientations (hkl)[ uvw] • 
correspond to the Euler angles given by 
cos "* = . 
(- 'L--1.---z-)'r l.l +-\/ +W 
w 
cos 9 = 1 (_h_2_+_ k_2_~_t_2_) ~ 
cos r = h 
(h2. + k "Z. + l 'Z. r 
( hl. ... ~'2 ).i... 
(h,k + o) 
For the case in which h = k = 0 
cos( f + <p ) = u 
( u2 + V7. +-W~ )'1 
In cubic crystals these 
(h,k :J: o) 
Alternatively, an ideal orientation can be found from known 
Euler angles using 
h = - sin e cos <p , k = sin B sin f , 1 = cos e 
u = cos r cos e cos ~ - sin 'f sin f 
v = - cos lf cos & sin cp - sin 'f cos cp 
w = cos r sin e 
and rationalizing the resulting indices. Davies et al. [55] have given 
charts indicating the Euler angles corresponding to low index ideal 
orientations in the cubic system. 
The volume fraction of crystallites having an orientation within 
a given region of Euler space may be determined by integration of the 
distribution function over that region. In particular it would be 
convenient to determine the volume fraction of crystallites associated 
with a given ideal orientation (hkl)[uvw] . If the particular ideal 
orientation considered is described by the Euler angles ~ , ti and fi, and 
we wish to determine the volume fraction of crystals whose normal 
direction is within ~N of the ideal norrral direction, the limits of 
integration on e and ~ are given by 
e~ _ 'i 111 ~ e ~ e. +~N 
i - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i + ~ 
where s = cos-'(cos ir,1 - cos e cos ei.) 
sin 9 5i,i e .. 
For a given B and ef, , [uvw] will, in general, be rotated away from the 
rolling plane, but will be within ~~ of it. The '/'
1
necessary to bring 
[uvw] nearest the rolling direction is given by 
- t~
1
(tan o< cos S) 
where cos o( = cos2 p + sin1r cos(cp - ~. ) 
cos ~ = cos 'I'. sin e . 
5 =! - cot- 1(sin \{i tan G) - sin-'[sin(q, - qJ sin ~J 
2 51f'I 0( 
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h = - sin e cos f ' k = sin 9 sin f ' 1 = cos e 
u = cos r cos e cos ~ - sin ~ sin f 
v = - cos V' cos ~ sin cp - sin Y' cos f 
w = cos r sin e 
and rationalizing the resulting indices. Davies et al. [55] have given 
charts indicating the Euler angles corresponding to low index ideal 
orientations in the cubic system. 
The volume fraction of crystallites having an orientation within 
a given region of Euler space may be determined by integration of the 
distribution function over that region. In particular it would be 
convenient to determine the volume fraction of crystallites associated 
with a given ideal orientation (hkl)[uvw]. If the particular ideal 
orientation considered is described by the Euler angles ~ , ~i and ~;, and 
we wish to determine the volume fraction of crystals whose normal 
direction is within ~N of the ideal nornRl direction, the limits of 
integration on e and ~ are given by 
e~ _ ~"'~ e ~ e. + '8N 
i - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i + ~ 
where s = cos-'( cos ;j rJ _ cos e cos ei.) 
Sin$ Sit! 8., 
For a given e and f , [ uvw] will, in general, be rotated away from the 
rolling plane, but will be within ~ N of it. 
[uvw] nearest the rolling direction is given by 
'f I = '¥i. - t~ 1(tan o< cos 5) 
where cos o( = cos2 p + sin2r cos(cp - ~- ) 
' The 'Y necessary to bring 
cos ~ = cos 'I':. sin e 
it' -· 5 = .!.. - cot (sin ~. 
2 
tan e ) - sin-' rsin(g, - qJsin ~] l s,n Cl( 
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If the number of crystals with their rolling direction within ~~ 
of [uvw] is required, the limits of integration for If will be 
4' / - ~~~ ~ ~ 4' '+ "i A. 
ignoring the rotation of [uvw] out of the rolling plane. This technique 
has been used by Ka.llend and Da.vies[56] who studied the distribution of 
crystallites around the {110}<112> ideal orientation in o<- brass. 
3.6 Severity of Texture 
The extent to which the crystallites have taken up a given ideal 
orientation can be investigated by the method described in section 3.5. 
It would be informative, however, to have a measure of the severity of 
the texture in a given sample which is independent of the type of 
texture. Sturcken and Croach [57] suggested such a parameter, determined 
from inverse pole figure measurements, and applied it to rolled uranium 
rods . Their parameter is only suitable for fibre textures, and is not 
independent of the type of texture in samples exhibiting lower symmetry. 
A suitable parameter is the standard deviation of the 
orientation distribution function from uniformity. This is given by 
{SP) = {1/811' ) f [ w(Q) - (1/B n-'if d Q 
where .Q is a general orientation 
Because of the orthogonality of spherical harmonics: 
OD ~ { 
(SP) = (1/8n~ ) [( 4,l L L~ l~" w:n ') - (1/811~ )] 
i_:cO _Ms-tA=- l 
and since W000 = 1/4il"-{2 
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If the parameter is norn:alized so tbat uniformity corresponds to unity, 
(\0 e ~ \ 
(SP) ~ 4}2 111 ( & b bW,~0 w,:0 ) 
This parameter may be computed readily from the Wl,.,n • Truncation 
. ¥-
error is small since the product WL"'" WL"""' converges rapidly in practice. 
Providing tbat SP is always computed to the same order it can form a 
basis for the quantitative comparison of the rate of texture formation 
in different materials. 
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PART II 
DEVEIDPMENT OF ROILING 'IBX'IURE 
IN COPPER AND ~-BRASS 
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CHAPTER 4 
PREVIOUS WORK 
4.1 Introduction 
It has long been recognised that the rolling texture of silver 
or 0( -brass is not exactly the same as that of copper or many other fee 
metals. The quantitative pole figure determinations of Beck and 
co-workers [58,59] suggested that the texture of brass could be 
characterized by the ideal orientations {110} <112> with a {110}<001> 
minor component, while the copper texture was best described as 
{123}<412> plus {146] <211>. Subsequent work on copper has resulted in a 
variety of descriptions of the rolling texture [2,4], illustrating that 
a range of orientations is present from { 11 o} <112> to {112} <111 >. 
Since the rolling texture of a metal reflects the operative 
deformation mechanisms, the difference in rolling texture between, for 
example, copper and aluminium on the one hand, and silver and d.. -brass 
on the other, has attracted a great deal of research and speculation. 
Barrett and Ma.ssalski [2] and Dillamore and Roberts [4] have recently 
reviewed IIBI1Y o-r the experimental findings. Certain spec i-fic subjects 
are reviewed in this chapter which are considered signi-ficant in the 
understanding of texture formation in fee metals. 
4.2 The Texture Transition in -fee Metals 
4.2.1 Texture Transition by Alloying 
The -fact that o( -brass exhibits a rolling texture which is 
dif-ferent from that of pure copper suggests that alloying has been the 
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cause of this behaviour. 'Ihe effect of solute additions was investigated 
by Smllnnn [6o] and by Liu and Richman [61,62]. They showed that, for a 
given solute, a minimum amount is needed to initiate the transition, and 
the degree of transition increases with increasing solute content until 
complete transition is achieved. After this further solute additions 
have little effect. Liu and Alers [63] followed the texture transition 
iri the copper - oc:: -brass system by Young' s modulus methods. 'Ihey found 
that the transition took place in the range 4 - 10 weight percent in 
these alloys. 
4.2.2 Texture Transition by Changing the Deformation Temperature 
The effects of deformation temperature and heat treatment prior 
to cold rolling were investigated by Smallman [60] who showed that Cu -
5 percent Zn gave the copper type texture at 200° c, whereas rolling at 
-183°c f!J3.Ve rise to the brass type texture. Mueller (64] showed that 
0 pure copper deformed at -183 C gave rise to the brass type texture, 
while Hu et al. [65,66] demonstrated that silver rolled at high 
temperature f!i3.Ve rise to the copper type texture. 
4.2.3 Texture Transition by Changing the Deformation Pate 
Leffers [ 67] has investi€f:!,ted the textures of a Cu - 5 percent 
Zn alloy after rolling at various speeds. His results indicate that the 
texture changes towards the brass t ype at high deformation rates. 
Leffers has also obtained a value for the activation energy for the 
texture transition of 10 kcal/mole. 
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4.2.4 Texture Transition Related to Stacking Fault Energy 
Hu and co-workers [65,66,68] have shown in a variety of systems 
that the brass type texture is associated with a high stacking fault 
frequency while the copper type texture was associated with a low 
stacking fault frequency. Smallman and Green [69] showed that the 
texture transition in copper alloys was related to the stacking fault 
energy, the copper type texture being associated with a high stacking 
fault energy metals, and the brass type texture with metals with a low 
stacking fault energy. This correlation between texture and stacking 
fault energy has been used by Dillamore et al. to determine stacking 
fault energies [70]. 
4.3 Development of Rolling Textures in fee Metals 
4.3.1 Single Crystals 
Haessner [71] and Hu, Cline and Goodnan [72] have recently 
reviewed the evidence relating to the stability of single crystals 
during rolling. Many of the earlier studies simply established the 
stable end orientation for a crystal with a particular initial 
orientation without recording the exact path of the crystal 
reorientation or the mechanisms giving rise to it. For exa.II'.!Ple, Verbraak 
[73] found that a (112)[111] crystal of silver reoriented to (111)[112] 
and then to ( 110) [001]. He concluded that this was due to slip on 
(111)[101]. Hu et al. [72] have since shown that this reorientation is 
due to twinning, with subsequent slip. 
Hu et al. rolled crystals of copper, and Cu - 4 percent Al , 
having initial orientations of (110)[112] and ( 112 )[ 111]. The 
(110)(112] crystal of copper was stable to 99 percent reduction, whereas 
the alloy crystal with this orientation assumed a double {110}<112> 
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texture at this reduction although it had been stable until 95 percent 
reduction. The behaviour of the (112)(111] crystals of different 
composition was ma.rkedly different even at sma.11 reductions. While the 
copper crystal retained its initial orientation at 50 percent reduction, 
the alloy I crystal developed a large orientation spread and a strong 
component of the (552) [115] twin orientation. At 95 percent reduction a 
minor twin component had formed in the copper crystal, while the alloy 
crystal had undergone reorientation of both its matrix and twin portions 
to (111)(11 2] and (110)(001] respectively. These results are comparable 
with those of Ahlborn et al. [74] for a (112)(111 ] silver crystal. 
Heye and Wasserman [75] performed tests on crystals of silver 
with several initial orientations, . and concluded that twinning would 
occur in crystals whose orientation satisfied certain empirical 
criteria, and that twinning was most likely in the (112)[111] 
orientation. Chin et al. [76] showed that the experimental results of 
Heye and Wassermann could be explained by an extension of the Taylor 
analysis [77] of polycrystalline deforma.tion to the case of mixed slip 
and twinning. Wonsiewicz and Chin [78] have shown that deformation 
banding (the splitting of a crystal into several components which then 
deform independently) could also be explained by the Taylor analysis 
provided that each region of the crystal was treated separately. 
The . overall picture which emerges from single crystal 
deformation is that for crystals of a metal which forms the copper type 
texture the initial orientations which correspond. to elements of the 
polycrystalline deformation texture are all stable to high deformations. 
For metals which form the alloy texture, crystals of all orientations 
except (110)(112] have been found to be unstable, breaking down either 
by twinning or by the fornBtion of deformation bands. Even the 
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{ 11 o} <112> crystal of Cu - Al rolled by Hu et al. [ 72] showed signs of 
instability at 99 percent reduction. j I! 
4.3.2 Polycrystalline Aggregates 1
1 
The development of rolling .textures in aluminimn and silver was 
studied by Dill.a.more and Roberts [79] who found that the initial texture 
build up was towards the alloy type in both materials, with silver 
continuing towards this texture until at least 99 percent deformation. 
The aluminimn was found to change from the alloy type texture to the 
pure metal type texture at fairly high deformations. On the other hand, 
later work by Hu et al. [72] indicated that in both copper and brass the 
initial texture build up was towards the copper type texture, with 
subsequent deviation by the brass towards the alloy type texture. 
Dill.a.more, Butler and Green [Bo] confirmed this latter tendency in 
copper - almninimn alloys, and concluded that the starting material of 
Dill.a.more and Roberts must have deviated sufficiently from random to 
influence the texture development. 
Kamijo and Sekine [81] chose highly textured sheets of copper as 
their starting material, and rolled them at various t~eratures. A 
sheet with {112} <111> initial texture, 0 and rolled at -196 C, showed a 
decrease in this component, and a corresponding increase in the twin 
orientation. Conversely, a sheet which had been rolled at -196 °C to give 
the alloy texture was then rolled 92 percent at 100°c, when very little 
build up of the {1121<111> 'pure metal' texture component was observed. 
A combined microstructural and X-ray investigation of the 
texture development in copper and Cu - 1 5 percent Zn . was undertaken by 
Leffers and Grmn Jensen [82]. They observed that the initial texture 
development was similar in both materials, towards the pure metal type 
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texture. At higher reductions (about 65 percent) the brass developed the 
alloy texture. Their microstructual observations showed that copper 
rolled at room temperature produced a pronounced sub-grain structure. In 
brass rolled 50 percent a few twins were observed, and extensive 
twinning was found at 65 percent reduction. Similar results were 
0 obtained with copper rolled at -196 C. The orientations of the twins 
were not found to correspond to any major conponent of the observed pole 
figures. 
4.4 Theories of Texture Development in fee Metals 
4.4.1 Early Theories 
The fact that the deformation textures of fee metals and alloys 
are different has lead to a great deal of speculation about the reasons 
for the texture transition. Early theories (see [1]) have largely been 
abandoned or absorbed into more recent theories as experimental evidence 
relating to the texture transition has accumulated . 
4.4.2 Texture transition due to Deformation Twinning 
Wassermann [83] proposed that the rolling texture of fee metals 
can be considered as being two limited fibre textures. One of these is 
based on the f llO}<l 12> orientation, and the other on the [ 11 2} <111> 
orientation. If mechanical twinning is a possible defornntion mode in 
materials with a low stacking fault energy then the texture components 
near [112}<111> can be converted by twi.nning to orientations near 
[ 552}<115>, which rotate into the {110} <001> orientation by subsequent 
slip. The £110}<112> based fibre texture retains its .orientation during 
deforma.tion because twinning would lead to shape changes that do not 
conform with the rolling process. The predictions of the twinning theory 
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have been Jargely supported by experiments on single crystals [72,74,75] 
although Leffers [84] has questioned the validity of single crystal 
results when applied to polycrystalline aggregates. Recent pole figure 
evidence [72,8o] relating to the development of textures in materials 
exhibiting both the pure metal and the alloy type textures has indicated 
that the characteristics of the pure metal texture develop first, and 
that the alloy characteristics are developed at higher deformations, in 
accordance with the twinning theory. 
Direct evidence of twinning in low stacking fault energy fee 
alloys has been produced by Hu et al. [72], Leffers and Grum Jensen [82] 
and by Turley [85]. Leffers [82,84,86] indicates that the orientations 
of the twins that were observed were not in accordance with Wasserma.nn's 
theory; and he considers that they serve only to scatter the texture. 
Heye and Wassermann, in their reply, maintained that Leffers' results 
were in accordance with their theory (87]. 
Williams [ 46] determined biaxial pole figures for 92 percent 
cold rolled aluminium, copper, and 0( -brass. He concluded that twinning 
was not inwortant in the production of deformation textures in these 
nnterials. His interpretation of his results was incorrect, however, 
since he confused the initial and final orientations of the twinning 
process, as may be seen from the results of Chin et al. [76]. His 
results are, ~n fact, consistent with the twinning theory, showing a 
decrease in the [112! <111 > component and an increase in the {552}<115> 
component in going from aluminium to copper to brass. 
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4.4.3 Texture Transition due to Cross Slip 
Smallman and Green (69] and Dillamore and Roberts [79] suggested 
that the cause of the texture transition was the change in the cross 
slip behaviour of dislocations with stacking fault energy and 
temperature. The ease of cross slip depends on the stacking fault energy 
of the metal and on the temperature at which the deformation is taking 
place [ 88] • Dillamore and Roberts claimed that the alloy type texture 
{110}<112> was developed first, by normal (single) slip processes. For 
metals with high stacking fault energy, cross slip will then cause 
reorientation to give the pure metal texture. Since the stacking fault 
energy of a metal is lowered by alloy additions, and since cross slip 
can be activated by thermal energy, the cross slip theory appears to be 
consistent with both the t~erature and composition dependence of the 
texture transition in fee metals and alloys. 
The cross slip theory in its original form is inconsistent with 
ma.ny observations. Abundant cross slip has been observed in brass at low 
deformations (89] and multiple slip is observed in copper even in the 
microstrain region [90]. The sequence of texture development observed in 
copper and copper alloys by Hu et al. (72] and by Dillamore et al. [8o] 
is contrary to the sii:qple cross slip theory, and reorientation of 
{110}<112> textured sheets of copper rolled by Kamijo and Sekine [81] 
was only very slow. 
Leffers [ 91 ] has proposed a modified cross slip theory. 
According to Leffers, when primary dislocations approach a grain 
boundary the resultant stress concentration causes multiple slip in the 
grain boundary region, while the grain interior deforms by single slip 
to give the brass type texture. If cross slip is possible the stress 
concentrations are relieved and multiple slip has to occur throughout 
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the grain to ma.intain continuity. This multiple slip process leads to 
the copper type texture. Leffers has produced simulated pole figures 
based on these mechanisms (although his empirical approach to the 
multiple slip problem has no theoretical justification). The predicted 
copper textures are in reasonable agreement with experiment, but the 
predicted brass textures fail to account for many of the observed 
features (such as the region of fairly high intensity in the centre of 
the (111) pole figure). 
A weakness of this theory is that it predicts rapid rotations to 
the stable end orientations for ma.terials that do not cross slip. This 
is not observed in practice, since one of the most prominent features of 
the alloy texture is that it is not as sharp as the pure metal texture 
at the same reduction [58,59]. Furthermore, multiple slip is observed in 
brass even at low defornations [85]. In support of his theory Leffers 
states that the observed activation energy for the texture transition 
[67] is in agreement with that expected for the cross slip process [92]. 
However, the expected activation energy for dislocation intersection 
[93] is also of the same order of magnitude, and depends in the same way 
on stacking fault energy, so Leffers results are not unequivocal. 
Related to the cross slip theory of the texture transition is a 
theory due to Haessner [94]. He considered that the {110}<112> texture 
was the end . point for 'normal' slip rotations, and considered that slip 
on {001! planes, so called 'cubic slip', was responsible for the 
fornntion of the pure metal texture. Cubic slip is geometrically 
equivalent to equal proportions of primary slip and cross slip [4] so 
the ma.cr oscopic predictions of the cross slip theory and the cubic slip 
theory are similar. 
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4.4.4 Texture Transition due to Stacking Fault Fornation 
Hu, Cline, and Goodman [66] observed that the texture transition 
in silver was accompanied by a change in the stacking fault frequency, 
and further observations conf'irmed this correlation in other systems 
[68,72]. This led these workers to conclude that the texture transition 
was caused by the change in the deformation faulting behaviour per se. 
For energetic reasons a {111J <110> dislocation in a fee crystal is 
usually split into two Shockley partial dislocations of the {111} <121> 
type. These are connected by a strip of stacking fault whose width is 
inversely proportional to the stacking fault energy of the material. (The 
width of the stacking fault is in fact proportional to the value of 
Gb/t , where 'i is the stacking fault energy, G the shear modulus, and b 
the Burgers vector of the dislocation. In a given system variations of G 
and bare of secondary importance). The separated partial dislocations 
usually glide in a correlated sequential movement leading to the same 
result as normal [ 111} <11 O> . slip. If the partials become widely 
separated the ~exture development may be altered because the effective 
slip direction is switched from <110> to <112>. 
Hu et al. [72] appear to consider independent motions of both 
partials equally likely. In effect, however, only the leading partial is 
likely to do so [95] since overtaking by the trailing partial would lead 
to extrinsic faulting [93] which is energetically unf'avourable. This 
means that at most only one partial per plane can move in this way, as 
otherwise the sequential motion of the ~railing partial results in 
effective <110> slip. If the motion of partial dislocations is such that 
a stacking fault is generated on successive {111} planes, the result is 
a defornntion twin. In order that the stacking fault theory should not 
degenerate i nto the twinning theory the one partial per plane maximum 
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must be revised downwards. It is not thought likely that the limited 
amount of deformation available by this mechanism can account completely 
for the texture transition [8o]. 
Besides the direct effect of stacking fault formation on 
deformation textures as envisaged by Hu et al., the interaction of 
stacking faults with other deformation modes has been considered by Chin 
[95], by Dillamore and Stoloff [96] and by Dilla.more [97]. Stacking 
fault formation, by creating an effective forest, will tend to minimise 
dislocation activity on intersecting systems, and raise the stress 
required to continue deformation. Stacking faults will also act as 
effective nuclei for twins [93]. 
4.4.5 Texture Transition due to Dislocation Interaction 
A theory of the fee texture transition based on dislocation 
interactions has been proposed by Liu (98]. He considers that two flow· 
mechanisms are operative during deformation. One mechanism, A, leads to 
th.e end orientation {358}<523>, while the other, B, leads to {110} <hhl>. 
Mechanism A cannot operate when the separation of partial dislocations 
is greater than five times the lattice parameter, in which case the 
alloy texture is formed. When both mechanisms are operative, as in high 
stacking fault energy metals, the pure metal texture is formed. 
Dillamore [99] has questioned the validity of the hypothesis on the 
grounds that ·there would in fact be no net reduction in energy due to 
the dislocation interaction. 
copper 
methods. 
by the 
Alers and Liu [100] have studied the texture transition in 
due to change in deformation temperature, using Young's modulus 
They concluded that the texture transition was best explained 
'mixture' concept (i.e. by varying the fraction of crystals 
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associated with each of two discrete texture components). This, they 
stated, was in accordance with the dislocation interaction theory. 
Recent three dimensional analyses by Bunge and Haessner [11] and 
Williams [46] have shown that the copper texture is not in fact a simple 
mixture of two discrete components, but rather a continuous 'tube' of 
orientations. Since this is contrary to the description of the copper 
texture claimed to support the dislocation interaction theory, it seems 
that this theory is not consistent with current experimental evidence. 
4.4.6 Recent Proposals 
There are probably elements of truth in all of the theories 
proposed to explain the deformation textures of fee metals. Experimental 
evidence now indicates that multiple slip processes are predominant in 
polycrystalline deforrration [85,90,101]. To acconnnodate an arbitrary 
shape change, a crystal must have at least five independent modes of 
shear (see, for example, [77]). Various devices were invoked to overcome 
this difficulty in models of deformation texture formation, such as the 
assumption of single slip in the body of the grain, with multiple slip 
in the grain boundary regions [79,91]. Such assumptions are unrealistic 
except in coarse grained materials and near free surfaces [101]. 
Taylor [77] advanced a hypothesis for the choice of five 
independent slip systems to satisfy a given imposed strain. He 
considered that the operative combination would be that which satisfied 
the boundary conditions with the least total shear. Bishop and Hill 
later showed that Taylor's hypothesis was completely equivalent to their 
maximum work principle [102,103], both in the general case and in the 
particular case that Taylor had considered. Chin and Mammel have also 
shown that a solution to Taylor's analysis is identical with a solution 
to the the Bishop and Hill analysis [104]. This is scarcely surprising 
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in view of the complete equivalence of the two concepts as demonstrated 
by Bishop and Hill. 
Both Taylor [77] and Bishop [105] analysed the development of 
fibre textures, but without notable success. Recently, however, a 
similar analysis has been used by Chin [95] and by Dillamore and Stoloff 
[96], taking into account as far as possible within the framework of the 
Taylor/Bishop and Hill analysis the effects of cross slip, latent 
hardening, and stacking fault formation. Chin et al. [76] have also 
extended this analysis to the case of mixed slip and twinning, although 
the value of this analysis is questionable in view of the inhomogeneous 
nature of the twinning process. Dillamore, Butler, and Green (So] have 
considered the stability of certain specific orientations under the 
plane strain conditions expected in sheet rolling. They showed that 
stable orientations in fee metals under multiple {111} <11 O> slip 
conditions are [110}<112> and {4 4 11} <11 11 8> (near {112} <111 ~. These 
components are both found in the rolling textures of high stacking fault 
energy metals [So]. 
4.4.7 Summary 
The textures of fee metals and alloys fall broadly into two 
types. The 'pure metal' texture is formed by the majority of pure fee 
metals during defornation at room temperature, and by alloys during 
deformation at higher temperatures. The 'alloy ' texture is :formed by 
most :fee alloys, by silver during room temperature deformation, and by 
pure metals when deformed at low enough temperatures or at high strain 
rates. Stacking fault energy has been identified as an important factor 
in the texture transition, high stacking fault energy leading to the 
pure metal texture and low stacking fault energy to the alloy texture. 
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The principal theories that have been advanced to account for 
the texture transition are the twinning theory, the cross slip theory, 
the defornntion faulting theory, and the dislocation interaction theory. 
The twinning theory is the most probable s:in;ple explanation of the 
observed features of the texture transition [80], and twinning is seen 
to occur under conditions in which the alloy type texture is formed. The 
importance of cross slip and stacking fault fornntion cannot be denied, 
however, since the tendency of a metal to deform by mechanical twinning 
will be increased when the dislocation mobility is reduced by the 
formation of stacking faults and the inhibition of cross slip. 
into 
Recent theories 
the framework 
have tended to incorporate the above theories 
of a rigorous analysis of polycrystalline 
deformation, but a corqplete analysis of rolling texture formation using 
such an analysis has not yet been ma.de. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
5.1 Introduction 
It has become clear that the conflicting theories of the texture 
transition in fee metals are due at least in part to the difficulties in 
the interpretation of conventional texture data. The potentially more 
powerful three dimensional methods have been used to investigate certain 
specific fee textures [11,16,17,46] but a thorough examination of the 
fornntion of fee rolling textures using these methods has not been ma.de. 
In this chapter the results of an analysis of the development of the 
rolling textures in canunercial copper, Cu - 10 percent Zn (gilding 
metal) and Cu - 30 percent Zn (brass) at room te~erature (-293K) are 
described. 
5.2 X-ray Pole Figures 
{ 200} , f 220} , and {111} pole figures were detennined for the 
three materials as described in Chapter 2, at each of o, 20, 4o, 60, &J, 
90, and . 95 percent rolling reduction. The pole figures are given in 
Figs. 5.1 to 5.9 . The pole figures for the starting ma.terials show that 
some initial texture was present in each of the ma.terials. Only in the 
gilding metal was the initial texture particularly significant, being 
similar to the subsequent rolling texture, but not very well developed. 
The pole figures for the deformed materials are consistent with 
those of previous workers (e.g. [72,8.2]). Since no essentially new 
i nfornntion i s revealed, the pole figure data will not be discussed 
further. 
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Figure 2. 1 (200 ) pole figures for Copper . 
a) Cold rolled O percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
b) Cold rolled 20 percent. Contours at interva,ls of 0.25 
c) Cold rolled U.D percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
d) Cold rolled 60 percent. Cont ours at intervals of 0.25 
e ) Cold rolled SJ percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
f) Cold rolled 90 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
g) Cold rolled 95 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
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l?:Ll:,Y\.lre 5. 2 (220) l)OJ.e figures for copper. 
a) Cold rolJ.ed, 0 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
b) Cold rolled 0r. ,_ .... ) p2rccnt. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
c) Cold :rolled 4D percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
d) CoJ.cl rolled_ 60 :percent. Contours at intervals of' 0.5 
e) Cold rolled eo percent. Contours at interv2.l.s of 0.5 I 
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f) Contours I Cold rolled 90 l)erCClTG. 8~t intervals of 1 
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Fi gur~_2_:J_ (111 )pole figo.res for copper. 
a) Cold rolled 0 percent, c Contours at intervals of 0. 25 
b) Cold rolled 20 percent. Contou.rs at intervals of 0.5 
c) Cold rolled l1.o percent. Contours at j_nterva.J.s of 0.5 
a.) Cold rollecl 60 percent. Contours a·t intervals of 0.5 
e) Cold rolled eh ]_)ercent. Contours at intenrals of 1 
f) Cold. rolled 90 1)ercent. Contoui~s at i ntervals of 1 
g) Cola_ rolled 0[~ .,, ,I percent. Contours at intervals of 
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Fi0-ure 5. 4 (200) pole :fj_gures for gilding metal. 
a) Cold rolled O percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
b) Cold rolled 20 percent. Contrn..1.rs at intervals of 0.25 
c) Colcl r olled Lt0 percent. Contours at 1.ntervals of 0.25 
c1) CoJ.d rolled 60 percent. ContoU1~s at j_ntervals of 0.25 
e) Cold rolled 8J pe1·cent. Contours at intervals of 0 .5 
f) Cold rolled 90 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
g) Cola. rolled. 95 percent. Contour s at intervals of 0.5 
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a) Cold rolled 0 percent. Contouxs at ir.tervals of 0.25 
b) Cold :called 20 },,ercent. Contom·s at intervals of 0.5 
c) Cold roll.eel !10 perce11t ~ Contours at intervals of 0.5 
d) Cold rolled 60 percent. Contours at intervals of' 0.5 
e) Cold :rolled e() percent.. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
f) Cold rolled 90 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
g) Cold rolled 95 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
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~j_ gur2 5. 9. ( 111 )pole fj_gU..t'GS for gilding metal. 
a) Cold rolled O pe:i.~cent. Contours at :i.ntervals of 0 .5 
b ) Cold. rolled 2 () ~)crcent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
c) Colo. rolled /.1.0 percent . Contm.rrs at intervals of 0.5 
a_) Cold rolled. 60 percent. Contours at intervals of 0 . 5 
e) Cola. rolled eo percent. Contours at intervals of 0 . 5 
f) Cold rolled 90 percent. CorrtotffS at inte:r:vals of 0 . 5 
g) Cold rolled 95 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
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(200) pole fig,.1res for brass. 
a) Cold rolled 0 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
b) Cold. rolled 20 percent. Contours at interva ls of 0.25 
c) Cola_ rolled. 4o 11ercent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
a_) Cold rolled 60 percent. Cont.ours at intervals of 0.5 
e) Cold roiled eo percent. Contom·s at intervals of 0.5 
f) Cold rollecl 90 percent. Contours at interva ls of o. 5 
g) Cold rolled 95 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
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(200) pole fig,.1res for brass. 
a) Cold rollerl 0 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
b) Cold X'Olled 20 percent. Contours at interva ls of 0 .25 
c ) Cold rolled 4D :percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
d) Cold rolled 60 percent. Contours at · intervals of 0.5 
e ) Cold rolled eO percent. Contom·s at intervals of 0.5 
f) Cold rollect 90 percent. Contours a.t intervals of 0 . 5 
g) Cold rolled 95 percent. Contours at :i.ntcrvB.ls of 0 .5 
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Figure 5.8 (220 ) pole figirres for brass. 
a) Cold rolled 0 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
b) Cold rolled 20 percent . Contours at intervals of 0 . 25 
c) Cold r olled. ~D percent. ContoUl'S at intervals of 0 . 5 
d) Cold rollea. 60 percent . Contouxs at intervals of 0.25 
e) Cold rolled 8'.) percent. Contours at intervals of 0.25 
f) Cold roll ed 9'.) percent. Contours a t i nter1rals of 0.25 
g) Cold rolled 95 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
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Figu1~e 5. 9 (111)pole figures for brass. 
a) Cold rolled 0 p ercent. ContOUi:'S at intervals of 0 .25 
b ) Cold I'ol1cc1 20 percent. Contours at interva ls of 0.5 
c) Cold rolled !10 peTcent . Contours at intervals of 0.5 
a_) Cold roll.eel 60 percento Contours at intervals of 0.5 
e) Cold rolled. [b percent • Contours at j_ntervaJ~s of 0 . 5 
.p) 
.). Cold rollea_ 90 percent • Contours at intervals of. O. 5 
g) Cold rolled 95 percent. Contours at intervals of 0.5 
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ERROR 
0 
0.04 
0.08 
0.22 
b) Gilding Metal. 
ERROR 
0 
<fir 0.05 
0-q.e 0.09 
Clwe. 0.26 
c) Brass. 
ERROR 
0 
crq,r 0.06 
CJq.e 0.08 
\l'"""w e.. 0.25 
20 
0.07 
0.13 
o.40 
20 
0.09 
0.20 
0.55 
20 
0.05 
o. 12 
0.33 
TABLE 5.1 
REDUCTION (PERCENT) 
40 6o 8o 
0.11 o. 15 o. 19 
o. 12 0.15 0.24 
0.38 o.44 0.69 
REDUCTION (PERCENT) 
40 6o 8o 
0. 11 0.09 0.10 
o. 19 o. 11 o. 13 
0.53 0.32 0.36 
REDUCTION (PERCENT) 
40 60 8o 
0.08 0.07 0.06 
0.17 o. 14 0. 11 
o.49 o.40 0.30 
90 
0.27 
0.26 
0.79 
90 
o. 13 
o. 15 
o.44 
90 
0.10 
o. 15 
o.43 
95 
0.33 
0.24 
0.76 
95 
0.18 
0.25 
0.70 
95 
o. 10 
0.18 
0.50 
5.3 Orientation Distribution Function Analysis 
The coefficients Wlmn of the crystallite orientation 
distribution function were determined to 20th order as described in 
Chapter 3. The series truncation error in the pole figures (<J""\T ) and the 
estimated experimental errors in the pole figures (~e ) and in the 
distribution function (a-w~) are given in Table 5.1, nornalized so that 
random corresponds to unity. The only specimen for which series 
truncation appears to introduce larger errors than those inherent in the 
measurement is the 95 percent reduced copper. Fig. 5. 10 shows the mean 
absolute values of the Wlm~ , /wLm~ I, versus order 1, for this specimen. 
The probable experimental errors ll W L"'" in these values are also shown. 
It may be seen that the possible benefit to be gained from increasing 
the number of terms in the series would be very small. 
5.4 Severity of Texture 
The development of preferred orientation in the three materials 
was followed by determining the severity parameter (SP) as described in 
Chapter 3. This parameter denotes the standard deviation of the 
orientation distribution from uniformity, and can be used as a basis for 
comparison of texture development in systems exhibiting different types 
of texture. Fig. 5.11 shows the variation of SP with reduction for the 
three materials. A cont i nuous sharpening of the copper texture is 
apparent, in contrast with the behaviour of the gilding metal and brass 
which show a lower rate of texture development especially above 4o 
percent reduction. 
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Figure 5.10. Mean absolute values of the coefficients Wlmn 
of the crystallite orientation distribution function for 
95 percent cold rolled copper, indicating the probable errors 
in the coefficients. 
Figure 5.11. Variation of the severity parameter SP with 
rolling reduction for copper (squares), gilding metal (triangles) 
and brass (circles). 
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5.5 Crystallite Orientation Distribution Function 
The crystallite orientation distribution function was determined 
for each specimen at each of 2560 orientations, corresponding to a 
6°x 6°x 10° grid in 'Y, €), and f in a 90° x 90° x 90° region of Euler space. 
Constant <P sections of the function are given in Figs. 5.12 to 5.18 for 
the copper specimens, Figs. 5.19 to 5.25 for the gilding metal, and 5.26 
to 5.32 for the brass. Table 5.2 gives a list of the Euler angles 
corresponding to various ideal orientations (see Chapter 3, section 3.5) 
which may be used to assist in the interpretation of the distribution 
functions. 
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IDEAL ORIENTATION 
{h k lJ <u V 'W'> 
1 1 0 1 1 2 
1 1 0 0 0 1 
112 111 
1 2 3 4 1 2 
1 0 0 0 0 1 
111 112 
5 5 2 1 1 5 
3 5 8 5 2 3 
4411 11118 
TABLE 5.2 
EULER ANGLES 
e 
45 
45 
90 
45 
45 
90 
57.7 
0 
90 
45 
0 
90 
45 
45 
63.4 
71.6 
74.5 · 56.3 
36. 7 26.6 
90 
90 
0 
0 
50.8 
75 
25. 1 
43.1 
0 
90 
90 
90 
90 
cp+\J!=O, 90 
47.1 
74.2 
59.7 
72.4 
36.1 
27.2 
71.1 
0 
0 
90 
90 
21.8 
45 
69.4 
58.0 
31.0 
70.0 
0 
90 
0 
90 
0 
6o 
0 
68.1 
32.6 
31.6 
0 
48.4 
Figure 5.12 Crystallite orientation distribution function for copper, 
cold rolled O percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours a.t i1itervals 
. of 0.15. 
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Figure 5.13 Crystallite orientation distribution function for copper, 
cold rolled 20 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5. 
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Figure 5. 1 5 Crystallite orientation distribution function for copper, 
cold rolled 60 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 1 • 
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Figure 5.16 Crystallite orientation distribution function for copper, 
cold rolled 80 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 1 • 
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Figure 5.17 Crystallite orientation distribution function for copper, 
cold rolled 90 percent. Constant~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 1 • 
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Figure 5.18 Crystallite orientation distribution function for copper, 
cold rolled 95 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 1 • 
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Figure 5.19 Crystallite orientation distribution function for gilding metal, 
cold rolled O percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5 
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Figure 5.20 Crystallite orientation distribution function for gilding metal, 
cold rolled 20 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5 . 
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Figure 5.21 Crystallite orientation distribution function for gilding metal, 
cold rolled 4.0 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5 
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Figure 5.22 Crystallite orientation distribution function for gilding metal, 
cold rolled 60 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5. 
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Figure 5.23 Crystallite orientation distribution function for gilding metal, 
cold rolled 80 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 1. 
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Figure 5.24 Crystallite orientation distribution function for gilding metal, 
cold rolled 90 percent. Constant~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of l. 
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Figure 5.26 Crystallite orientation distribution function for brass, 
cold rolled O percent. Constant~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.25 
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Figure 5-27 Crystallite orientation distribution function for brass, 
cold r olled 20 percent. Constant cp sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0 .5 . 
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Figure 5.2 8 Crystallite orientation distribution function for brass, 
cold rolled40 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5. 
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Figure 5.29 Crystallite orientation distribution function f or brass, 
cold rolled 60 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5 
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Figure 5•30 Crystallite or ientation distribution function for brass, 
cold rolled 80 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5 . 
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Figure 5.31 Crystallite orientation distribution function for brass, 
cold rolled 90 percent. Constant ~ sections, with contours at intervals 
of 0.5 
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Figure 5.32 Crystallite orientation distribution function for brass, 
cold rolled 95 percent. Constant ~ sections., with contours at intervals /1 
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The copper texture (Figs. 5.12 to 5.18) is characterized 
throughout the range of deformation by a continuous tube of high 
orientation density, running between {110} <112> and (near) {112} <111> (in 
fact the {4 4 11} <11 11 8> orientation as predicted by Dill.a.more et al. 
[ck)]). Increasing deformation does not alter the basic shape of the 
texture, but serves to sharpen it. 
The texture of the gilding metal (Figs. 5.19 to 5.25) shows a 
similar initial development to that of copper. At reductions of above 4o 
~ercent a depletion of orientations near {112}<111> becomes apparent, 
and very little material is left in this orientation by 95 percent 
reduction. At the same time as this depletion is evident there is a 
build up of orientation density in the f 111! <112>, ( 552} <115>, and 
{110}<001> orientations, none of which are significantly populated in 
copper at any reduction. It is clear that there is more spread in the 
gilding metal texture than in the copper texture, supporting the 
conclusions drawn from Fig. 5.11. 
The brass texture (Figs. 5.26 to 5.32) develops along the same 
lines as that of gilding metal. The depletion of orientations near 
{1123<111> is even more striking, very little material being left in 
this orientation by 80 percent reduction. The appearance of material in 
the {111} <112>, {552}<115> and {110} <001> orientations is also apparent, 
especially after 60 percent reduction. The brass texture is less well 
developed than that of the gilding metal at all deformations, again 
supporting the conclusions drawn from the· variation of the severity 
parameter SP with reduction in these metals (Fig. 5.11 ). 
Fig. 5.33 . shows the variation of the orientation density with 
rolling reduction of various ideal orientations. The continuous 
development of the principal components of the copper texture is clearly 
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Figure 5.33a. Orientation density of various ideal orientations 
with rolling reduction for copper. 
Figure 5.33b. Orientation density of various ideal orientations 
with rolling reduction for gilding metal. 
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Figure 5.33c. Orientation density of various ideal orientations 
with rolling reduction for brass. 
seen in Fig. 5.33a. The texture transition occurring at about 6o percent 
reduction in gilding metal (Fig. 5.33b) and brass (Fig. 5.33c) is shown 
by the reduction of the {112}<111> orientation de~ity, together with 
the increase in the {552} <11 5> component. A difference between the 
gilding metal and brass is seen in the {123} <412> component, which 
continues to develop iri gilding metal, but remains roughly static above 
60 percent reduction in brass. 
The density of orientations having a [110] transverse direction (t = O, ~ = 45 degrees) is shown in Fig. 5.34. Dill.a.more et al. [80] 
have shown that the choice of {111} <110> slip systems for these 
orientations is unique, and that the slip rotations for crystals in 
these orientations are also uniquely determined. Once again the 
difference in behaviour of the three materials is clearly apparent. 
The development of the range of orientations corresponding to 
the copper orientation tube is shown in Fig. 5.35 for the three 
materials. The initial build up, and subsequent depletion, of 
orientations at the { 4 4 11} <11 11 8> end of the orientation tube is 
seen in gilding metal and brass, while the overall shape for the copper 
is maintained to 95 percent reduction. The change in relative prominence 
of the {110} <112> and {4 4 11} <11 11 8> orientations in the copper 
between 90 and 95 percent reduction, although not significant within the 
accuracy of the results (see Table 5.1) is consistent with the findings 
of Hu et al. [72] who attribute it to dynamic recovery. 
The volume fraction (percent) of crystallites oriented within 10 
degrees of the {110}<112>, [4 4 11} <11 11 8>, and { 552}<1 l 5> 
orientations are given in Table 5.3. The same trend is seen as in Fig. 
5.33, but it shows that the amount of material associated with the 
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Figure 5.34a. Illustrating the variation of orientation density 
with rolling reduction for orientations having a <110> transverse 
direction ( If = O, ~ = 45° ) in copper. 
Figure 5.34b. Illustrating the variation of orientation density 
with rolling reduction for orientations having a <110> transverse 
direction ( 'P = 0, <} = 45° ) in gilding metal. 
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Figure 5.34c. Illustrating the variation of orientation density 
with rolling reduction for orientations having a <110> transverse 
direction ( '¥ = 0, ~ = 45° ) in brass. 
Figure 5.35a. Illustratir:ig the variation of orientation density 
with rolling reducti'on for orientations between {110}<112> and 
{4 4 11;<11 11 8> in copper. 
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TABIE 5.3 
FRAcrION (%) OF CRYSTALS WITHIN 10° OF THE GIVEN IDEAL ORIENTATION 
a) Copper 
REDUcrION {PERCENT) 
ORIENTATION 0 20 40 60 8o 90 95 
-
{1 1 o} (1 1 2) 1.9 5.9 8.o 8.9 10.5 10.4 10.9 
{5 5 2} <1 1 5) 1.7 0.9 1.2 1.6 2. 1 2.0 2.9 
{4 4 11)(11 11 8) 2.8 4.3 6.75 7.3 8.8 11. 6 10.0 
b) Gilding Metal 
REDUcrION (PERCENT) 
ORIENTATION 0 20 40 
-
(I) 8o 2Q. 
.22.. 
{1 1 o} (1 1 2} 4.7 6.o 6.9 7.8 8.9 10.4 13.5 
{5 5 2} (1 1 5) 1.1 0.9 1.8 3.3 4.4 5.4 5.6 
{4 4 11}Q 1 11 8) 3.0 3.9 4.o 3.4 2.4 2.2 1.8 
c) Brass 
REDUcrION (PERCENT) 
ORIENTATION 0 20 40 (I) 8o 90 
.22. 
-
..__ 
{1 1 o} (1 1 2) 3.5 5.3 6.7 7.0 7. 1 9.0 10.6 
{5 5 2} (1 1 5) 1.3 1.3 1.7 3.9 4.o 4.7 3.8 
{4 4 11)(i 1 11 8) 1.9 3. 1 3.8 3.'1 1 • 5 1.5 1.3 
{110} <112> orientation at a given rolling reduction is more nearly equal 
in the three materials than Fig. 5.33 suggests. This is due to the 
greater orientation spread evident in the gilding metal and brass 
textures. The correlation of the disappearance of material from the 
region of the {4 4 11} <11 11 8> orientation with the appearance of 
ma.terial in the region of the { 552}<115> orientation is quite apparent. 
It is significant that so little material is associated with the 
principal texture components, in agreement with the findings of Williams 
[46] and Ka.llend and Iavies [56]. This emphasises the inadequate 
description of textures given by ideal orientations . 
5.6 Discussion 
5 . 6.1 Pure Metal Texture 
The development of the copper texture is seen to be a continuous 
process over the range of deformation investigated. The result of 
increasing deformation is to sharpen the texture without affecting the 
overall shape. The texture is best described as a continuous range of 
orientations between {110}<112> and [ 4 4 11} <11 11 8>. This is not 
consistent with the description of the copper texture as two limited 
fibre textures, due to Wassernann [83], nor with the description of Liu 
[98] who considers it to be composed of two discrete components 
{110} <112> and (158} <523>. 
The original cross slip theory of Dill.a.more and Roberts [79] 
predicted a copper texture at high defamations vhich is consistent with 
the present results. This theory does not, however, predict the 
development of the copper texture that was observed. In the light of the 
analysis of Dillamore and Roberts it seems that cross slip is active 
from the initial stages of the deforma.tion process, leading to 
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homogeneous deformation, which in turn will promote the sharp final 
texture. 
Dilla.more et al. [ 8o] have shown that both { 4 4 11} <11 11 8> and 
{110} <112> orientations are stable under multiple slip conditions. 
Dilla.more [97] considers that these components form the extremes of a 
range of orientations that would be obtained under polyslip conditions. 
The present results are consistent with this hypothesis. 
5.6.2 Alloy Texture 
The textures of both gilding metal and brass exhibit an initial 
development of a range of orientations similar to that seen in copper, 
but at reductions of above about 4o percent there is a IIBrked depletion 
of orientations at the { 4 4 11! <11 11 8> end of the range. At the same 
time an increase in the density of orientations between {111} <112> and 
{1 10J<001>, with considerable spread, is observed. The textures of both 
gilding metal and brass are less severe than that of copper. 
The observed features of the textures of gilding metal and brass 
are not consistent with either the simple cross slip theory [79] (see 
Chapter 4, section 4.4.3), or with the dislocation interaction theory of 
. 
Liu [98] (see Chapter 4, section 4.4.5). Dillamore et al. [Bo] have 
shown that multiple slip processes cannot lead to the build up of 
I1Bterial in the range {111} <112> to {552}<115>. This can, however, be 
explained if mechanical twinning occurs in crystals whose orientations 
lie at the {112\ <111> end of the range of orientations which is formed 
at low deformations. The effect of mechanical twinning would be mirror 
iIIBging in the twin plane, and a rotation due to the shear in a <112> 
direction. For example, a crystal with a {112}<111> orientation would 
twin to {552} <115>, and the shear rotation would carry it tow.rds 
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{111}<112>. Subsequent slip deformation would then take it towards 
{110)<001> [Bo] (evidence of slip in micro-twins has been obtained by Hu 
et al. [72]). All of these orientations were found to be significantly 
populated at higher deformations in gilding metal and brass, but not in 
copper. The observed twins in fee alloys have been thin micro-twins, 
distibuted throughout the crystal [72,85]. Consequently the untwinned 
portion of the crystal would also be subject to a rotation due to a 
<112> shear. This would take it towards {111}<112>. The same effect 
would be produced by stacking fault formation, which also leads to a 
<112> shear [72], but this mechanism could not account for the 
appearance of material in orientations around {552}<115>. 
The increased spread apparent in the textures of gilding metal 
and brass as compared with that of copper is probably due to two 
sources. The tendency to form deformation bands (independently deforming 
regions within a grain) is expected to increase as the stacking fault 
energy is lowered [97]. This would result in an increased spread about 
the mean orientation. Further spread would be caused by mechanical 
twinning, since the operation of two different deformation mechanisms 
(i.e. slip and twinning), each producing different crystal 
reorientations, would tend to produce a dynamic equilibrium between the 
effects due to each. 
5.7 Summary 
The crystallite orientation distribution function has been 
determined for cold rolled copper, gilding metal, and brass at cold 
reductions of o, 20, 40, 60, Bo, 90, and 95 percent. The copper texture 
exhibits a steady development, and contains components which have been 
shown to be stable during multiple slip processes (i.e. {110}<112> and 
{4 4 11}<11 11 8>). The textures of gilding metal and brass both show a 
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similar initial development to that of copper, but a transition occurs 
above a reduction of about 4o percent, indicating that an additional 
deformation mode is activated at higher reductions. The features of the 
transition are consistent with those expected if the additional 
deformation mode were mechanical twinning. 
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CHAPrER 6 
A SIMULA.TION OF FCC TEXTURE DEVEI.O.FMENT 
6.1 Introduction 
Numerous theories have been advanced to explain the existence of 
the two types of rolling texture in fee metals and alloys. Comprehensive 
analyses of the predicted crystal rotations leading to fibre textures 
have been made by several authors [77,95,96,105], but for the most part 
the theories of rolling texture fornBtion have been limited to 
predicting stable end orientations, or following the rotations of 
crystals with specific orientations. Leffers [91,106], however, has 
predicted pole figures based on his theory of the fee texture 
transition. Although the assumptions that he has nnde are open to 
question (see Chapter 4), the comparison of predicted textures with 
those determined experimentally is clearly the most satisfactory test 
for any theory of texture development. This chapter describes a 
simulation of rolling texture development, taking account of {1 11} <110> 
multiple slip. The effects of mechanical twinning on the predicted 
textures are also considered. 
6.2 Polycrystalline Deformation 
Theories of polycrystalline deformation fall basically into two 
classes, those which achieve stress equilibrium, and those which achieve 
strain compatibility. Theories of the former type (e.g. [107]) are 
unrealistic except for coarse grained materials at small defornBtions 
(< 0.05 percent shear strain [108]), and available evidence 
[101,108,109] indicates that strain compatibility is of overriding 
importance at the deformations typical of metal working processes. 
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Taylor [77] suggested a method for the choice of the set of five 
independent slip systems needed to maintain strain continuity. Taylor 
considered that the active set would be that which would satisfy the 
imposed strain with the minimum plastic work. This hypothesis was later 
shown by Bishop and Hill [102,103] to be equivalent to their maximum 
work principle. Bishop and Hill also showed that Taylor's assumption of 
homogeneous strain throughout the polycrystal was UIU1ecessary, and Kocks 
[108] states that considerable deviations from homogeneity can be 
tolerated without significantly affecting the results. Bishop and Hill 
(103] showed that in order to sustain plastic flow in a region of a 
polycrystal, the critical shear stress should be attained on at least 
five independent systems, without being exceeded on any system. This 
could only be achieved by a finite number of stress states. For 
{111} <110> slip in a fee lattice, assuming that all slip systems are 
equally hardened, Bishop and Hill showed that there are five essentially 
different types of stress state which fulfill the yield criterion. These 
stress states are denoted types (i), (ii),(iii), (iv), and (v). Because 
of crystal symmetry there are 6 members in each of (i) and (ii), 12 in 
(iii), 24 in (iv), and 8 in (v). The critical shear stress is attained 
in 8 slip systems for (i), (ii), and (iii), and in 6 slip systems for 
(iv) and (v). The active stress state for any given imposed strain is 
that which does the maximum plastic work in that strain [ 102]. 
Althougn strain compatibility is achieved by this theory, it is 
clear that conti nuity of stress cannot be maintained by a number of 
volume elements each subject to a uniform stress. Bishop and Hill [102] 
state that this objection can .be removed as the size of the element 
considered tends to zero. Kocks [108] has also considered the problem of 
stress equilibrium. He considers that any necessary adjustment of 
stresses can be made by elastic distortions, the strains being 
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, 
negligible with respect to the plastic ones for .all reasonable stress 
adjustments. This, however, leads to a violation of the yield condition 
[109]. 
Bishop [110] has listed the {11 1} <110> stress states and 
illustrated the determination of th~ shear on each slip system necessary 
to conform with the imposed strain. Since either six or eight systems 
are equally stressed, whereas only five are required in order to satisfy 
an arbitrary imposed strain, the shears are not in general uniquely 
determined, but can vary within certain limits (although the shears are 
uniquely determined for certain lattice orientations under a given 
imposed strain [8o]). Dillamore and Stoloff [96] have listed the active 
slip systems for one example of each of the five types of stress state. 
They show that two <110> directions are activated in each active slip 
plane in all of the stress states. 
The effect of material properties on the choice of shears within 
the limits imposed by the maximum work principle has been considered by 
Bishop [105], Chin [95], and Dillamore and Stoloff [96]. Bishop 
suggested that the phenomenon of overshoot, observed in low stacking 
fault energy naterials, would show up in multiple slip by maximising the 
shear on the most favoured slip system. No tendency to overshoot would 
favour combinations in which the total shear was most evenly distributed 
between the active systems. 
The correlation of the texture transition with stacking fault 
energy led Chin [95] and Dillamore and Stoloff [96] to consider the 
effects of dislocation dissoc iation on the choi ce of shears. Chin 
considered that under conditions leading to extended dislocations, 
activity on sli p systems with a common slip plane would harden the 
intersecting planes with the result that slip on that coplanar pair 
would be maximised. When dislocations were not extended, slip on cross 
related systems (colinear systems) would be favoured. In fact only in 
stress states of type (iv) (Bishop and Hill's notation [103]) is the 
total activity of coplanar pairs a variable, since the shears on 
coplanar systems are linearly related in all other stress states. 
Similarly, the activities of colinear pairs are only a variable in 
stress states of type (iii). The result of this is that the fibre 
textures predicted by these two mechanisms are virtually identical [95]. 
Dillamore and Stoloff [96] have considered the effect of the 
stress state on the Shockley partials formed by the dissociation of 
{111} <110> dislocations. Since two <110> directions are equally stressed 
in all active slip planes, the ma.ximtUn shear stress in the {111} plane 
must be along <121>, and will either extend or constrict the slip 
dislocations. Dislocations of both active systems in a given slip plane 
are extended or constricted together. Dillamore and Stoloff have listed 
the extended and constricted systems for one exanu?le of each type of 
stress· state. They consider that the effect of a low stacking fault 
energy i s to cause the maximization of shears parallel to a plane on 
which dislocations are extended, on the grounds that stacking faults 
form an effective forest inhibiting intersecting slip. This principle 
can be applied in stress states of type (ii), (iii), and (iv), although 
in each of these there are two planes on whi ch dislocations are 
extended, and ma.ximization of the shears on one tends to minimize the 
shears on the other. Dillamore [97] considers that equally probable but 
mutually exclusive shear combinations are equally likely to occur, and 
that this would increase the tendency to deformation banding. 
The effect of high stacking fault energy i s considered to favour 
those constricted systems i n cross relationship. Only stress states of 
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type (iii) produce any clear tendency for this to occur, since the shear 
on cross related systems is not a variable in states (i), (ii), (iv), 
and (v), and the total shear on constricted systems is not a variable in 
states of type (i), (ii), and (v). 
Dillamore [97] has emphasized that the stress states listed by 
Bishop [110] are only strictly applicable to situations where all slip 
systems are equally hardened. Consequently, any tendency to favour one 
or more systems because of the assumed effects of material properties 
will in fact invalidate these stress states. It is not thought that this 
will significantly affect the results as long as extremes of behaviour 
such as the complete separation of partial dislocations leading to 
{111} <112> slip, or at the other extreme, pencil gli de, are avoided. 
6.3 Crystal Rotations 
The crystal displacement U i. at a position X i. may be determined 
from the relation (110) 
L ol~ d.. Cl~ u · = d r nJ x · 1 · L J I., 
ot ,p,j 
where d ~«~ is the shear on the plane o<. , 
direction ~, specified by the direction cosines 
displacement matrix is given by, 
du ~ 
d :X:.j 
= L d '/''p n/'- l ~o<.~ 
Dl~j 
c(. 
normal n ~ , in the slip 
OI. )~ 
1 i.. ( i = 1,2, 3). The 
( 6. 1 ) 
the rotation, 5, of the crystal relative to the principal axes of strain 
i ncrement is given by (105]: 
- ..L curl u 
2.. 
(6.2) 
and the axis of rotati on has direction cosines (80]: 
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a. 
a. = (i = 1,2,3) 
(~ d!jY,2. 
J 
The crystal orientation following the rotation is given by the 
congruent transformation: 
,.,, 
= [AR A] T (6.3) 
where T and T' are the initial and final orientation matrices relating 
the crystal axes with the specimen axes, A is a matrix relating the axis 
of rotation with the crystal axes 
cos ~ cos oC. cos r sinot -sin (3 
A= -sin o( cos et. 0 
sin ~ cos ot. sin~ sin ol cos (5 
where ol , ~ , are the azimuthal and polar coordinates of the rotation 
axis, 
cos ~ sin S 0 
and R = -sin r cos r 0 
0 0 1 
where r is the rotation about the axis. 
6.4 Computer Simulation of FCC Rolling Texture 
6.4.1 Operation of Program 
T'ne computer simulation of the forn:ation of rolling texture was 
performed on 4o6 hypothetical crystals, distributed uniformly in the 
region of Euler space O ~ f $. 90 , O ~ & ~ 9'.) , O ~ ~ ~ 90 • Each crystal 
was subject to a simulated rolling strain increment~ relative to the 
spec imen axes, of : 
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dE = 
0.05 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.05 
The strain relative to the crystal axes was corqputed, and the work done 
in the strain by each of the Bishop and Hill stress states for 
{111} <110> slip was detennined. The operative state was that for which 
the work done was a maximum. The shears in the active slip systems were 
computed; these specified the resultant crystal rotation. The new 
crystal orientation was found from equation (6.3), and the process was 
repeated tu1til the total simulated rolling reduction received by each 
crystal was Bo percent. At 4o percent, &J percent, and Bo percent 
reduction the orientations of the crystals were plotted in constant 
sections of Euler space, at 10 ° intervals in f between O and 90° . All 
crystals within 5 ° of the section were plotted on the section, those on 
or above the section were plotted as a short vertical line, and those 
below the section as a short horizontal line. 
6.4.2 Choice of Shears in Operative Slip Systems 
Two methods were used to allocate shears on the operative slip 
systems within the limits imposed by the maximum work principle, in an 
attempt to simulate the behaviour of hi gh stacking fault energy and low 
stacking fault energy naterials respectively. To simulate high stacking 
fault energy behav iour the activity on cross related, constricted paj.rs 
of slip systems was maximized in stress states of type (iii) • In all 
other stress states the shears were chosen at random within the 
permitted limits, since in these states there is no clear indication of 
the effect of high stacking fault energy. The effect of this random 
choice is that after a number of strain increments the total shear is 
fai rly evenly di stributed among the active slip systems . 
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The effect of low stacking fault energy behaviour was simulated 
by choosing the shears to maximise the activity on an extended plane in 
stress states of types ( i i), (iii), and (iv). The choice of which 
particular extended plane was chosen was ma.de at random ( the high 
incidence of deformation banding in low stacking fault energy materials 
indicates that no consistent choice of shears is ma.de). In states of 
type (i) and (v), where activity on extended planes is not a variable, 
the activity on one system, chosen at random, was maximized. 
6.4.3 Effect of Mechanical Twinni ng 
In order to gain some idea of the effect of mechani cal twinning 
on deformation texture formation, the possibility of twin formation was 
incorporated into the computer program. Chin et al. [76] have 
incorporated the possibility of mixed slip and twinning into the Taylor 
analysis, and have shown that it can satisfactorily explain some of the 
observed features of the deforma.tion of single crystals of Co - 8 
percent Fe, a very low stacking fault energy fee alloy. The value of an 
approach based on a principle of near homogeneous deforma.t i on, and in 
which no allowance can be ma.de for twin twin and twin - slip 
interactions, is quest i onable. There is some doubt as to the existence 
of a critical stress for twinning [111] which i s assumed to exist in 
this analysis, and it is also very difficult to allow for the continuous 
change in glide stress due to hardening of the lattice. For these 
reasons i t was decided to adopt a very much simpler, albeit arbi trary, 
approach. 
At each step in the deformation above a strain of 0.3 (-25 
percent reducti on) each crystal was given a chance · to twin. The 
probability of twinning was weighted by a 'twinning parameter', whi ch 
was determined by the extent to which twinning on the most favoured 
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{111} <112> twin system could accommodate the imposed strain, and also by 
the di fficulty of ma.intaining multiple slip in the crystal (the Taylor 
factor [101]). Of the ori entations l ikely to be produced by slip 
processes (see e.g. [79,80,81,83]) these criteria indicate that twinning 
i s most likely at orientations near {112) <111>, and very unlikely at 
orientations near {110} <112>. The analysis of Chin et al. [76] predicts 
a similar behaviour, and such assumed behaviour forms the basis of 
Wassenmnn ' s twinning theory [ 83] • Defornation twinning has not been 
observed in {11 o} <112> crystals, even of very low stacking fault energy 
alloys [76]. Furthermore, twinning is scarcely observed at all in the 
room temperature defornation of copper crystals, even at the favoured 
orientation {112) <111> (72]. In a typical material exhibit i ng the 
' alloy' texture (e.g. o<. -brass) the behaviour is probably intermediate, 
with twinning only occurring at the {1 12) <111> end of the range of 
orientations. In this simulation the twinn i_ng probability was ma.de 
linearly dependent on the ' twinning parameter ' , in such a way that the 
twinning probability varied from unity at the favoured {1 12}<111> 
orientati on to zero at {123} <412>* (an orientation intermediate between 
{1 12} <111 > and {11 o} <112>) • In the absence of a sati sfactory theory of 
polycrystalline twinning behaviour the use of an arbitrary criterion 
such as that described seems unavoidable. 
* The effect of varyi ng the value of the twinning parameter 
corresponding to zero twi nning probability was investigated. It was not 
found to affect the results significantly, except to increase the amount 
of scatter in the predicted orientations as more orientati ons were 
allowed to twin, and vice versa. 
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The crystals were considered in pairs, and when a twi nning event 
occurred one crystal underwent the tWinning reori entation, and both were 
subject to a shear reori entation (i.e. a rotation due to the shear on 
{111f <112>). The effect of thi s was to simulate a crystal in which 50 
percent of the volume had twinned (Heye and Wassennann [112] observed 
that the typical volume fraction of a crystal that twinned was 50 
percent). Up to three tWinning events were permitted in any crystal • 
Af'ter a tWinning event, subsequent slip deformation was allowed (Hu et 
al. [72] observed that slip took pla.ce within micro - twins in Cu - 4 
percent Al). All slip deformation took pla.ce within the framework of the 
Bishop and Hill maximum work principle, with the choice of shears made 
as described in section 6.4.2 for low stacking fault energy materials. 
6.5 Results 
6.5.1 Textures Resulting from Multiple Slip 
The predicted textures resulting from multiple slip processes 
are given in Figs.6.1 to 6.6. The crystal end orientations for 4o 
percent, 6o percent, and 8o percent reduction assuming conditions 
favouring cross slip (the ' cross slip' texture) are given in Figs. 6.1, 
6.2, and 6.3, and those for conditions favouring dislocation 
dissociation (the 'extended' texture) in Figs. 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. The 
crystal orientations clearly tend towards the orientation tube as 
observed in copper at all three reductions, and cozqparison with Fi gs. 
5.14, 5.15, and 5.16 shows that the predicted cross slip texture agrees 
well with the experimentally determined copper texture. At 4o percent 
reduction there is slightly more scatter in the extended texture than l n 
the cross slip texture, and slightly fewer crystals at the 
{4 4 11} <11 11 8> end of the orientation tube. The difference is so 
small, however, that it is probably not significant in view of the 
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limited number of crystals considered in the analysis (i.e. 406). At 
higher reductions there is very little to choose between the cross slip 
texture and the extended texture, both of which gi ve good agreement with 
the experimentally determined copper texture. The extended texture is 
clearly incompatible with the experimentally determined textures of 
gilding metal and brass at 60 percent and 8o percent reductions (Figs. 
5.22, 5.23, 5.29, 5.30). The {111} pole figure corresponding to the 
cross slip texture at 8o percent reduction is given in Fig. 6.10, 
together with the measured {111} pole figure for 8o percent cold rolled 
copper. 
6.5.2 Predi cted Textures when Twinning Permitted 
The predicted crystal orientations after 4o percent, 60 percent, 
and 8o percent reduction when twi nning i s permitted as a possible 
deformation mode (the 'twinning' texture) are given in Figs. 6.7, 6.8, 
and 6.9. The expected reduction in the number of crystals at the 
{112}<111> end of the orientation range is apparent, together with a 
build up of crystals near the { 552}<115> orientation. Comparison with 
the experimentally determined textures of gilding metal and brass (Fi gs. 
5.21 to 5.23 and Figs. 5.28 to 5.30) shows that the predicted textures 
are consistent with the observed features of these textures. The 
twinning texture shows considerably more scatter than the cross sli p 
texture or the extended texture. The {111} pole figure corresponding to 
the twinning texture at 8o percent reduction is given j_n Fig. 6. 11, 
together wi th the measured {111} pole figure for 8o percent cold rolled 
gilding metal. 
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Figure 6.1 Predicted orientation distribution for the 'cross slip' texture 
at 4.0 percent reduction. Constant ~ sections. 
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Figure 6.2 Predicted orientation distribution for the 'cross slip' texture 
at 60 percent reduction. Constant ~ sections. 
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Figure 6.3 Predicted orientation distribution for the 'cross slip' texture 
at 80 percent reduction. Constant ~ sections. . 
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Figure 6.J+ Predicted orientation distribution for the 'extended' texture 
at 40 percent reduction. Constant ~ sections. 
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Figure 6.5 Predicted orientation distribution for the 'extended' texture 
at 60 percent reduction. Constant ~ sections. 
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Figure 6,6 Predicted orientation distribution for the 'extended' tex~ure 
at 80 percent reduction. Constant ~ sections . 
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Figure 6. 7 Predicted orientation distribution for the 'twinning' texture 
at 40 percent reduction. Constant qi sections. 
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at 60 percent reduction. Constant~ sections. 
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· at 80 percent reduction. Constant ~ sections. 
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Figure 6.1 0 Predicted (111) pole figure f or the 'cross slip' 
texture at 8o percent reduction, with the ( 111) pole figure 
for 8o percent cold rolled copper superimposed. 
Figure 6.11 Predicted (111) pole figure for the 'twinning' 
texture at 8o percent reduction, with the (111) pole figure 
for eo percent cold rolled gilding metal superimposed. 
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6.6 Discussion 
The observed features of the development of the rolling texture 
in copper are consistent with the predictions of an analysis based on 
the assumption that the dominant deformation process is multiple 
{111} <11 O> slip. The development of rolling texture in gilding metal and 
brass, however, cannot be explained by nru.ltiple slip processes alone. If 
mechanical twinning is considered as an additional deformation mode the 
predicted textures agree satisfactor i ly with the experimental data for 
these alloys. 
The effect of stacking fault energy on the behaviour of slip 
dislocations has been considered within the framework of the maximum 
work principle, and textures have been predicted based on the probable 
effects of both high and low stacking fault energy. The differences 
between the predicted textures was very slight, and both were consistent 
with the experimentally determined copper texture. Similar results were 
found by Chin [ 95] and Dill.a.more and Stoloff [ 96] who found that the 
predicted fibre textures arising from £111} <110> nru.ltiple slip were only 
nnrginally altered by assumptions nnde about dislocation behaviour. This 
is to be expected as orientation space is divided i nto regions in which 
particular stress states are active, and the boundaries between these 
regions correspond to orientations with uniquely determined slip 
rotations. Consequently a basic pattern i s imposed on the deformation 
texture which is independent of nnterial variables [97]. 
In the copper - zinc alloys investi~ted any snnll texture 
variation due to the possible influence of stacking fault energy on the 
choice of shears in the active slip systems would be impossible to 
detect experimentally since they would be swamped by the gross 
reorientations due to mechanical twinning. Dill.a.more and Stoloff [96] 
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have investigated the rolli ng texture of ordered Cu 3Au, rolled 95 
percent. This material behaves as if it had a low stacking fault energy 
except that twinning is not a possible deformation mode. The {111} pole 
figure for thi s material is remarkably similar to that of 50 percent 
cold rolled copper (Fig.47a of [72]) and to that of 6o percent cold 
rolled copper (Fig. 5.3d, Chapter 5). This indicates that the primary 
effect of reducing the stacking fault energy in the absence of 
mechanical twinni ng is to i ncrease the amount of spread in the texture 
rather than to alter the basic distri bution of orientations, since a low 
stacking fault energy is conducive to the formation of deformation 
bands. 
The effect of the formation of deformation bands has not been 
considered explicitly in the simulation of texture development described 
in thi s chapter. Chin [95] and Wons i ewicz and Chin [78] have shown that 
two types of deformation band observed in fee metals can be explained in 
terms of the Taylor/Bishop and Hill analysis. Type 1 deformat i on bands 
are formed when a different permiss ible combination of slip systems 
operates i n each of several regions of a crystal, and type 2 deformat i on 
bands form if the the work done by slip within the bands is less than 
that required for homogeneous deformation, while the net strain matches 
that for the overall deformation. Provided that each region is treated 
as a separate, homogeneously deforming body the analysis remains valid. 
The effect of deformation banding on the simulated textures described in 
this chapter would be to increase the spread in the crystal end 
orientations without altering the overall distribution. 
A further factor increasing the orientation spread is the 
occurrence of mechanical twinning, as seen in Figs. 6.7 to 6.9. This, 
taken with deformation banding, would explain the i ncrease in the 
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severity of the texture at any given reduction in going from brass 
through gilding metal to copper. It would also explain why the {1 11} 
pole figure of Cu3Au [95], in which deformation bands but not twins 
occur, is less sharp than that of copper, and sharper than that of Cu -
30 percent Zn at the same reduction (see e.g. [72], and Figs. 5.3g, and 
5.9g, Chapter 5). 
The fee texture transition is brought about not only by 
alloying, but also by lowering the deformation temperature or increasing 
the deformation rate (see Chapter 4). in the absence of other effects, 
neither of these processes should have any significant influence on the 
frequency of mechanical twinning, which is seen to be the mechanism 
giving rise to the transition. However, since the movement of 
dislocations during the multiple slip processes is to a large extent 
dependent on their ability to negotiate a highly distorted lattice, the 
ease with which cross slip and dislocation intersection can occur will 
be of the utmost importance. Both of these processes are thermally 
activated, the activation energy being reduced when a stress is applied 
in the correct sense [93]. Consequently a reduction in temperature or an 
increase in the deformation rate will both increase the general level of 
stress in the crystal needed to maintain deformation by slip, and this 
increase in stress will be responsible for the onset of mechanical 
twinning. The effect of a reduction in stacking fault energy would be 
twofold, . as not only does the separation of partial dislocations 
increase (the separation is proportional to Gb/t )which increases the 
activation energy for cross slip and dislocation intersection (jog 
formation), but the stacking faults formed by the separation of the 
parti als will also serve as nuclei for twins [93]. It would seem, 
therefore, that the texture transition in fee metals is due to the the 
change in the behaviour of slip disl ocations with material and pr ocess 
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variables, but that the transition is brought about predominantly 
through the agency of mechanical twinning. 
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PART III 
CORREIATION OF TEXTURE AND PROPERTIES 
IN CUBIC METALS 
I 'I '' 
I 
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CHAPTER 7 
PREVIOUS WORK 
7.1 Introduction 
Any property which exhibits anisotropy in single crystals of a 
ma.terial will in general be anisotropic in a textured aggregate of that 
ma.terial. Magnet i c, plastic, and elastic properties are those in which 
anisotropy has the greatest practical :importance, and a great deal of 
the literature has been devoted to the effects of texture on these 
properties (see e.g. [1,31,113,114]). From a metallurgical viewpoint the 
elastic and plastic properties are of the greatest interest, and some of 
the existing informati on relating these with texture is reviewed in this 
chapter. 
7.2 Elastic Anisotropy 
7.2.1 Single Crystals 
The relationship between elastic stresses and strai ns in a 
single crystal is given by the generalized Hooke's law [115], 
Eu = L s-,jkl (;f"\<t i,j,k,1 = 1,2,3 
\() l 
where S ijkL ar~ elements of the elastic compliance tensor. The 
reciprocal relation is: 
= L C •.i kl <S l<l .. 
IC',.C. 
Here are elements of the elasti c modulus tensor. The compliance 
and modulus tensors are usually represented i n two dimensional form as 
9x9 matrices [115]. The elements of these tensors are not all 
independent since restrictions are :imposed by the symmetry of the 
crystal class to which the material belongs, and by the symmetry of the 
stress and strain tensors. For cubic crystals only three of the elements 
are independent, s 11 , s 12 , and s 4 ~ (along with the corresponding 
elements ~n.the modulus tensor)[115]. 
If a spec imen is prepared from a crystal of cubic material so 
that the direction cosines of the specimen axis with respect to the 
crystal axes are 1 1 , 1 2, 11 , then the Young's modulus of the specimen is 
given by [115] 
The crystal will be elastically anisotropic if 
Thi s condition is fulf i lled by the majority of cubi c metals, exceptions 
being aluminium and tungsten. 
7.2.2 Polycrystals 
The elastic properties of a polycrystalline aggregate are 
clearly dependent on the elastic properties of the constituent crystals 
(although it does not necessarily follow that a knowledge of the single 
crystal properties is sufficient to define the properties of the 
aggregate). Methods for determining the elastic properties of 
polycrystals have been proposed by Voigt [24], who assumed that the 
strain was uniform throughout the specimen, and by Reuss [25], who 
assumed uniform stress. Hill [26] showed that these two assumptions lead 
to an upper and lower bound,respectively, for the true polycrystal data. 
He proposed taking the mean value of the Voigt and Reuss averages as a 
better approxination. 
I 
11 
I 
1/1' 1 
Exact theories have been developed (e.g. [27,28]) which take 
into account the boundary conditions of both stress and strain, but 
these are so complex that they have found little application. 
7.2.3 Correlation with Crystallographic Texture 
Equation (7.1) forms a basis for the correlation of Young's 
modulus with crystallographic texture. Weerts [18] assumed that the 
quantity (1/E) was additive for each orientation present, and computed 
the variation in Young's modulus in rolled and recrystallized sheets. 
The textures for these computations were assumed to be {110} <112> and 
{112}<111> in equal amounts for the rolled sheets, and {001} <100> for 
the recrystallized material. The results did not agree very well with 
the measured values for the rolled sheet, but satisfactory agreement was 
achieved with the recrystallized sheet. Similar methods have recently 
been used to supplement pole figure data in assigning ideal orientations 
by Alers and Liu [19] and Hoddinott and Davies [20]. 
Pursey and Cox [22] showed that the orientation dependent part 
of equation (7.1) could be described exactly by a fourth order spherical 
harmonic function. They showed for the case of fibre textures that if 
the inverse pole figure is similarly expanded into a series of spherical 
harmonics, then only the fourth order term can contribute to elastic 
anisotropy because of the orthogonality of these functions (see Chapter 
3). Pursey and Cox did not analyse any experimental data, presumably 
because of the difficulti es in obtaining inverse pole figures at that 
time ( 1953). 
An extension of the approach of Pursey and Cox has been used by 
Bunge and co-workers [23,116,117) and by Kallend and Davies [118] in 
order to correlate the anisotropy of Young's modulus with texture in 
I' 
I 
j 
i I 
rolled sheets. This is described in Chapter 8. 
7.3 Plastic Properties 
7.3.1 Single Crystals 
It has long been established that the dominant feature in the 
plastic deformation of metals at sub - diffusive temperatures is glide 
on certain crystallographic planes i n certain crystallographic 
directions. Such a combination of glide plane and direction co:mprises a 
slip system, and the particular slip system which operates is that on 
which the resolved shear stress is a maximum [119]. The yield strength 
of a plastic crystal depends on the orientation relationship represented 
in the Schmid law [120] 
er = 1:-'/ cos 1 cos >-... 
where q- is the applied stress, "!: the critical resolved shear stress for 
glide on the act i ve slip system, and ~ and ~ are respectively the angles 
of the slip plane norrml and the slip direct :L on from the applied stress. 
It is clear that the plastic behaviour of a single crystal will be 
anisotropic. 
7,3,2 Polycrystals 
Grains in a polycrystal are generally subject to more co:mplex 
boundary conditions of stress and strain than single crystals in a 
tensile test, and it is not usually possible to infer the behaviour of a 
polycrystal from the known behaviour of its constituent grains when free 
from constraint [ 101]. There have been many atte:mpts to correlate s i ngle 
crystal behaviour with that of polycrystals (e.g. [77,102,103,107,108]), 
and Kocks [101] has recently reviewed the principal theories. Recent 
developments tend to support the theories whi ch achieve strain 
compatibi lity (see Chapter 6, section 6.2), and the solution due to 
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Taylor [77), along with the equivalent approach of Bishop and Hill 
[102,103), are considered to be good approximations at strains greater 
than about 1 percent [108,109]. Both of these soluti ons predict the work 
done in a given imposed strain in terms of the critical shear stresses 
on the individual slip systems. Kocks [108] has pointed out that these 
critical stresses, obtained from experiments on single crystals, should 
be determined under multiple slip conditions in order to be applicable 
to polycrystals. The experimental results of Hosford [121] and of Chin 
et al. [ 122] have vali dated the Taylor/Bishop and Hill analysis, 
although Mayer and Eackofen [123] have found considerable deviations 
from it in low stacking fault energy materials. This could well be due 
to their experimental technique which did not eliminate shear strains, 
although these were assumed to be absent in their analysis. Chin et al. 
[122] showed that the predicted results were quite sensitive to shear 
strains. 
7.3.3 Practical In:!portance of Plastic Ani sotropy 
Plastic anisotropy is most pronounced and of greatest practi cal 
importance in rolled sheets, both with and without annealing treatments, 
and most experimental data relate to sheet samples in various 
deformation modes. A yi eld criterion based on a continuum mechani cal 
approach for anisotropic materials exhibiting orthotropic symmetry (as 
do most sheet mater ials) was proposed by Hill [124]. In this treatment 
the tensile and shear yield stresses with respect to the symmetry axes 
are treated as parameters to be determined. The theory takes no account 
of the crystallographi c nature of plastic flow, and has been cri t i c ized 
on this account [125]. It does, however, provide a sil)lple means of 
understanding the behavi our of anisotrop i c materials in complex 
deforn:ation modes. Hill demonstrated that the parameters could be 
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determined without a measurement of the through thickness tensile 
strength if the rati o of width to thi ckness strains (R) in tensile tests 
in the plane of the sheet were measured. 
Since the strain ratio Risa compariti vely easy parameter to 
measure it has been widely used to correlate the behaviour of materials 
in complex deformation modes with the behaviour in tensile tests. 
Iankford et al [126] showed that the dra-wability of a sheet, expressed 
in terms of the limiti ng ratio of blank s i ze to punch diameter that 
could be successfully deep drawn, -was correlated with R, the mean value 
of R in the plane of the sheet. The hei ghts of ears formed in deep drawn 
cups were shown by Bourne and Hi ll [127] to be related to the R values 
measured in the circumf'erential direction within the blanks. 
Whiteley [ 128] showed that the correlation of R with 
dra-wability -was consistent with Hill's yield criterion. Recent results 
have shown, however, that Hill's theory gives poor agreement with 
experimental results especially under complex stress condi tions (e.g. 
[129,130]). Hosford and Backofen [131) suggested that a s impler and more 
theoretically sound correlation of dra-wabili ty with texture could be 
rnade if f , the ratio of the strengths under the (approximately) plane 
strain strain conditions existing in the cup -wall and flange 
respectively, were considered instead of R. They showed that the 
limiting drawi ng ratio (IDR) should be given by 
1n ( IDR) = (3 / ( 1 + 7Z ) 
where 7l is a fr i ction parameter. (3 is more difficult than R to measure 
experimentally, but Hosford and Backofen showed that it is more easily 
related to crystallographic texture. Wilson [114] has also indicated 
that relative strengths are of more direct interest than relative R 
values. 
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7.3.4 Correlation with Crystallographic Texture 
The role of crystallographic texture in producing plastic 
anisotropy has been understood qualitatively for many years (see e.g. 
[ 1], Chapter 11). A quantitative method of relating R with the 
distribution of slip directions was proposed by Burns and Heyer [132], 
and the method was used to correlate R with the {111} pole figures of 
low carbon steels [133]. Hosford and Ba.ckofen [131] showed that this 
method was based on an erroneous way of resolving strains. They 
suggested that a better method for predicting the behaviour of tensile 
specimens cut from a rolled sheet was to consider a fixed strain 
increment in the direction of the tensile axis, and to compute the work 
required to impose this increment as a function of the strain ratio. 
That value for which the work done was a minimum corresponded to the 
expected value, and the tensile strength could be obtained from the work 
done at that minimum value. The work done was determined by the Bishop 
and Hill analysis, with the contribution from each orientation present 
weighted according to the amount of material in that orientation. 
Hosford and Ba.ckofen demonstrated the method for several ideal 
orientations. There will in fact be shear strain components in tensile 
tests on specimens cut obliquely to the sheet symmetry axes, and these 
are not accounted for in this approach. The work of Bourne and Hill 
(127] indicates that these components will introduce errors of only 
minor importance. -
Crystallographic considerations indicate that a high R is 
obtained both in fee and bee metals when there are {111} and {11 o} 
texture components in the plane of the sheet (134]. Held [135] has shown 
that a good correlation is obtained between R and the ( {111} / {100} ) 
intensity ratios determined from inverse pole figure measurements in low 
' ,1 
carbon steels. 
Svensson [136] used Taylor's [77] results for the yield strength 
in axisymmetric tension, along with the assumed ideal orientations 
{311} <112> plus {110}<112> in order to predict the yield stress 
anisotropy of cold rolled aluminium. The variation in R with direction 
in the sheet was predicted by applying the Hi ll yield criterion [124] to 
the results for the yield stress. Although Svensson admitted that his 
predicti ons were only a first approximation, he showed that the choi ce 
of ideal orientations to fit the pole figure data could make a 
significant difference to the predicted anisotropy. 
A yield criterion for anisotropic naterials has been developed 
by Crans [137] and used to predict the yield stress ani sotropy and 
plastic strain tensor of cold rolled copper foils tested in tension. The 
criterion only takes account of the distribution of slip planes, and the 
anisotropy of the distribution of s lip directions is not considered. 
This probably explains the poor agreement of the predictions with 
experimental results. 
A simple model of polycrystalline defamation has been proposed 
by Nagashima. et al. [138]. This assumes that slip will occur i n any 
given crystal when the Schmid factor of any slip system exceeds 0.25, 
and that the amount of slip is proport i onal to the Schmid factor. This 
enabled them to -calculate a parameter D (which is related to the strain 
ratio R) for a crystal in any given orientation. They computed the D 
values corresponding to various reflections in -an inverse pole f i gure 
measured by the Harris method [12], and found the weighted mean (the 
weighting factor was the measured intensity of the particular 
reflection). Reasonable agreement was obtained with experimental results 
for cold rolled steel sheets. It was considered that the Taylor theory 
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would have been a better model of polycrystalli ne plasticity, but that 
the calculations were too corqplex. 
Recently Bunge and Roberts [23] have used an analysis based on 
that described by Hosford and Backofen (131], but taking into account 
the complete crystallite orientation distribution function determined by 
the method of Bunge [45] from X-ray pole figures. They showed that good 
agreement was obtained with experimental data for stabilized steel 
sheet. Kallend and Iavies [118,139] have used a similar analysis, using 
Roe's method of determining the crystallite orientation distribution 
function [44], to predict plastic anisotropy in textured sheets of fee 
metals. They also found satisfactory agreement with experiment. The 
method used is described in Chapter 8. 
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would have been a better model of polycrystalli ne plasticity, but that 
the calculations were too complex. 
Recently Bunge and Roberts [23] have used an analysis based on 
that described by Hosford and Backofen [131], but taki ng into account 
the complete crystallite orientation di'stribution funct i on determined by 
the method of Bunge [45] from X-ray pole f i gures. They showed that good 
agreement was obtained with experimental data for stabilized steel 
sheet. Kallend and Iavies [118,139] have used a similar analysis, using 
Roe's method of determining the crystallite orientation distribution 
function [44], to predict plastic anisotropy in textured sheets of fee 
metals. They also found satisfactory agreement with experiment. The 
method used is described in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPIBR 8 
CORREIATION OF ANISOTROPY WITH TEX'IURE - THEORETICAL 
8.1 Introduction 
The absence of suitable theories linking single crystal 
properties with the properties of aggregates, and the inability to 
describe quantitatively the texture of a polycrystalline aggregate, have 
both proved stumbling blocks to the correlation of anisotropic 
properties with crystallographic texture. For both elastic and plastic 
properties there are still no generally applicable exact theories 
linking the properties of single crystals and polycrystals. Easily 
evaluated upper and lower bound solutions to both of these problems 
have, however, been established. There is no justification, either 
experimental or theoretical, for considering either the upper bound or 
the lower bound solution for elastic properties as being more nearly 
correct. In the case of plastic properties the upper bound solution 
· (that of Taylor [77] and Bishop and Hill [102,103]) is theoretically 
more rigorous than the lower bound solution (due to Sachs (107]), and is 
approached closely by experimental data [101,121,122]. 
The problem of obtaini ng a quantitative description of texture 
has found an effective solution in the analyses of Roe [44], Bunge [45], 
and Williams (46], along with the availability of sui table digital 
computers on which to perform the calculations. The correlation of 
texture wi th certain elasti c and plastic properties of sheets of copper 
and copper - zinc alloys has been investigated, us i ng the orientati on 
distribution analysis of Roe. The method used is described in this 
chapter. 
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8.2 The General Problem 
Consider any anisotropic property, g, of a single crystal, whose 
orientation dependence is given by 
where ~ , 9 , and ~ are the Euler angles relating the crystal axes with 
the reference frame in which the property is measured (see Figs. 1.1 and 
3.1 ). Provided that g is an additive property, that interaction between 
crystals is negligible or accounted for in the evaluation of g, and that 
no contribution is nnde by material in grain boundaries, 
\ I'\ g = N L.g( '-t'r, er, ~r ) F( l}',, e,., ~,) 
where N = 
(""-:,i 
I"\ L. F( '-\'r , 9 .. , {fr) 
r-:..1 
( 8. 1) 
and g is the mean value of g over N crystals inn orientations, and 
F(l\>r , 0r, G>r)is the number of crystals in the rth orientatj_on considered. 
When n and N are very large (as in a typical polycrystalline metal 
sample) the summation may be replaced by integration over all 
orientations. Putting S = cos e , equation (8.1) becomes: 
g = * ~f g( 'f , 5, cj> )F( 'f' , 5, cj> ) d'/' d~ dcj, 
where ,~~ F( ')' ,5 , f ) d~d~ d'f A= 
and since 
where w( 'f, 3, 1) is the crystallite orientation distribution function, 
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this becomes 
( 8.2) 
Pursey and Cox [ 22] and Sturcken and Croach [ 1 Lio], who have 
considered the similar problem for textures exhibiting axial symmetry, 
have shown that expressions such as equation (8.2) may be evaluated 
easily provided that both g( L\' , j , t ) and w(yJ , ! , t ) may be expanded in 
a series of spherical harmonics. Here these expansions are: 
ao ( .t 
g(Y ' S '1) = L L L Gt_"zl9'" (! ) 
(;o 1'1'=-t n:.-t 
00 ( l 
w( t '3 '1) = L L L wL~~ZLm)S) 
t:: o 1ft:-l n:-.L 
-ll'l\if -'-n~ 
e e (8.3a) 
(8.3b) 
where Gt,.,,. , Wi-,1\ , are coefficients (see Chapter 3, section 3.2). Because 
of the orthogonal ity of these functions, equation (8.2) becomes: 
00 ! ( 
g = 4,r1. L LLGL"'"WLM~ 
(= o 1'11::-t n=-t 
If the reference axes with respect to which the property is measured are 
rotated by the Euler angles d.. , V> , and )( with respect to those in which 
the WLmn have been evaluated, the new coefficients W't...,.. .. are related to 
the W 1.,W\" by [ 44] : 
For the particular case of the variation of properties in the plane of a 
rolled sheet, where the ori ginal reference axes were the rolling, 
transverse, and normal directions respectively, (3, = ~ = o, and (J.. is the 
angle between the new x axis and the rolling direct l on. By substitution 
in equation (A3) of Roe [44] 
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ZL (1) = O , m :t= n 
P"' 
-- {.?.J2~ I \'"2. \ ") ,m=n 
and consequently 
When the Gt,..~ and WLm~ are all real, this reduces to 
(8.4) 
In order to evaluate equation (8.4) the coefficients Wl~~ and 
Gt~n must be determi ned. The Wt~~ may be obtained by spherical harmonic 
analysis of pole figure data (see Chapter 3), and the G LM~ can be 
determined from 
The function g( l\' , ~, <p ) will remain invariant under the operation of 
crystallographic symmetry elements, and consequently there will be 
restrictions 
restrictions 
on the possible 
on G l"""' if the 
values of G1.. • 
""~ 
There are further 
property under considerati on exhibits 
symmetry in its reference frame (e.g. Young's modulus in a given 
direction in a crystal is unchanged by a rotation of the crystal about 
that direction). -rn practice it is necessary to truncate the series 
eJq>ansion in equation (8.3a) after a finite number of terms. The effect 
of this on equation (8.4) is not very great since usually both G tMn and 
W LlY\" are convergent, and their product will converge even more rapidly. 
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8.3 Elastic Anisotropy 
The orientat i on dependence of elastic modulus in cubic crystals 
~s governed by the function 
where 1 ~ is the direction cosine relating the direction considered with 
the x ~ axis. Thi s function can be shown to depend only on zeroth and 
fourth order spherical harmonics [22], and consequently equat i on (8.3a) 
becomes 
The mean value of i ( ~ , 3 , 1 ) over all the crystals in a textured sheet 
for a given direction in the sheet is given from equation (8.4). 
4 { ( ~ (ex.) = 4111. LL L G lfflr\ wL ..... cos(m eL) (8.6) 
{::.o rn:.1 ""-.l 
The Voigt [24] and Reuss [25] average moduli can be obtained by 
inserting the value of ~ for the particular direction in the sheet 
cons i dered into the express i on for the particular modulus required 
[141]. The Reuss average Young's modulus is given by: 
(8.7) 
and the Voigt average Young's modulus by: 
Ev = (C 11 + 2c ,1. )(c .. 
- C 12 - 3 ~ c) (8.8) 
( C 11 + C. 11. - i C. ) 
where C 
·- C It 
- C 12 - 2c 4 q.. 
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Equation (8.5) was used to detennine the coefficients GL ....... of 
the expansion of 'g ( L\' , ~, ~). The function was evaluated at 6 degree 
intervals in ~, 9 , and ~ , and the i ntegration was performed numerically. 
The values of the independent coefficients are: 
~ 
0.283 Gooo = 
lf 
G400 = -0.035 
"' G410 = 0.037 
"' -0.049 (8.9) G440 = 
This method of detennining the anisotropy of Young's modulus is 
equivalent to, but slightly simpler than the method used by Bunge [116] 
who has evaluated the effective elastic constants (c ijkL , and s ;lkL ) of 
the sheet as an intermediate step. There are 9 independent elastic 
modulus tensor elements in a sheet with orthotropic symmetry and 
consequently 36 spherical harmonic coefficients must be determined 
rather than 4 as in equation (8.9). Bunge's method i s slightly more 
flexible, however, since it is readily possible to determine the elastic 
behaviour of the sheet under complex loading conditions from the 
effective elastic constants of the sheet. 
8.4 Plastic Anisotropy 
8.4.1 Lower Bound Sqlution 
The lower bound solution for the correlation of single crystal 
flow stress with that of a polycrystal is due to Sachs [107]. The 
individual crystals in the aggreg3.te are assumed to be subject to a 
uniform stress, equal to the applied stress, and yield is presumed to be 
governed by the Schmid· law [ 120] • 
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For a tensile test on a specimen cut from a rolled sheet, the x, 
y, and z axes are taken to be the specimen longitudinal direction, width 
direction, and normal direct on respectively, and g( If , e , <P ) of 
equation (8.1) becomes the tensile stress in the x direction (relative 
to the cri tical resolved shear stress) .necessary to produce yield on the 
most favourable slip system in a crystal with a given orientation. In 
this work, g( lf' , e, <p ) was determined at 6 degree intervals in the 
angular coordinates, using the Schmid law, for fee crystals assuming 
slip on {111} <11 O> slip systems ( f 11 ol <111 > slip in bee crystals would 
lead to the same result, see, for example, Groves and Kelly [142]). The 
coefficients G L""" were determi ned from equation (8.5) by numerical 
integration for 1 ~ 14, and the predicted variation of flow stress in 
the plane of the sheet is given by equation (8.4). 
8.4.2 Upper Bound Solution 
An upper bound solution for the relation between polycrystal 
plastic behaviour and single crystal plasti c behaviour was gj_ven by 
Taylor [77]. An equivalent, but simpler method was devised by Bi shop and 
Hill [102,103]. These methods enable the work done in imposing a given 
plasti c strain increment to be calculated, assuming that the resolved 
shear stress on at least five independent systems nrust reach, but not 
exceed, the critical shear stress for slip. The method of Bishop and 
Hill bas been described frequently in the literature (e.g. [101, 102, 
103, 110, 122, 131]) and only a brief description will be given here. 
The amount of plastic work per uni t volume done by a tensile or 
compressi ve stress q- in the x direction is :a,,c: 
(8.10) 
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where d cx-x is the incremental strain in the x direction. This ma.y be 
equated with the work due to shear on the active slip systems 
dw = "t 2. d ~ ~ (8.11) 
... 
where 't is the critical stress for slip, assumed to be the same for all 
systems, and d ~~ is the incremental shear on the ith system. Equations 
(8.10) and (8.11) yield 
M = G"",c.x = ( 8. 12) 
M is a generalized Schmi d factor (the Taylor factor) relating the 
applied stress for flow with the critical stress for sHp. Equation 
(8.11) may be written 
t = dw 
z d;y· 
• I,. 
' 
For slip to occur, the shear stress must be raised to, but not above, 
the critical value for slip. It may be seen that this is achieved by 
minimising the total shear I d~i. (Taylor's pri nciple) or by maximizing 
the work dw (Bishop and Hi ll's princ iple). 
Bishop and Hill showed that only a limited number of stress 
states are capable of fulfilling the yield cri terion, and that state 
which maximises the work done in the in:q:>osed strai~ is the active stress 
state. Stress states have been given which satisfy the yield criter ion 
for {111} <110> slip [ 11 O], f 111} <112> slip and twinning [ 1 4 3] and 
{123] <111> slip [144]. In all of these cases it is possible to 
interchange the slip planes· and directions without i nvalidat i ng the 
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results. When the active state has been found, the Taylor factor M may 
be determ~ned from equation (8.12). 
In order to apply the analysis to textured sheets Hosford and 
Backofen [131] have suggested that values of M should be determined for 
a given strain increment d G:rx in the direction of loading, as a function 
of r, where 
r = d 1::,9:, = R 
d Ej:1 + J.Ez:z. +R 
where d £!!:, , dE.,"l.. are strains in the width and thickness directions 
respectively. The minimum value of M(r) corresponds to the expected 
behaviour, and the values of M(r) and r at the minimum identify the 
relative strength u;,,/T, and the strain ratio R. 
For the purposes of this investigation, equation (8.4) becomes 
(8.13) 
The values of GL~~ (r) were determined for values of r of o, 0.1, 
0.2, ••. 1.0, for 1 -::::: 14. Only {111} <110> slip was considered. 
The mean absolute values of GL-~ (r) for various orders, 1, are 
given i n Table B.1. from which it may be seen that the fourth order 
coefficients are, on average, an order of magnitude larger than those of 
any other order which gives rise to anisotropic behaviour (zero order 
coefficients give rise to orientation independent properties). The 
variation of the independent fourth order coefficients with r is shown 
in Fig. 8. 1. 
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4.471 
0.4 
0 .191 
0.012 
0.022 
0 . 005 
0 .003 
0,6 o.a 
CONTRACTION RATIO r 
Figure 8.1. Variation of the fourth order coefficients G4m0 (r) of 
the expansion of the function describing flow stress anisotropy 
according to the Bishop and Hill theory, with contraction ratio r . 
1.0 
Although the Taylor/Bishop and Hill analysis is theoretically 
more rigorous than the Sachs analysis, it is necessary to consider the 
limitations of this method. The basic assumptions of the theory are that 
deformation is homogeneous, and that the hardening behaviour of all 
active slip systems is the same and depends only on the total amount of 
prior slip. 
The observed shape changes of individual grains during 
polycrystalline deformation are frequently different from that of the 
polycrystal itself, and this may be expected to be a reasonable 
objection to the theory. These deviations appear to occur in such a way 
as to lower the total amount of work, leaving the predicted values as an 
upper bound. The assumption that work hardening depends only on the 
total amount of prior slip might be questioned in view of the different 
combinations of slip systems and dislocation interactions that would 
prevail in differently oriented grains. However, experimental results 
indicate that perterbations due to differential hardening are within the 
limits of accuracy of the experiments [121,122]. 
8. 5 Sunnnary 
Satisfactory methods are available for the correlation of the 
elastic and plastic properties of single crystals with polycrystals. 
Methods are given whereby these analyses can be applied to materials 
exhibiting preferred orientation, described by the crystallite 
orientation distribution function. As has been stated by Bunge and 
co-workers [23,116], the correlation of properties with orientation is 
facilitated if the crystallite orientation distribution analysis is 
perfonned by spherical hannonic methods (e.g. [4l.~,45]). 
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CHAPrER 9 
CORRELATION OF ANISOTROPY WITH TEXTURE - EXPERIMENTAL 
9.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 8 methods were described whereby the effect of 
crystallographic texture on the elastic and plastic properties of a 
polycrystalline aggregate of crystals exhibiting cubic synnnetry could be 
assessed. These methods have been used to predict the planar anisotropy 
of Young's modulus and flow stress in textured sheets of copper, Cu - 10 
percent Zn (gilding metal) and Cu -30 percent Zn (brass). The 
predictions are compared with the experimentally determined anisotropy 
of these propert i es in order to determine the validity of the methods 
used. 
9.2 Anisotropy of Young's Modulus 
The planar anisotropy of Young ' s modulus in 90 percent cold 
rolled sheets of copper, g j lding metal, and brass, was determi ned by the 
transverse resonant vibration method described in Chapter 2, section 
2 . 5.1. The coefficients W Lm~ of the crystallite orientation distribution 
function were determined for the three materials from X-ray pole figure 
data as described in Chapter 3, and the orientation distribution 
functions of these materials are illustrated in Figs. 5.17, 5.24, and 
5.31. 
The 
calculated 
Voigt, Reuss, and 
as described in Chapter 
Hill average Young's moduli were 
8, section 8.3. The values of the 
single crystal elastic constants were obtai ned from Aleksandrov and 
Ryzhova [145]. The variation in the predicted moduli with direction in 
the rolling plane are given, together with the experimentally determi ned 
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Young's modulus, in Figs. 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 for the copper, gilding 
metal, and brass respectively: 
The experimentally determined values of Young's modulus are seen 
to lie parallel with the predicted values, between the Reuss and Hill 
averages, for all three materials. This indicates that the angular 
variation in Young's modulus is accounted for very well by the methods 
used, although the absolute values are not. This is in agreement with 
the findings of Bunge and co-workers [23,116,117]. 
Fi gure 9.4 shows the predicted variation of Young's modulus in 
the rolling plane for 95 percent cold rolled copper. The crystallite 
orientation distribution function for this material is shown in Fig. 
5. 18. Also shown are the experimentally determined values of Young' s 
modulus in the rolling plane for 96 percent cold rolled copper as 
determined by Weerts[18], and for 96 percent cold rolled Cu - 1 percent 
Zn, determined by Alers and Liu (19]. Again, the predicted results are 
in reasonable agreement with experimental data. 
9.3 Anisotropy of Flow Stress 
The anisotropy of 0.2 percent proof stress in the rolling plane 
of 90 percent cold rolled copper, gilding metal, and brass was 
determined by tensile tests as descri bed in Chapter 2, section 2.5.2. 
The predicte_d flow stress ani sotropy was calculated using the Sachs and 
the Bishop and Hill averaging procedures (Chapter 8, section 8.4). These 
methods both predict the flow stress in terms, of a cri tical shear stress 
for the material. A sensible value of this for the mult iple sl p 
processes in polycrystals was not known for any of the materials, so the 
predicted values have been normalized and presented as the ratio of the 
stress in a given direction to that in the rolling di rection. These 
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Figure 9.1 . Angular variation of Young' s Modulus in the rolling plane 
of 90 per cent col d r oll ed copper, together with the predicted variation 
accor ding to t he Voigt (V), Reuss (R), and Hill (H) averaging pr ocedures. 
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Figure 9.2 . Angular variation of Young's Modul us i n the rolling plane 
of 90 percent cold rolled gilding metal, together with the predicted variation 
according to the Voigt (V), Reuss (R), and Hill (H) averaging procedures• 
values, together with the similarly norn:alized experi mental data, are 
given in Figs. 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7. In absolute terms it must be 
remembered that the mean rat i o of the Sachs average to the Bishop and 
Hi ll average is 2.2:3.06, so the predicted flow stresses using these two 
methods are, i n fact, widely separated. 
In all of the materials tested the flow stress anisotropy 
predicted by the Bishop and Hill analysis is seen to agree 
satisfactorily wi th the experimentally determined data. Similar 
agreement was fo1..U1d by B1..U1ge and Roberts [23] in an analys i s, based on 
the equivalent minimmn shear principle due to Taylor [77], of the flow 
stress ani sotropy in stabilized steel sheet, and also by Kallend and 
Davies [139] in an analys i s of the flow stress anisotropy of annealed 
sheets of copper and Q(-brass. 
The predictions of the Sachs analysis, on the other hand, do not 
give a very good agreement with the experimental data. Kocks [101] has 
shown that on an absolute scale, the polycrystalline yield stress is far 
closer to the upper bound (Taylor/Bishop and Hill) solution than to the 
lower bound (Sachs) solution, and the present results would seem to 
confirm this. Kallend and Davies [139] found that the ani sotropy 
predicted by the Sachs average was in fair agreement with the 
experimentally observed flow stress ani sotropy in annealed sheets of 
copper and b~ss. Si nce the predi ctions of the Sachs and Bi shop and Hi ll 
methods were very similar in those cases, this agreement was probably 
fortuitous. 
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Figure 9. 3. Angular variation of Young' s Modulus in the rolling plane 
of 90percent cold rolled brass, together with the predicted variation 
according to the Voigt (V), Reuss (R), and Hill (H) averaging procedures. 
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Figure 9 .4. Predicted angular variation of Y01.mg's Modulus in the 
rolling plane of 95 percent cold rolled copper, together with the 
experimental result,s of Weerts (full circles) and of Alers and Liu 
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Figure 9.5. Angular variation of 0 .• 2 percent proof stress in the 
rolling plane for 90 percent cold rolled copper, together 
.with the predicted variation using the Sachs (S) and the Bishop and 
Hill (B-H) averaging procea.ur es. 
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Figure 9.6. Angular variation of 0 .2 percent proof stress in t he 
rolling plane for 90 percent cold rolled gilding metal, t ogether 
with the predicted variation using the Sachs (S) and the Bishop and 
Hill (B-H) averaging procedures . 
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Figure 9.7. Angular variation of 0.2 percent proof stress in the 
rolling plane for 90 percent cold rolled brass, together 
with the predicted variation using the Sachs (s) and the Bishop and 
Hill (B-H) averaging procedures. 
9.4 Di scussion 
9.4.l Elastic Properties 
The results of the present work, together with those of Bunge 
and co-workers [23, 116, 117] and of Kallend and Davies [118] show that 
the vari ation of Young' s modulus in the rolling plane of a 
polycrystalline sheet can be correlated satisfactorily with the sheet 
texture. It is not possible however, to predict the absolute value of 
Young's modulus, although the Hill average [26] is probably the best 
approximation. Bunge et al. [117] have considered the effect of 
crystallite shape on Young's modulus, and have shown that deviation from 
an equiaxed grain structure will lead to anisotropy in Young' s modulus 
in addition to that due to crystallographic texture. Should the grains 
be elongated in the direction of measurement the assumptions of the 
Voigt analysis are more nearly fulfi lled, leading to a higher Young 's 
modulus value, and vice versa. In a cold rolled material this would have 
the effect of increasing Young's modulus values in the rolling direct i on 
compared with those in the transverse directi on. There is some evidence 
for this i n Figs. 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3, although such small effects are not 
significant within the accuracy of the analysis. 
The agreement between the predicted elastic anisotropy for 95 
percent cold rolled copper and the experimental results of Weerts [18] 
and Alers and - Li u [18] is of interest, since Alers and Liu found that a 
reasonable agreement with these data was obtained if the texture was 
considered to be 100 percent {358}<523>. However, the orientation 
distribution function (Fig. 5.18) shows that this is a wholly inadequate 
descript i on of the copper texture. This illustrates the point made by 
Bunge and Roberts [23] that Young's modulus anisotropy is insufficiently 
sensitive to texture variations to be unequivocal as a method of texture 
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analysis. 
9.4.2 Plastic Properties 
The observed orientation dependence of flow stress in cold 
rolled sheets of copper, gi lding metal, and brass, i s described poorly 
by the Sachs model of polycrystalline plasticity. The Sachs averaging 
procedure i s not well founded theoretically (101] and experimental 
results have shown that it does not correspond to the observed behaviour 
of 'random' polycrystals in measurements of absolute flow stress [108]. 
The present results show that in addition it does not j_n general predict 
an angular variation i n flow stress in textured sheets which is in 
accord with experimental data. 
The Bishop and Hill model of polycrystalline plasticity predicts 
a flow stress variation in the plane of the sheet which is in reasonable 
agreement with experimental data. Simi lar agreement has been found in 
stabilized steel sheets by Bunge and Roberts [23] and in annealed sheets 
of copper and brass by Ka.llend and Iavies [139]. 
It is unlikely that the accuracy of the analysis could be 
improved simply by increasing the number of terms in the series 
expansion in equation (8.3a) since, as is shown in Table 8.1, the series 
converges very rapidly. It is also doubtful whether the inclusion of 
other deformat.ion modes in addi tion to {111} <110> glide would increase 
the accuracy in fee metals, since additional ass~ti ons would have to 
be made concerning the relative prominencE: of the d i fferent modes 
considered (the most likely addit i onal deformation mode would be 
{111} <112> twi nning). Applying the analysis to bee metals i nvolves the 
assun:q:,tion that slip is restri cted to {1 10] <111> systems. In fact slip 
i s observed on {112}, {123} , and non crystallographi c planes in bee 
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metals (146], although apparent slip on these planes may be due to 
frequent cross slip of screw dislocations from one {110} plane to 
another (147]. Bunge and Roberts [23] suggested that consideration of 
deformation modes in addition to {110}<111> could improve the accuracy 
of their predictions. 
As described in Chapter 8, section 8.4.2, the contraction ratio, 
r, in a tensile test on a sheet specimen is given by the value of rat 
the minimum of the function M(r) [131]. Since this function is very flat 
near the minimum (23] the value of r, and consequently of the strain 
ratio R, is subject to quite large errors as a result of small errors in 
the evaluation of M(r). However, the results of Bunge and Roberts [23] 
showed that the form of the curve relating the contraction ratio with 
angle from the rolling direction was in agreement with observed data in 
stabilized steel sheets, and Ka.llend and Davies [139] predicted R values 
for cube textured copper sheet that agree reasonably well with the 
values measured by Sauer and Wassermann [ 148] in copper sheet with a 
similar texture. 
9.4.3 Practical Applications 
There is a growing interest in the control of anisotropy of 
mechanical properties in sheet metals, so that optimum performance is 
obtained either in subsequent forming operations or in service 
conditions. Control of crystallographic texture is one of the principal 
methods of improving mechanical behaviour in sheet metals (see e.g. 
(114]) but the evaluation of sheet textures in the light of the required 
properties is hindered in most cases by the complexity of the textures 
produced by typical production processes. The use of the crystallite 
orientati on distribution function to correlate crystallographic texture 
with properties, as described i n Chapter 8, could clearly be of 
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ass i stance in the evaluation of sheet textures for specific purposes. 
Equation (8.4) shows that no contribution to planar anisotropy is rna.de 
by those coefficients WLMn of the series expansion of the distribution 
function when m = o, and no contribution to normal anisotropy is rna.de by 
coefficients WL"'" when m :/= O. The actual effect of any particular 
coefficient WLm" is dependent on the sign and rna.gnitude of the 
corresponding G LMn (see equation 8.3). This will be illustrated by some 
examples. 
Equations (8.6), (8.8), and (8.9) show that in a sheet of any 
cubic metal for which the elastic anisotropy constant A is greater than 
unity (A= 2c44 /(c 11 -C 1z. ) [149], this includes most cubic metals, 
exceptions being niobium, molybdenum, and vanadium) a high value of 
Young's modulus in the plane of the sheet will occur when W1too is 
negative, and vice versa. A positive W4 20 leads to high Young's modulus 
in the rolling direction, with a low value in the transverse direction, 
while a positive W440 leads to high values at 45 degrees to the rolling 
direction. In a steel sheet, for example, maximum sheet stiffness in the 
rolling direction would be given by a large negative W4oo , a large 
positive W420 , and a large negative W440 • 
The evaluation of plastic properties is slightly more complex, 
since the G L~n for 1 > 4 are not all zero as in the case of elastic 
properties. ':1;1able 8.1 shows, however, that the fourth order coefficients 
are an order of magnitude larger than those of higher orders, and as a 
result fourth order terms will dominate equation (8.13). Hosford and 
Ba.ckofen [131] showed that good drawabili ty in sheets of cubi c metals is 
obtained when a parameter ~ · is large ( see also Chapter 7, section 
7 .3.3). ~ is given by: 
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(> = M(r=O) 
M(r=l) 
Hosford and Backofen also showed that ~ is more closely related 
to the drawing process than the strain ratio R, since R is only related 
to drawabili ty through the Hill theory [ 124] whereas {3 is related to 
drawability through consideration of the relative strengths of the cup 
wall and flange based on crystallographic criteria. Fig. 8.1 shows that 
a large negative w 400 will lead to a large r' and consequently to a high 
dra.wability, and vice versa, for the case of {1113 <110> or {110} <111> 
slip. A positive W420 leads to earing at O and 18o degrees from the 
rolling direction, and a positive W'+'+o leads to ears at o, 90, and 18o 
degrees. A good drawing quality material should have a large negative 
W400 • W420 and W4 <i-o should in general be as small as possible unless 
planar anisotropy is specifically desired as, for instance, in the case 
of anisotropic drawing operations (see (114]). In the latter case the 
ideal values for these coefficients could be determined for the 
particular operation envisaged, and the sheet texture optimized as far 
as possible by control of process variables. 
Similar reasoning will apply in the case of texture hardening 
(150] in which the yield strength of the sheet under a typical loading 
condition (typically biaxial tension) is increased by control of 
texture. Balanced biaxial tension corresponds to the case r = -1, and by 
extrapolation from Fig. 8. 1 it is expected that a negative w400 would 
lead to the desired properties in fee or bee metals. The scope for 
texture hardening is greater in non-cubic metals because of their 
restricted deformation modes [131]. There does not yet seem to be any 
way of extending the Bishop and Hill analysis to hexagonal metals, and 
the best approach to this problem would probably be empirical, perhaps 
i n a way similar to that used by Nagashima. et al. [ 138] for bee metals. 
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CHAPrER 10 
CONCIUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
10.1 Introduction 
A summary of the conclusions drawn from the results of this work 
on the applications of the crystallite orientation distribution function 
are presented in this chapter. Suggestions are made for future work 
which could improve the understanding of the development of textures and 
of the properties of textured sheet metals. 
10.2 Conclusions 
10.2.1 The Development of Rolling Textures in FCC Metals 
The crystallite orientation distribution function provides an 
easily interpreted and unambiguous representation of sheet textures. The 
development of the cold rolling textures in copper, Cu - 10 percent Zn, 
and Cu - 30 percent Zn has been followed using the crystallite 
orientation distribution analysis due to Roe [44]. The texture of cold 
rolled copper is best described as a continuous range of orientations 
between {110}<112> and {4 4 llJ <11 11 8>, and increasing deformation up 
to 95 percent reduction serves only to sharpen the texture. The copper 
alloys both . exhibit an initial texture development similar to that of 
the copper, but at deformations greater than about 4o percent there is a 
depletion of orientations at the {4 4 11} <11 11 8> end of the range, and 
an increase in components near {111}<112>, [ 552}<115>, and {110} <001>, 
with considerable orientation spread. 
A computer simulation of the texture development in fee metals 
has been ma.de, assuming multiple {111}<110> slip. The effects of 
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material and process variables on the behaviour of slip dislocations 
have been considered, as has the possibility of mechanical twinning. It 
is concluded that the changes in dislocation behaviour due to a decrease 
in stacking fault energy are not per se responsible for the observed 
differences between the pure metal and the alloy type textures, but that 
increased difficulty both of dislocation cross slip and of dislocation 
intersection promotes mechanical twinning and the formation of 
deformation bands which are responsible for the texture transition. 
10.2.2 Properties of Textured Sheets of Cubic Metals 
Methods of correlating the crystallographic texture with 
anisotropy of elastic and plastic properties in sheets of cubi c metals 
are given. It is shown that the predicted anisotropy of Young's modulus 
and flow stress in textured sheets of copper, Cu - 10 percent Zn and 
Cu - 30 percent Zn are in reasonable agreement with experiment. 
The practical importance of the control of crystallographic 
texture in sheet products is discussed, and methods are proposed for 
assessing the suitability of sheet textures for particular applicati ons. 
10.3 Future Work 
10. 3 ~ 1 Texture Development 
As described in Chapter 4, many theories have been advanced to 
account for the texture development in fee metals and alloys. In the 
copper - zinc alloys investigated in this work the onset of mechanical 
twinning produced large orientation changes which made it impossible to 
assess the direct effects of changes in dislocation cross slip behaviour 
and stacking fault frequency. The effects due to these could be 
investigated by an analysis of the development of the rolling texture in 
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materials with a higher stacking fault energy, such as nickel and 
aluminium, and also by a complete analysis of texture formation in 
ordered Cu3 Au, which has a low effective stacking fault energy but 
cannot deform by mechanical twinning [96]. Further information about :fee 
deformation mechanisms could be obtained by rolling sheets with 
pronounced initial textures and observing the reorientations produced 
using three dimensional methods (c.f. [81]). 
Body centred cubic metals show much less variation in rolling 
textures than do fee metals [2]. The development of rolling textures in, 
for example, low carbon steel could be followed using the orientation 
distribution function, and compared with predicted textures based on 
various deforrration modes. In a preliminary investigation a simulation 
of the rolling texture arising from {110} <111> slip has been made, 
following similar lines to that described in Chapter 6. Fig. 10.1 shows 
the predicted texture after 60 percent reduction, and Fig. 10.2 shows 
the texture of 60 percent cold rolled low carbon steel, determined by 
Goodwill [151]. There is reasonable agreement between the predicted 
texture and the experimentally determined texture for this material. The 
effect of slip on {112} and {123J planes, and of pencil glide, should be 
investigated, to see if the predi cted textures arising from these 
deformation modes give a better fit with experimental data than does 
{110}<111> slip alone. 
10.3.2 Properties of Textured Materials 
Further research activities in this field would best involve 
applications of the analytical methods described in Chapters 8 and 9 to 
technological problems. The inter-relations between sheet texture and 
behaviour during forming operations such as stretch forming and deep 
drawi ng could be studi ed, in order to i dentify the opt imum val ues of 
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Figure 10.1. Predicted orientation distribution arising from 
multiple {110}<111> slip at 6o percent reduction. Constant~ 
·sections. 
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Figure 10.2. Crystallite orientation distribution function for 
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material and process variables in the production of sheet metals . 
Hexagonal metals, such as titanium, could be studied in order to 
understand the nature and fornRtion of the optimum textures for texture 
hardening, with the aim of extending the range of metals in which this 
form of hardening can be utilised. 
Hoddinott and Tu.vies [20] suggested that elastic modulus 
measurements could provide a rapid means of assessing quality during the 
production of deep drawing steels . Stickels and Mould [21] have 
demonstrated that an empirical relationship between Young ' s modulus 
anisotropy and R values can be established. It should be possible to 
obtain an analytical relationship between these properties through 
equations (8.6), (8 .8), and (8.13). As a preliminary 
investigation the coefficients W~20 and W4 ~o of the orientation 
distribution function were obtained from the Young ' s modulus data of 
Stickels and Mould [21] using equations (8.6), (8.7), and (8 .8). It was 
not possible to obtain an accurate estimate of W4 no in view of the 
uncertainty of the elastic modulus averaging procedure. Equation (8.13) 
was used to predict the R values from these coefficients, the value of 
W4 oo being allocated to make the predicted R equal to the measured R. 
Table 10. 1 shows the predicted R values, along with the experimental 
results of Stickels and Mould. Agreement is seen to be good. Stickels 
~ R R 
and Mould have used the parameters A 0 , A,, and A._ to characterize the 
behaviour, where 
A} = o.25[R(o) + 2R(45) + R(90)] 
A 1~ = 0.5[R(O) - R(90)] 
A/ = 0.25[R(O) - 2R(45) + R[90]) 
and have used the standard deviation between the predicted and measured 
values of these parameters as an indication of the goodness of fit of 
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TAEU~ 10. 1 
Values of St:r.ain R3.tio (fuSeer jment a l values after Stkk~s and Mould [2lJ.l 
EXPERHIEIL 'AL PREDICTED 
STEEL ·. R(O) R(4-5) R(90) R(o)· R(45) R(so) IDE'NTITY 
8 0.963 0.883 1. 30 0 , 97 0 . 82 1.42 
9 {.153 0.823 1. 373 1.12 0.81 1.44 
10 1 .096 0.873 1 • 44- 1.08 0.89 1. 47 
11 1.20 0.813 1.43 1.15 0.82 1 .46 
12 1.18 0.85 1. 505 1.14 0.87 1.50 
13 1.29 0.88 1.53 1.17 0 . 88 1. 65 
14 1.08 1.03 1.50 1.13 0.99 1.54 
15 1. 252 0.974 1. 617 1.23 0.98 1. 62 
16 1. 345 1 .135 1. 625 1.19 1.16 1. 72 
17 1. 605 0 . 97 1. 71 1.35 1.05 1.80 
18 1.405 1.200 1.815 1.37 1. 14 1.97 
19 1.615 1. 055 1.86 1.72 0.95 1. 96 
20 1.835 1. 02 1.745 1.84 0.90 1.99 
21 1.63 1.12 1.96 1. 72 1.02 2.07 
22 1.895 1.22 2.005 1.88 1. 11 2.24 
23 1.80 1.29 1. 975 1. 73 1.24 2.15 
24 1.78 1. 335 2.03 1 • 71 . 1.26 2.24 
25 1.928 1. 327 2.052 1.87 1.18 2 . 39 
26 1. 645 1. 405 2.235 1.92 1.20 2.36 
Note: only the values which are obte.ined from t wo or more specimens 
have been used . 
I 
. I 
their erqp i rical relation. In this work A! has not been predicted, but 
has been set to the experimental value. however, have been 
determined from the predicted R values. The standard deviations between 
K R the predicted and measured A, and A, are gi ven in Table 10.2. This shows 
that the analytical method described gives as good a fit with the 
experimental data as the erqpirical approach due to Stickels and Mould. 
The uncertainty in W4 oo could be eliminated for materials with 
an equiaxed grain structure by maki ng a through thickness measurement of 
Young's modulus. This could be done, for example, with a longitudinal 
vibration method [152], and further work could be done to irqprove this 
method and assess its suitability as a rapid and sirqple means of quality 
control. 
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A{ 
TABIE 10.2 
Standard Deviations in A,rz. and A2-'l 
Stickels and Mould (empirical) 
0.1123 (35 samples) 
0.0922 (32 samples) 
0.0565 (35 sa.nu:>les) 
0.0564 (32 samples) 
Predicted from Wc~n 
0.094 (26 samples) 
0.074 (26 samples) 
I I 
I , 
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APPENDIX 1 
COMPUI'ER PROGRAM 'ID CALCUIATE THE COEFFICIENTS W1..,n OF THE 
CRYSTALLITE ORIENTATION DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
This program computes the coefficients WL~n for values of 1 up 
to and including 20 from pole figure data read in from input stream 1 • 
The coordinates of the poles considered are read from input stream 5. 
The coefficients QL~ are determined, as described in Chapter 3, section 
3.3, by the instructions up to label 17. The remainder of the program 
determines the coefficients WLm" , by solution of the simultaneous 
equations given in equation (3.10). 
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PROGRA~t 0 ,i.x t1eee] •Ntl35] W[l409) 111R[6] *0[12} *Ol (4&8l"' ... 
X[3! *Tl3] •P[49l *A(3J •B[3] •Y(3] C[29] . 
[PRD~RAH TQ. ANA~YSE POL~ FIGURE DATA INTO SPHERICAL HARnONICS , 
AND nERIVC COEFPS~ OP CRYSTALLITE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
Dl"P~LE FIGURE DATA AT 5 DEGREE INTERVAL$ OF POLAR COORDS 
D5~P1LAR COORDS OF CRYSTAL POLES BEING ANALYSED 
Ol~P~LE FIGURE COEPFS 
03~c~YSTA~ DlST~~ FN. COEFPS FOR PRINTER 
o,~cfTTO POR: RE•lNPUT] 
[DET1RMXNe NORMALIZING FACTORS FOR SPHERJCAL HARMONICS) 
e~wteJ=1 . 
PDR ~~l;li4ei 
W[K]~KWtKM 'l] . 
REPE1iT 
P'DR 4~8 ~lb e1 
FOR 1l~01lal/ 
N~llL~M . 
•N[iiJ=SQRT(~~~~i)W[L~L~M~MJ/2W[L+L~M~MJ)/W[M+MJ 
REPE1''.l' ' 
REPEl\T , , . _ 
POR Ri:!0;1139~· 
•Ol[R]PO, 
REPEl\"1 · ii .Ns~ ,10e 
.oi=e 
tREAlt IN PO~F: FXGtJRE DATAl 
2sPOR !i=0~1j17 
F'OR Jµ;e;l 117' 
R;::11et~~J . 
wI [3:',4.D+RJr:i ,~NPU'l' .. 3 . IF . / , 
RDPEAT 
REPE\T ' 
.Dl!l@O+l 
.. . 2 
tDETr)rH11,NE PO~l:l PlG. CCJEFFS ; (O lm ) BY INTl;lGRATlON] 
3~.D=.t'l~l . _ 
FOR t, ~0 J l J l 0• 
r o R Jiµ e , ,. , Li · 
N;::sl l 4+M 
•zs~10e . . . 
FOR gr,,e;l;3a3 : 
z~5 fNTPT '(S/18) 
.. 9 XP Z"1wZS _ 
... 4. I rl: '!rZS!\ileG, 
x~co~(RADlANS(Z)) 
.. 7 .. . 
C[l] =iill P 
. I 
X;:;COS .( RT\D ! AHS { Z+5 ') ) 
... , ... 
0[2]=1 .,..P 
.. 9 
4=Ctl]=C(2J 
xaco1:'! .( RADI ANS .( z+s)) 
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i I 
.. , ... 
0[2]:twP 
.. 9 
tSUB~CUTtNE TO GENERATE SPHERICA~ HARMONlC PNS{] 
5,*Tu(\;:.X)/,2 . 
Ai:;2 ( 11;...L) 
B;:s2{~~M)•l -
C1:.12M"'·l 
Ot;Es:f'~l 61 D&:1DA!h~T/cm. 
F~F+I1: 
Ai:atA~t · 
a~B+ l: 
O~C+l; 
E~E+l : 
.. 6 I l;f! : 0>'A-
*T2i=l : 
*TT='( l "' ~X1 / 4, 
FOR 'l"~ l1l1M 
•T2~ol!T211rTT' 
RDPE~T 
•P1Z!f •T2 
R~TU~U -
- (SUB~DUT!NE TO GENERATE INTEGRAL: OF SPHE~lCAL HARMONXOSJ 
7i+-T=(1~X)/,';, . 
*K;al _ . 
Ht6e~-]i=~ , , , . 
FOR Qr;; l I l I L+-4+l 
W (600,;.QJ RH[599 •1<Q] '1T ' 
REPE:AT 
,,.9 I P': N1:;1 :.Ns; 
Ns~:t 
• • I ,. I 
FOR qi,. e Ila I, :+ 4-l-l . 
W[299~ QJ ~W[399~ QJ~Wt489~Q]me: 
REPE f\ 1 
FOR Q~M~l~M~H: _ 
H t 2e 0;1, Q l ~~ K. WHtJ nno .. MJ W [M,i.M .. Ol • 
*l\'1'"-#l\ 
RE;PE~T -
W [ 3e0-J 11:!;1~l -
A!=1 2 ( 1-t ~•Ld . . _ 
BP2 ( !,d·M) +1 . 
C=M+ r-t-~l . 
FO R ~~ l i l i L+t:.'.. M~M: 
Wt3,e~RJ~W[29 9~ RJAB/OE 
A;:s A~i : 
a~B~ 1 · 
0;; 0 +1 : 
E=tE+ l: 
REP E}\'r 
f'OR ~P M 1 l • MtM:_ • 
FOR B~8;l;L~L~M~~: _ . _ . _ 
H t 499-rCH•R J m~r[ 4ea,i.Q+.n J +Wt 200+Q J W ( 3&0+R l 
RDPE~'r 
.RCFS~T 
811tPSiae , 
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FOR Q~Msl~L~~· · · · 
•PG•P+2Wt400+QJW[681+QJ/(Q+l) 
RDPE~T 
RCTU~U 
9 i *IN T ~ ;( C I?. J ,. 0 l ll ) ~ N'[N 1 . . 
•UL=RAD1ANS{90 fRPT(S/l8)+5J 
*~LaRADIANS .(99FRPT(S/l8}) 
.. 13 tr n~0. 
D = (St N ( 2 M."' UL, .) "'S l N ( 2 rv L, L) ) / 2 M 
[SUM OVER AI.,L : E:I~El1ENTS OP' POLE FIGURE) 
10:FOR K=a,ii.o 
•Ol[130R~N]~*Cl!l30K~N}~8~I[324K+S]B •INS/2H: . 
RCPE]\T 
·~si::1~: 
Rr.PEl\'r 
REPP.:l\T 
REPEl\T 
( NOR 1 AL l ZC POLE Fl GURES. BY' SETT I NG INTEGRAL: TO 4 · PI J . 
ll I FOT K~ei l i ·.o 
OUTPUT e 
C~(l(2H SQRT)2))(~Ql[l30KJ . 
TEXT;RErt.,~OT% 0N 1 . 
PIUN'Il' ( K+ ·l) 2; f:t , 
~g~~; MUL?;'l PL,~1 • BY'i 
PRINT(4HC)3 , , 
TEXT~TO NDRHALI~E x~RAY OATAl : 
CRLF. 
[OET!1RMUH: TR!JNCATlON ERROR IN POLEFIGS,) . 
<llQ=,i,Ri:!e 
FOR t~0i1il7 ' 
a~1a~ : . 
•K~S%N(~ADIANS(2~5~5I})RAD!ANS(5)RAD1ANSl5) 
FOR J~0;1;17' . . . .. 
•O~tQ+B*Z[324K+Q+JJ•It324R+O+JJ~K: 
RC:PE~:i, · 
REPEAT , , , ... 
POR ~1=;e, 1 s 1e; 
FOR 11j:!""J-1; l ~ 1': . 
N~IN?~GER(llL~HOD(Mli , 
• P=•~~* Oltl38K+Nl *Olll38K+NJ . 
REPE:1\T 
RCPC}\~ 
_ 
G::1 ( ;i,o ... 2H~P) /Ml 
TCXT ~TRUNCA Tl DN ERROR : Ri : 
PRIH 't ( 4HO· StGN (G) SQRT '(MOD .(G ·))) 3 
CRLF 
TEXT~RMS INTENSXT\' -=F-t ,j . 
PR!N ~·~4HC SQRT(•0/4H})3 . CR~F , . 
CRLF 
OU TPUT t . . __ 
roR r .• ~0 11 i 1 e, 
F'DR t-\J!;01laL 
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N~ll~~M . 
_ . 
~01Cl39K+Nl•C~Cl1l3&K~Nl 
P R I tl 'tl ( L ) 2 i O 
PRINTjM)2~&~4· . . 
PRI~ T(~Q11138K~NJ)5 ' 
CRLF . 
Rl:JPS,.T 
l. 2 s REl"ZA'l' ' 
RCPE:1'.T 
"'l 4 
. . 
131 B~uuL;..'1111'L,: 
.. 10 
141 TEXT,/ .1 · 
OUTPUT 1. 
TEXTi/1 
OUTPUT e, 
t CST t MA Te TRUNCA'l'l mr EHRDR l N FUNCTl ON] 
F' 0 R t, ~ 0 1 l i l E,; 
wt ae0+L J ~e. 
f' 0 R t·t ~ .. I~ ; l ~ L/ 
N!'!ll4+IN't'ECHJRlMOD(M)) ; 
FOR ~r.i0i1 •• o: . . ... - . - . 
wtsee~LJqW(aee~Ll+•Clll30K+Nl-oltl3&K~Nlt(.D+1t , REPE~T . 
. 
RCPEAT 
REPEl\'.t' ' 
*HAV~f>· 
a~e 
roR t,ruei ii 1e, 
.. . 15 tF l., " 'l . . . 
W[98 0~ LJ~~OG(W[S08~Llt 
*WAV~ • WA1+w·t9ee~LJ/l8 1 
l51REP~AT . 
FOR ~~ei1•1e, 
.. 16 . 1. F L~~ · . , . . . 
B~a., .. (W[9
€.H'.H•Lil"""'~1AV) (2t, ;., ,1e.a) · 
c~o+12 LPIJ.e.e:) .(2L .. 1ega) 
l.6;REPr:JAT 
f.3 qD / 1 · 
__ _ 
A;:;EX ? ( *HA V ... ·l&·il 813) 
POR Ta11:!2~12aJIS · •. 
G=1G + ~ ti+e .• 5) A· EXP:( BL) . 
R~PE7',T 
TCXT ~ TR UNCA TI ON ERROR IN W (RANDOM. ~ ' UN .l TY ) • ·, 
PRINT(SHH : SQRT(G))3 
CRLiF , 
roR R~a.1e1ise 
W[RJ111e , 
REPE:~l' ' 
[ RE:1\ 0 ur POLAR COO RP IN A TES · OF POLES , MEAS 1J RED J 
READ E1 R 6 
L X ER AH Y ?. 2 :( 3 3 ~ 
roR tllle i1i.o: 
X[IJ~OODlRADlANS(INPUT)f 
•T[1!~RA0IANS(lNPUT1. 
REPE:1'\T , 
tnow DETERMlNE w· COEFFICISNTSl 
17i -11SUH•0· 
roR tRe,1,.0· _ 
•SUM~*SUM+•Qlll39X]/(2H~NteJ SQRT{2}t 
REPEAT 
wte]~~SUM/(.D~l) ' 
l81t..•2 : 
.. 2e-.· 
FOR rt~ei1i2 : 
J~l2lt-1+J.llf 
•SUM=H). 
' ' f"OR t~e 111, o: 
K~l l ~ , ... . . , . , 
•SUM~•S UM~*Oltlj8l+22+MJD/(•P[KJ~N(22l+&;59 76143•P,K+2}~~. 
•N[24J2 C0S(4*T[I])} . 
RP.PET\T . . , 
W[J]=W=~SUM/J,Dtl) 
w [J-t·~J ~e.5976143 : w· 
RE:PEl\T 
l9iFCJR }t=Oil~i : 
W tl 2 l + l HlJ !II e, 
RE1PE1\'.l1 
-.21 
20 ,ro~ x~~, 1~ ·.o: 
x""x tu . . 
FOR fltJ::;9; 2 :1 L: 
. .. 5 ... 
~P[llI+MJii:;•p : 
Rt'JPE1\T 
RCPEJ\T . . 
Dl#SQP,'.r ( ( 4Li+l) /2) /2H : 
RETU tiN 
2l;L=t3 
rt20 .. 
FOR '·t ~ & a l i 3 : 
wSUM:ie. 
FOR !~0ali.D: 
l\ei!l l ~ . .. 
•G UM ~•S UM~ • Qll li0 l ~33~ MJD/i•P[KJ•N[33) ~li878828 7•PlK~2 J~4 · 
•N[35J2 C0S(4,wTttJ) ) 
REPE~~ . 
J ~12iL+11 n: . . , . 
w~w (JJ 5lt11S UM/ ,( .,D+·l). 
WtJ ~a J ~Nl a878828 7W '. 
RFJP E~ !J." · 
22it.i~4 
.. 39.. . , .. , 
F'OR !'l~011;4 
•S Ult~e 
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J=12u"'+1ui 
PDR ~"10111.D: 
1<::111 t . . _ . . . . . . 
•nUMq~SUM•~o1tl30l•44+HJD/t•P[Kl•N(44J•0i5729597l•PtK•4J~~-
*"[46l2 C0S(S•T[%J)~0~~7695072*P(K+2)•N[ i 6)2 C0S(4•Tll)17 
REPE~'J.' ' ' I ' ' 
W=W Dl ••SUM/ .( .D+l) . 
W[J+3J•e~37595072W; 
W[J+4J=e.67295971ff 1 
REPC~i 
231L~5 
.. 29., . , . . 
PDR ~t.1:181115 ' 
J~l21L+lllt 
*DlHttte. 
fOR tF012i.D: 
!~~ll! . ,. - ' ' 
•SUM~~SUM+•Qlll30I+55+MJD/1•PCKJ•N[55Jwl : l993588~PtK~4}~~ · 
* H [ 5 9 ] 2 COS ( 8 * T [ I] ) .:.1 ; e O 7 6 6 2 917 N .[ 5 7 ] * P ( K + 2 l 2 COS ( 4 * T t I J Hi · 
REPEA~ . 
W&:l•SO!i/ ( .P) 
wt J .J ~w . . .. 
W [ J + ~ J ="" l. 9~·7 6 6 2 9 W' 
W[J+4J~"1~1993588W 
Rf:PE~T ' 
24d.i"'6 . .. 
.. . 33 IP' • D;J!)e, 
.. 29., . 
!:'OR 1'l~0al16 · 
17 R'l 2 l ~· i Ht: 
FOR '.r~0;l;,D) 
K~ll% 
• A CI 1 i=4 * N t 6 6 J .,, P t i l +a~ 4 4 2; e s 1 ~ P ·c 1<: ~> 6 J • N 1121 a cos x i 2 -~ T c lJ , • ~ · 
+ 0 '• 8 14 9 l 5 J. 4 ~ P .t K ~ 4 J ~ H t 7 8 l 2 . COS ( 8 * T [ I J t· . 
~. B [ l 1 '1'12 ii! N t 6 61 * P t K * 2 l _ C CJ S ( 4 ~ T '[ I J ) • e 11 3 4 6 3 l ~ 8 9 ill P l K;,; 6 J ,. ,.. • 
*W[72J2 C0S(12*T[;J)~1.4423922-P(K•4l•Nli0l2 · COS{•T[I]S} ' 
~Y[I1~*Clt1381+66•HJD . 
REPEl\T ' 
.. 25,. , 
.. 28 , 
_[SET UP ~f!J?iST ' SQUARES : EQUATXONS) 
25; rCJR S0 ~ -, ls 4, 
wC[S! F4 *R[$];f0 ,-
REPEl~T . 
.. 26 tf' ,D li=! l : 
r'OR rr-1e1ti.p: _ 
•C [l! ~• CtlJ+ •A tI] •A tIJ 
~ar~r~ •ot21~-Atil•BtXJ 
•C [ 3 ! ~• C[2] _ . 
*C[ 41~•C[4lf•B tlJ•BtIJ 
~R [l T~*R[l J+ •A[I ]* YIIf 
•R[21~~Rt2l+wB t l l~YtI1 
REPEf\l' 
.. 27 
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26 i •cli l i:aA Ce·l . 
* C [ 211:1 * D { e .] 
,i,C[31~•AtlJ 
wC[41~•Bt1J 
•R[l!r:i•'ftOJ 
*R[2T~•Ytll 
271 LinRARY 6 (2i•C[lJ~\IIRtllt 
RETU~N 
281W[J!F1•Rt1J 
W[J+ZJ 111 •Rta] · - _ . 
W[J+4J•9.B149l5l4*R[ll•l.4423922*R[2J 
W[J+5J~8.442786l*R[lJ+e~3463l689*R[2) 
RCPEJI.T 
291L"'7 
.. 20'1 · . _ . . 
FOR ?1.i:s01l17 · 
J~121w+1111: 
•3UM=iO . 
FOR ~R9s1• ,0 '. 
KP:l l %' _ 
•BUM~~SUH~•ait1iel+77~Ml0/l~N[77J•P[KJ~e{95815825*N[83t~~· 
~p [K+G J 2 COS ,( l2~T t I J) ... o. 78 9l~HS5 .i)P [K+4] *N'tSl ] 2 COS ( wT t l l 13,1 .. ,. . 
... e 0 73536134P.P[K+2l•N .['"19]2 . COS(i~ff1'tIJt) 
REP!'.JJ\'.r _ , . , 
}HH'1' (J ,J .. w SUM/.( , D :r-1 ) 
W[J•zl~~e,735~6134W; 
W [J+4J P.Rell w/69l0~!5W , 
W[J~6J~~e~958l5825W 
REPEF/f' 
30;LJj.18 
... 2e ... 
roR r-i~e,iia . 
J;i;12uc4<-J.H1. 
· *AM~• Bl1i:i" YM~e: 
FOR iFte;1,.o :· 
K~11X . 
~A[I!~•NteeJ~P[~]+e.,a227944*P[K+6J•N{96}2 00S~l6*T[Xlt~~ . 
+8~63ll5165~P[Kt6J•N[9d]2 C0S(l2~Ttit}~-· 
+8.44976475•P[K+4l*N[92)2 COS(eoTtI]t 
* B [ I ! !l.12 <If N [ 9 e ! * P t K + 2 J . COS .( 4 RT [ I ] ) * e, 4 i:l 14 :Z 6,691' P 't K <-BJ O ~ • 
•N[96]2 C0S(16•f[Z~l 0 817l612~P[Kt6J•N[94l2 C0SX12~T[l]t~~· 
.. ea5l799902ittP[K+4J~U[ 02J2 C0S(8 \11' T{XJt 
*Y[I1~D•Ql[l38l~88tHl 
RCPE1\~' 
~2s.. _ 
WtJJqJJrRtll . 
H[J,1-~J1o:~R .t2J · _ 
wtJ ~, J =e ,4 •9 76475~Rt!J ~e~s 17999e2• Rt2J 
WtJ~5J~OQ63115165*R[ll ~l , 9 171612•R[2J 
W[J• a J~8~42227944~Rtll~e~ ,0142669~Rt2l 
RCPE:1\~ 
3 l 1I,,~9 
~20'1 · 
FOR MP10sl;9 
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Ji:: l 2 lf J + 11 M · 
•1,Mat.BM~<l!YM~e, 
FOR t~ei1i.o: 
K•ll!, 
~A[I!~•Nt99J•P[~]~3.l798277•N[l03l~PtK+4?2 cosxa-T(ll)~~· 
+2~2268365•Nll05J•PfK+6J2C0S(l2~T{I],ul,le7e7l5~~· 
•U[107l*P{K~ij)2 C0S(l6~TtXJ) . 
• E [ I 11112 ,.. N t 1 e 1 l w P pc+ 2 J cos ( 4 !!IT tI l ) "4, 2 a e 01 s 9 * N t 1 & 3 J ..... 
•P[K~4J2 C0S .(O*T[ll~4,8635369~N(lt5]~P(~~6)2 ~~ · 
COS(l2*T(X] ) ~ ·l,47l2Z6•Ntl07JffP .(K+8]2 CDSll6•T1IJ) 
•Y[Il~•Q11l38I+99+MlD 
R~PEl\T 
... 25 .. . 
W(J]~•R[lJ 
W[J+2l••R[2J . . _ 
W[J+4]• ... 3.1798277*Rt1l~,.2ae0159*R[2t 
W[J+6] 8 2.2269365•R[l]+4.8635359•R[2J 
W [J+9J :x ... l, 78-707 lS*R [ l] ... l, 472122•Rt2l 
REPET\T 
32:L=l9, 
.. 2e .. 
FOR 11~01 l 110: 
J IC! 1 2 l L + l l ft. 
•AMa:•lJMRll!Y.M=H), 
fOR !~0ali,P'. 
KJ.111! 
~" A { I! = 1, N tl H> ! ,d? '[ K ] + th 3 1 6 3 5 913 w N [ 11 4 ] $ P [I< t 4 ] 2 : ,. it· C0SJ9*T[Il)~e.45690l37•N[l16J~P[K+6]2~ .. . 
oosc12•~tiJ)~e.53a57667*Nt11aJ~PtK+aJ2 ~~ COS(l6*T[l))~8,48716628*N[l28l•P[K•l8J2 C0S(28~TtIJ) 
•a[I!"2~Nt1i2J*P{K+2]COS(4~T[Il)~e.17036288~Nt11,1~~· 
~P(K~4] 200S (8•TtIJ)~0;644626S2* N[ll6i•PtK+6J~-
2 C'.1S(,l.2 'f'l T(;J)""'e•79t354299*N .[ll8]~P(I~ +8 ]2 et .. · 
COS { l t.>"' T [ 1, J ) +e, 4 4?. 6 4 9 l 8 * N [ l 2 e] l't P [ K + l 0 l 2 COS ( 2 ,H• T [ I ] > 
•Y[If~*01tl39l+ll8+MJD 
RCPET\T 
.. 2.5.t • 
W[,i]~wRtl] 
W[J+2]a*R[2J __ . 
W[J+ 4J~8~3l635913*Rtll""'e.17036708*R[21 W[J+6]c8;45898137*R[1]~0.64462652~R[2J 
W[J+BJc9~53867667*R[l]~e~79654299*R[2l 
W[J~l8]µ8,40716626•RtlJ~8~d42649l8*Rl2l 
P.CPCJ\T 
[PRIMT OtJT · CllEFfICH:lNTSJ . 
33; OUTt'lUT 3 .. 
LAYOUT 3 t ~ 5 e •i 8 
>i34~· 
OUTPUT 4, 
{4AYOUT 4116&,ie 
... 34., 
PRIN 'l'SYHil5) . 
CRLF' . 
" 36 . 
34;F'DR f,uo;i;l8· 
f'OR t1~01 l I L, : 
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FOR n~ei2iL· 
PR U1 'X' ( L) 2 1 O· 
Pl1IH't'(M) 2 'J9,. 
PP.IN '.t' '(N) 219;6 , 
PRINT(W(l21~~llH~N])8 : 
REPE~T ' 
REPE~T ' 
RSPEhT 
RE;TUIW -
--[ EST!MATE EXPERIME~TAL ERRORS) 
351FOR ti=Oil.1lO 
C [L] :qt) -
RDPE l\T _ _ 
FOR Q=0 i 1 •, 0) 
x~x r Q·l 
*CTA~"T [Q] . 
361 · FOft L ~' eiiilO· 
F'DR ~1. a 0&!slf -
*Ca O 
•A= 2H sqRf(2((4I,i +· l)t 
!"DR 11 ~ e a 2 I t., : 
.. 5 .. 
.. 3 7 IF . f1 n 0 .-
• C =*C ·+ 2W[l2lL: +· llN +· M)~P\f!N[llI/ + MJ C0SX2M.wETA) 
-.. . 38 
371 wC=i*C+ · W[l21L +· lJ.Nl <1rP*Ntiu .. 1 · 
3 8 t REflEA T' 
wX [llI-.i +· U] 1:1 1 wA .wC , 
REPE:;\T 
REPEA~ 
P'DR ~;t40; i. l t), 
A;:;l 
FOR 11;:18 i ls L: 
N;::ill4•1<l'I _ 
c~~o1113eQ+NJ~~x1n1 
C tLl r:11 C [LJ +J\CO, 
A~2 
FHJPEAl' ' 
RP.PEAT ' 
REPE]\1 ' 
39i OUT !' UT E> 
CRI~F -
ORLP . 
' TDXT, f::XPERHU:NTAL : E1RRORS , Ul O COEFFSt ·· 
CRLP' 
D11;Bir:! 9, 
FOR r~~ e,1•1e, _ 
C[LJ qC [L)/(2L~ l ) l,D~lt . 
n~B+lC[I.,J/OHH), ( 2r~+1 ) ( 2L+ J.l : 
n ~ D+lC(I.iJ/2) ( 2 L+l) . 
P!UNT ( L ) 2&8 
PRINTl ·(SQRT( O[~ J) )4 , 
CRT.if' 
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/ 
RiJPEl\T · 
CRLF . . 
TCXTct,VERACJ C: ERROR XN' PDLEP'XGS . .. , . 
PR I N'II ·( 4H SQR't{ D)) 4· 
CRLF . 
TEXTiTOTA~ mrnoB: IN w .. ; : 
PRIN~ · (aHH SQRT(B) )4 
PAGE 
STOP 
STAR~ ' & 
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ll 
APPENDIX 2 
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE AND PIDT THE 
CRYSTAILITE ORIENTATION DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
This program calculates the crystallite orientation distribution 
function at each of 2560 points on a three dimensional grid in ~ , 8 , and 
~, using equation (3.9). The generating fornru.la for the generalized 
spherical harmonic functions is that given by Roe [44]. The function is 
normalized so that unity corresponds to a random orientation density, 
and the values are printed out. A suitable set of contour values is 
chosen, and the function is plotted in constant ~ sections. 
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'' I 
P n o a R rdt . e w r 1 3 s e l P r 4 o l * T r 2 0 l • T I t 2 e J * w [ l s e e J • r G r s e e J c t a e l [PR01RAI1 TO PLOT W FUNCTION IN CONSTANT PHI SECTIONS! 
OUTPUT ON 01 · PRINTER,06,7 PLOTTER) 
[REA~ IN COEFFICI~NTSl 
0 ~ IJ ~ I NP U T "* l I P: I 
tt=INPUT 
N~ ,I NPUT 
W[l2J.L+J.Ht.+Hl : n INPUT; 
.. . e 
[PREt/IIUNAR'{' OAI,Ol1LATI0NS] . 
1irte]~,1 . . 
FOR l\?l I l 1 40• 
r tKJ ~r rn!'11l rr 
RCPE~T 
RCADOR 5 
1trSTAR=INPUT 
LIBRARY 16 (12~~~15) 
•XS I:!• e , 
[RUN THROUGH : ARRAY' op· POINTS IN EULER SPACE] 
F' 0 R •TH T i= : e,; 6 i 9 0 
X =· j OS (RADIAtlS '{wTHT)} 
FOR •PS~ - 9~6~98 
Y ~ nADlANS ~*PS) 
FOR *PHS ~ ej10;,H), 
'11'PHawSTAR+•PHS 
Z ~ AADIANS ~~PH) , 
R~INTCGER(256•PHS/18+l6•THT/6•~PS/6) 
[DETl')RM1.Nr.! OOEFPS • . Of' . SPJHlRlCAL ' HARMC!NlC@J . 
2 ~ T r= · e. 
W a ~ -
.. 3 !t"' X ~- llf);S . 
•T ~ (l ~ · X)/2 
*Tl ~' l ":' ' *l,' 
*T[e! a l 
wT![O,J ~ · l _ 
FOR ~ : • l • l; 20 _ 
* T CK! i:; ~ T rrr ... . ll ~ T' . 
•TI nn i::: *Tl 't,1<: .:. . l l llfTl 
IU':PEA'l" 
[ S U D n O tJ T X NE_ 1 D OE: NE: RATE $PH ER I CAL: Ji ARM D N X CS ,J 
3; roR ,,L q , 0il~le· 
.LL 12 l:U,t, : 
L~2. t.i: , - , . 
F'OR Q 11 ~; ea l t;, L 
M:::12 11 11: 
fOR 0 N =: ,;..~Mi 11 ~11 
11 = 2 ' N 
. '* . f 
P = .I.,L +· 1L1'l ~- U~TCGER(MOD ( 0 N)) 
Q 11: .LL +· ll IN'!'EGER(MOf) ( ,N )) +• .~t: 
,.. 4 !f' HJD (H1,PJ) >: e.EH>@l5 ' 
.. 4 ~f' MOD(l,qQJ) >: o.eEH)l5 ' 
.. . 1e 
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:a 
' 
,, ~· 1 tF x G~~xs 
* N ::i ; SQRT ( ( ( 2 L + 1 ) / 2 ) P' [ L: ,to · M J f' ( L "' · N .] / 1,1' .t L ~ · M] P' [ L : + N J T / l" [ M. "'· N. 
I•, tt.'.. ,. N . 
J~,M~~N . 
G ~ *N-T1Il~!I[JJ : 
A ,: rt .. · I, . 
B a • !/ + tt. ~ · 1: 
c a M' .. N +· 1. 
D ~. fl. 111 r •• l: 
5 ~ D a DABitT/CEJ:-
F m P: + D 
A a ,._ + l 
a • · a: + 1 
C a : ~ . +· 1 · 
El 11 !'.): + 1: 
.,. 6 t? A >~ e, 
ot • 5 
6 i 'lfFGlTJ " ' FG 1 
. [rIND SUM or : THE: SERIES, TAKING • ADVANTAGE OF SYMMETRY] 
7 ~ · .. a I r rr a r100 ( N) 
W a . W + 2*FCr[T] 'pr[PJOOSlMY· +· NZ) + WtO]COS(NY +· 11zn . 
.... 1e. 
8 ~ .,.. 9 IF M g : o, 
W a H + 2*F3[T] 1(W'[P ']COS{M'( ' + · NZ)) : 
.. . H> 
9 ~ W IC! · W ~~ · ~ F (fl 'l' nr.t P l 
l 01 T ~: T ' +· 1 
RCPE1\:r 
REPEl\'l' ' 
REP Ei\ T' 
*H trn ~. aHHW 
~1s fr *ijtRl;~U~L' 
ll 1 · *X~l::lX . 
REPEl\T ' 
!UJPE~T· 
REPE~'l' · 
t DE Te RM l HE R UTO):) 0 P: f' UH C T t ON :, AND SET SU l 'l' A B LE C CJ N TO U R T, M'l' 1:rn V AL .) . 
"C=INTPT1tUPk/6) . 
· -;t · l 9 !, F *CJ=~; . , 
l 2 ; TEX 1r ·; U l? P J:'J R r., ! iH T' • ' 1 · · 
PR I NT ( * iJ P f.d 2 :; 2 
CRLF 
TEXT~ X NTE:TW A~S. BETWEEN CONTOURS : Q, I . 
PR!N T ( 1t C,)~;l .' 
CRLF 
[P ~IHT ' OtJ'l' · VAT-iUSS OF FUNCTION AT GRlP POINTSJ 
() lJ •;;' !J T i 
r~ u t.;w e a 1 ; 4 
'.rE X'..' ~ y u~ucs qr W' AT' PH I Wj : 
PR I NT (10L~ *STAR )2~& 
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CRLF 
CRL,F . . 
ron itF!e J 1; 1 er 
r o R ~l i:s e ; l I l 5 : 
PRINT(*W1256~~l6M+N])2~2~1: REPE\T 
. 
CRLF' 
CRl.iF . 
REPE!\T 
PAGE 
REPEJ\T. · 
tSEL !CT PLOT1ER] ~ 
OUTPUT '"'6 ' 
[LlD~ARY ROUTINES FOR PLOTTING AND CONTOURING) lJ .; LI~RARY 16, .(250i5ea5 ) 
LIBR~nY 26(9181813) 
LIBR~RY 16(2891814) 
F'DR t·li=ei~56il~25 : . 
LIBR\RY 16 (81400,14) . 
LIBR ARY 24 ~l6116~16~*W[MJ~cte]~28~20~99~S) 
.. . 16 .. , 
RE:Pf: l\ T 
LIBR~RY 16 (e ·~60ei2 :) 
-l4tDUT?UT .,,7 · 
• - ' I . LIBRARY 16 (9181~7) 
LIBRARY 26(e~,~p~3} 
LlBR~RY l6(le,e,,s) 
LIBR~RY l6(5-0a5~a5) 
POR ~µ9~256~J82S : 
LIBRARY 16(8158914) 
. LIBR~RY 24{16~16116~~W[Ml~C[el~30;3&~9e~t) 
.. 16 ... 
REPEl\T 
STOP 
l5al'IUP1'~*W[Rl • 
Nil 1 
l6~L1DRARY 23~it , 
F O R A a w C 1 11 0 'I Q IJ PI, l 
.. 17 IF A~ 'l, 
LlBRl\R'l 23 (i\ ,)1 
171 REP~AT 
RBTUnN 
, 
' ' - ; 18; LIBRARY' l~ .{~~1J9;l) 
LIBn)\RY l6 (1e,"'51l) . 
~· 17 
191 .u R~ INTEGER1~UP~l 
.. . ~U P [20a2li22 i 23J , 
.. . 23 
2 o ~ t o u ru1 Y l 
21 1 1'r CR0 ;, 1 
~· 12 
22;•CnG-,25 ; 
·~ 12 
231• Ci=0,.5 
... 12 
STA R'l'' e 
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APPENDIX 3 
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCUIATE THE ANISOTROPY OF 
YOUNG 1S MODULUS IN THE ROLLING PLANE OF TEXTURED SHEET 
This program is an example of the programs used to calculate the 
anisotropy of properties from the crystallite orientation distribution 
function. The calculation is based on equations (8.6), (8.7), and (8.8). 
The coefficients w,~n are read in from input stream 2, the coefficients 
G1~ 0 from input stream 4, and the single crystal elastic moduli from 
input stream 5. Young 1 s modulus is calculated for various directions in 
the rolling plane, and the results are printed out. 
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PROGRAtt: e wc1s0eJ •TPtle] P'[3el A[2J 
[PRD3RAM TO CALCULATE YOUNGis MODULUS IN THE P~ANE OF THE SHEET' 
l',CCDRDING TO . TH r; VOIGT, REUSS, AND VRH AVERAGES 
D2 ~ W COC FFS nr MATERIAL DISTRIBN, FUNCT, 
D4"' cocrrs OF DXPANSION OP ELASTIC PROPS 
D5 "SINGL~ CRYSTAL CONSTANTS OF MATERIAh] 
[REAO IN Hl!lln: FOR MATERIAL) 
OsL=INPUT .. . l ~F / 
M~lN PUT 
H=IN t1 UT . 
H[l21L+llM+H1t.1INPUT' 
.. . e 
' [READ IN ELASTIC MODULUS TENSOR ELEMENTS POR MATERIAL) 
l I J1lle 
RI::AD~R 5 . 
*Cll~I,NPUT 
*Cl2=!INPUT' 
•C44~INP!)T . 
wCAV~~Cll~*Cl2·?•C44 , 
•S::ill("Cll (•Cll4' ·'1,Cl2 ) "'2*Cl2wCl2) ( *Cll; ... wC)2) 
•Sll= ·(•n11"Cll~*Cl2•01 2)~s 
* S 12 ~ •( * (; 12 * C ,. 2 "'"'Cl 2 ,;'\' Cl l ) "S . 
*S44~l/i~044 
[READ: IN XNDEPEUDE:NT Gl!'[\n FOR ELASTIC ANISOTROPY] 
READ!'<JR 4 · 
roR ~µe I l i 2· 
P~e 
2 ~ FOR 1·1,i:'48 i l ~ L'. 
K=e 
' , 3;F'D~ n1=0;2;P 
X:nINPUT 
X~INtlUT 
X~INPUT 
A U<:J ~"l NPl)T ' -
Ki:iK+l: 
REPEl\T 
-. - l,[5;6i7l 
4i~J;;;J+f: 
REPE~T · 
RCPE~T 
.. 8 
[DETQRMXNE DEPENDENT GlmnJ 
5;•TF[J1J A[0) 
I~l 
... 4 
6 • * T F [ ,)' ,J ll:! o. 
I~1 
,. , 4 
7~*TF(JJmA(Ol . 
*TF(J~ll~Ate16~5976l43 
!:-72 
... . 4 
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[lilTH IS ANGLC FRCH't ROLLING DIRECTlONt 
81F'OR •iH=9~18~98 
*RTH=RAPIANG(•THl 
TCXT1VA~UC JP YOUNG ls MODULUS . ATl 
PRINT '(*TH)2;9 
TCXT: Df.GRE8S . FROM R • D • . 
. 
• 
*SUM~&· 
J}~0 
[rINO SUM or: PRODUCTS OP COEFFICIENTS FOR GIVEN DIRECTION] 
F'DR , µ=e·1 l ~ 2 : 
L1:1 ,, L+·. L . . . 
FOR .a=e,1 •• r.. : 
FOR ,N=f>a2,.t.,: 
n::1,1'1+·.M. . . 
* Hl= H'( 121. Ltl l. tl+ ·.HJ COS ( M * RTH) 
.. le IF • 11.-= O· 
.. ll IF ,N=e, . 
•SUMq*SUM+4*Hl*TF[JJ 
9;JA,J+l. 
RCPET\T ' 
RDPE/\T 
REPEAT 
~- 13 . -, 
l O: .. · 12 · IP • ~1 ~ 0 , 
*SUH~~SUH+2*Wl*TF(JJ 
.. 9 
ll; ~SU~iP*SUI1+2~Wl•TF[J.J . 
... lj 
12; ~su tt;;·~s urti·~Wl 11tTF CJ .J 
.. 9 
l31•GA~HA=*SUH/W[e]SORT~2) 
[SUBSTITUTE HEAN ' VALUE or GAMMA IN EXPRESSION FOR YOUNGfS MOD.] 
' 
' 
*nREUSSµl/(•Sl1~2(•s11~•s12~0,5*S44)~GAMMA) 
•cvoiGT=j*Cll+2•Cl2) ( •c11-•c12~3~GAMKA*CAV )/( •c11+~c12~~GAHMA*CAV t 
[PRINT OUT R~SULTSJ 
CfH.,P 
CRLF 
TEXT;REUSS . : 
PRINT (•EREUSS) 4 · 
CfH.,F 
TEXT; VO X GT ' : 
PRINT '( *flV0IGTl 4 
ORLF 
TEXT;HILL : 
PRIN ~ ({*EREUSS~*EVOlGT)/2)4 · 
CP,LF 
CRLF 
REPEi\'I' 
STOP 
STAR~ 0 
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APPENDIX 4 
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO SIMULATE ROILING TEX'IURE DEVELOPMENT 
The program given in this appendix is that which simulates the 
development of rolling t exture when multiple {111} <110> slip, and 
mechanical twinning on {111) <112>, are permissable deformation modes. 
The operation of the program is as described in Chapter 6, section 6.4. 
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PROGRArr 0 A(29! Et9J Dt9] i!SA[3] wSB[3! wSQ[3] ~it· 
wA[9!•sn.[9]~AFT(9l•SD[3] ~TH[l59e] wRANDl3] 
[CRYSTA~. ROTATIONS UNDER. IMPOSED ROLLING STRAIN] 
[INI,IA~XSE COHPUTATlON] 
0;•Piart: 
READ~R 5 
• TWI!-lr=INPUT' 
OUTPUT 1· 
L,AYOUT ls 60 ·i 6• 
HRE> 
•RANO~e • 4· 
* CHA !lCEi:i~ RAND: 
R~e 
[IMPiSED STRAlN TENSOR FDLtOHS] 
E[lJ~e.~5 
Et9l~~e.es 
E r 2 J =l E [ 3 l = E r 4 J a:;ff [ s J 5:lr. t s J i:, r.:.c, J • in a J •e. 
[GEN 1'JRATF, UN:(FDRM INITIAL CRYSTAL OISTRiijUTIONJ 
f'OR wTHS1:13~9j9e 
wTH=*THS 
V=H~A!)l ,!\N S ( * TiiS) 
•INT"'!l2/SQRT'(SX~ (V)) . 
FOR •PSS~l1•INT199· 
•PSai!iPSS 
Y=RAf5IANS(wPSS), 
POR i~?HS::;l;~r,U1T;98· 
-t1PH~*PHO, 
,Qsciee 
,.,sss1:1e 
•STRJ\lNF10 
Z;;.:RADI. ANS ( *PHS .) 
*CA=~OS (Y) . 
wSAl1llfH N ( Y') . 
wCB=OOS (V') . 
wSB=~:rN (V) 
'IICC=COS(Z): 
•SCi:i~p~ (Z) 
{SET TJP TRANSf'ORHATION . MATRlX , P'DR CRYSTA~) 
*A[lf~•CA*CA~CC;~SA~SC 
•A[27=-CB•SA-CC~~CA-SC 
•A [31r-.1•.il•~Hl*CC": · 
*A[4T~~~ca~cA~sc~•SA•CC 
•A[5T~~•CB•SA~S0+*CA*CC 
•A(67=1*SS•SC): 
•A [7Tr.;wSawCA . 
•A [sY=*nB•SA: 
•AC9TcttCB 
' . I lJ*STRAlN~~STRAIN+o~e5 
• SSS=!* SS$""' '1 
[ DE:T~RI-U t-m STRA l N. TENSOR FOR CRYSTAL.} 
P' D~ f!lllf.\j3 
P'OR .1~11113 
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•SS~O, 
FOR P~l~l;3 . 
FOR 4 l= l ; l 1 3 ._ , • , , 
•SS~•SS+~A[3l+P•3l•A.t3J+L~3JE[3P+L•3J REPE~T • . 
IHJPE;T 
D [3l+J ... 3)11:u,ss: 
REPE~'.11 
RE:PE1\T 
[NOW RUN THRQVGH B•H. STRESS S~ATES AND O~TERMINE MAX WORK - STAT2J : Ai=B= F,;:,:Gi=;}lR& 
J\~l 
.. . 6ot · 
A[l]=!D '. 
B1=11 
.. . 6 .. . 
A[2]111P 
.. . 6"' 
A[3]'40 
21 ria1 · 
.. . 6 ... 
A[4]~D 
01111 
.. . 6 ,. . 
A[S]ciD 
tt;:;1 
.... 6ot 
A[Sl~D -
31 A!!lG=H)..5 : 
BJ:11111 
... 6 ... 
A[7l~P 
A!=i!8, $ : 
G11.t•eQ 6 . 
B!:!•l . 
.. . 5.-. 
A.tsJ=1P 
A1=4""l ... 
B i=F' i= e,. 5 
... 5 ... 
t\ ( S)J qp · 
.l\~"'l . 
BP@ 1 ,1 
ri::~e.s . 
.. . e; .. 
At101s;D 
A1=1B m l,t r-, 0, 5 : 
... 6M • 
At1l1f1D 
A~B= ~ .• 5 
H="'e,s 
.. . 6 .. 
A[12!,~o 
-1 4D-
' 4, A!11F1!1It111e 1 5 i 
... 6 .. . 
A[l3f~O 
Ai=Hae .• 5 
ri:1 .. e.5 
.. . 6 .. . 
AC14T11!D 
A~F112e., 5 
Hi.:; ... e, 5 
... 6 .. . 
A[l51~D 
Ar:10, 5: 
P:iHa.:.e, 5: 
.... th•· 
A tl61,;qo 
f3E11'f&,5 
G;.1Hr::9 .• 5 : 
... 6 .. . 
A[l7!~D 
Bi=G•.;.O, 5. 
H;:;e, $ : 
.. . 5 .. . 
l\[18f~D . 
. , 
B~Ha.,e, 5 : 
G::;e, !S l 
.. . 5,. . 
A[l9h~D 
D::iGafl~ .. e, 5: 
.O · 6 .. . 
At2& .1=D 
Ai:!"'&, 5 
B=Fi=~h,,a, 5: 
.. 6 .. 
A[:?.14!120 
A11F~~e. 5: 
B~Gae . ._ 5 
.. . 6ot · 
A(22jRD 
A=HJc".'e,S ' 
B=F1:19,'.11 5 
,. 6ot · 
A[23T~o . 
A= fz:~::: ... o-, 5 
a:.e ~ s1 
... . 5 .. . 
A[241~D 
5; p ::a (3r:9 , 5 
' . 
H ;:;n .. e,5 
... . 5 .. . 
l\[ 2 51 RO 
P'a Ht:19,~ 5 
G==~e,5 
... . 5 .. . 
Td26 l D. 
f,i• e,s · 
Gl=f H~ o .• 5 
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.. . 6 .. . 
At271~D 
FF:!G112!'.H~0 • 5 · 
.. 6 .. . 
A[2ah;D 
.. . 7 
6~ D=(~P[5J~BD11J~2PD[6]~2GD[7J+2H0(2l~ 
AJ:!Bm ~i= GJ:!fi~& -
RSTURN 
1 i 0111e 
FOR f~l11i:rn: 
.. . 9 !f D>HOO .(A[X]) ' 
D~MDD(A[?l) . . 
•SIG~•SIGN(A11l) ' 
Oi::tI 
a: REPET\T ' 
Jr=e 
LIBRARY 2(•CHANCE1 
.. . 19 IF a.e;;:CHANCC>~STRAIN'!'e.3 
.. . 19 IF •SSS>F!0· 
.. . 19 IF .TWI?l1=10 
. .. . 9 
[TssT· WII~THF,Ff TWINNING t,IKEL\'] 
9;A"'D [:1J ... D [9] 
Bi:. D(9l,;,,D(ll 
C=D [ ll -D ns] 
r~o [ en 
Gt1D['?1 ,H~DC?L 
A [ l J =11B ... C+?.P"'O"'H 
Ac 4 l ::ia ... c.:. ~n·'+G,:.1r 
A [7] lll0,.. 0·~2F'+G+H 
A[le1 =B,..C,..2F~G~ H: 
A(2J :;;C .. A~f'+2(1~H 
At 5 l ~r. ... A+r ... 2n ... a. 
A(BJ ~C ... A·P-2G+H 
At11T~c~A+F~? G+H: 
A [ 3] :.;A .. a .. r .. G ... ~H 
A[6l~A ... B+P'+G+2H 
A ( 9 l uA ... n .. F+G.:.2R 
At12!~A~B+P~QR2H: 
wTme 
FOR {~lil.12: 
~• · 10 IF "1T>A1:t3 . 
•T=A!Il 
~ Ti= I 
l0:REP~1\.T 
LIBRhRY 2(*CHANCE) 
{TWI!HUHG PRdBABU,,ITY' DETERMINED FROM TWXNNING PAR.UiETE;RJ 
.. , 19 IF l7DwCHIAHCE>l?8D "' SQRT(3)/*'r 
~IBRlRY ~ (~CHANCE) 
•SSS q,, TWl N 
[CRY ~TA L ROT~TION on · TWINN I NG) 
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P'OR fr:!lid12; 
A [l J ::10 
REPEl\T 
A[,TT~l _ 
•DPs1~e.12s~~A[2l~A[3J~A[5}~AtsJ~A[BJ+A[9J+A[1l]~At12l> 
•DPS2=8.l2S(A[1J~A[3J~A(4J+A[6]~A[7J+A[9}+A[18}~A[l2]) . 
•DPS3=0.l25(~Atl]+A[2]~A(4]+A(5]+A[7)wA18l+At10J~A(lll> 
.. . 16!.. _ 
... 16 IF •CHANCE>8~5 , 
OUTPUT e 
TEXT~TW!Ni · 
OUTPU'.r i . , , . .. . . , _ , . . . . · . 
.. . ,TlllJll~ll1ll)l4114;14sl33l3•13,12tl2J12J 
ll1A ;1D=1C~2 /3 
':' · 15 _ . 
12,A=c~ .. 2/31B1i1J;,,A 
.. . 15 
13~APB~~2/31Cq~A 
~- 15 _ " 
141B=c= .... 2/J;~m;•B 
l5~*SH1ll=•DH[5J=•SM[9J-~l/3: 
*SM C~J =•~i!.[41"1A .· 
•SM [3J :i1l-'rSn [71 1:4B 
•SM [$ ,J ••~Hl [SJ~C 
"' ' 162~· 
.os=1ee 
A=B=0µ0 .. _. 
16s~STRAIN~~STRAIN+&~ll : 
nz=e 
.. . 17 U' 8 9 5ll~w9TRAH?>e 0 025' 
.. 17 IF •STRAlN~e.s11>0.l35' 
':' ' 159 ' 
l 7 I r·t IC 5 0 ~ • 
.. 18 IP 
.. 18 IF 
,. 159 '. 
.. : ... 
a.916N~ijTRAlN>e.e2s · 
~STR~lN~e~9l6>e~l35 i 
1a,n=1~tH> . 
,.. l ff 1~6l~~STRAIN>e~e25 : 
.. . 159· 
"'' 1 s,, 
.. , . 
[ NOW CHOOSE SHEARS, WI TH I H- PERM ITTEO L!Ml TS IN OPERA TI Vr1 STRESS; 
STAT1J _ 
l9a*V1=~V?~*V3µ~y4µ~Wla~W2µ*W3~e . 
FOR i\i:101113 ·- _ 
~SA[~l~~SE[K1~~sotKJ~-sotKl~&-
REPE;\T ' 
I\i=!& . ·" 
Qi=Q ... l, . 
r ' I ' I ' . ' ' , . . ' • 
"' : C[2f1261361~4i5,s56J621G9176t83 J91o97 ; !84s~~ . . 
1es11ea;1111112~11s,11a,121a12,,1271l301133al361t41sl46115l] . 
.(STR ~SS STATPJ: l]: 
28·1"' 155 IP J~4 . . 
Ji:iJ+l: 
"' 15 ?,!'> · . 
*Wl~0(6J~3D(~J~~D[2] 
~w2a~[1J~D[5J+2D[2l 
• V l B~. ' ' 
* V 3 rH1 tTl "D t l J + 2 D [ 6 ] • D [ 6 J "2 D.[ 7 J 
,.. . 21 IP •Vl•SIGN>•V3•SXGN : 
•Vl113wV3 . . 
211 • V 2 :i P [ 5 J .. 2 0 :t 7 J 
•V3~•W2 . _ 
,.. 22 IF ~V3•SlGN>•V2•S10N . 
•V2cs•V3 
221•SAt1J~•v2~~-vi~•V2J•RANO: 
•Vl r;;e,. 
•V3=•Wl~•SA[il•Dtll~2D[6J 
,.. 23 IF •V1•SfGN>*V3•SI0N 
•Vln'llV'3 
23~•V2~D[5]~2Di7l 
•V3=ilft·72..,"'SA t 1] 
,.. 24 IF •V3•S1GN>~V2•SION 
111V2ir;•V3 
24;~ · 152.. . . . • 
•SBttl••V2+(•Vl••V2J•RAND' 
... 2e IF -e,eeeee1>~sat1J•s1aN: 
•V l=~, . . . 
•V3=•SA[1J~•Wl~•S8[1J . 
~· 25 lF •V3~SIGN>~Vl•SIGN. 
•Vla*V3 . 
25s*V2~~D[1J~2D(6J . 
.... 152.t · 
•V3=•SA[ll•*W2~•SB[l] ' 
.. . 26 XF •'l2*SXGU>*V3•SIGN : 
*V2in*V3 
26:•SA12l~•V2~~•Vi~eV2)*RANDl 
.. . 20 lF ~SA[2l*S!GN>e~eeeee1 : 
wSUH=•Snt1]~•SB[ll~~SA{2l 
27~~sct1J~D[5l~2D(7l••S8[l] 
wSD[iJ=D[5]"2D[71••SA .[1] 
•SB[2J~ ~D t1J~D[5]~2Dt2J~~SUM 
•SC[~J-~nt1J+2D[6J•*SA[2] 
*SD[4]HDt5l~2Pt6]+2Dt2]~HSUM . 
.;, l 5$ , 
[STA'!'E ~} 
2a,.,, 155 H" J,:t, . 
J~J,1-1 : 
.. . 15:an· . . , 
~u1a2D[77"2D16]~2D[2] 
*H2~D[5J"2Dt6J~2D[2J 
* V l =ll) : . - . . 
~V3=•WlpD[5J;2D[7l _ 
.. 29 IF *Vl*SIGN>~V3•SIGN 
*Vl;.;~'tV'3 
29~*V2~~D[lJ~Dl5];2D[2l 
•VJ~-w2~otsJ~ot1l~2ot2J 
,. . 3e Ii'' *V3~SIGN>lllV211SlGN ; 
<A>V2m11V3 
3e~•SBt2l=*V2~~.v1~*V2>*RANO: 
... 20 u· e> •sa t21 "'sioN: 
.., , 154!" · 
1'!V 1=0· . 
*VS=*SB (2J .;,;ilf1 
-144-
... 31 IF •V3*SIGN>•Vl•SIGN ' 
•Vl!11•V3 
3l~tv2~~otsl~2Dt7l 
•V3=D[5l~~D[2J-~W2+D[l]~•SB[2J 
... 32 IF •V2•SION>•V3•SIGN 
11 V2r.tl\'V3 
32~tsntjJ~~,2~1.vi~•V2)•RAND . 
.. . 28 XP •SB[31•SI0N>e~eeeee1 : 
... 1521"' · 
•VlC18; . -
•V3c•SB[2J••Wl"*SB[3J 
.. . 33 IF •Vl•SIGN>•V3*SlGN 
\11Vl:a•V3 
. ~ 
. ( 33stV~~~Dtll•D15J+2D[2l 
"'V3~2P[6J~2D17]~2D[2l~~SB[2]n*SB(3J 
.. . 34 XF 11VJ•SIGN>•V2*SIClN 
•V2a°"V3 
341*sct2JQ•V2~~*vi~•V2)•RAND: 
... 28 lF .. &J.EHHHtOl>*S0[2J"'S .IGN ' 
•SUM~~SB12]~•SB[3J••SC[2] 
35;•SA12]~ .. D[lJ .. D15]w2D[2]"*SB(2] 
*SA[SJa .. 2D[6!~2D[7] .. ;D(2l~•SUK, 
•scc3J=~ot5J~2oc,1~~sat~l 
•SD[2Jo .. p(1] .. D[5l~2D[2]~*SC[2l 
•SD[3]m~pt5J~2Dt6J+2D12J~~SUM . 
... 156 ; 
. [STA't'E 3) . _ 
36&"155 ' IF JJQ4 , 
.. lS?~· 
J;;.J+1, ' . ' .. - . 
•H!=O:t l l +D [S.!"'2D [6] "'20 [7l 
•W2= ~~ Dt7]~015J . 
~Vli:sG; 
•V3•-W1~2D[~1~Dt5l~2Dt2J 
.., . 37 IF •V3*SlGN>*VltrSIC3N 
wV l~•V3 . 
37: ,v2::iD [ 1 l "'D tsl ,1,20 :t2J 
•V3=•W2 . . 
.., . 38 XF •V2*S XON>• V3~S1GN 
~V2P*\'3 . 
3a~tSA!1l~•v2;~-,i~*V2)•RANO 
.. . 36 lF •SA [1!•SIGN""e.;eeee01>0 
,. 15~!"· 
•Vl 11 0; 
•V~=•SAtlJ~•Wl+D(l]~D[5]•2D[2] 
.. 39 !F •Vl*SlGN>*V3~SlGN 
11Vl 9 WV3 
39~tV2~D[1J~~D16J 
•VJic•SA t l) ,.l!fW2 
""40 XF •V3*Sl0N>*V2~S1GN. 
*V2s;,.,V3 
48~*SDt3J~~v2;~wvi~•V2)~RAND . 
.,, . 36 . U' .. e 0 ee(HttH>*OP··t3]wSlGN . 
wV l~~' 
•V3~~~SA(ll;•Wl~*SDt3l 
,. 41 IF ~V3•S:GN>~V1~S%GN : 
i!!Vl Z1*V3 
I I 
I 
I I 
4l,•V2qD[l]~D[S] .. ~D[2J ' , 
•V3=~ .[5] .. 2D[7J"*SA[l]+~S0[3J 
.. 42 IF ~V2*$IGN>*V3-SIGN . 
•V2c•V3 . 
42, .. · 1s2~ · . . • 
•sot1J=•V2+(•Vl .. •V2l•RAND 
.. . 36 IP' ~SDtll*SIGN ... e,eee0e1>-o 
•SUMa•SA[ll+*DD(l]••SD[3] 
43t*SA13J=2D[7J~otsl+•SUM. . 
•SB[1]=D[l)+P[5J~20(2]••SA{lJ 
•SB[3JmD(l]+2D[6l•~~D[3J . 
•SC[iJaD[ll~D[5]•2D[2l~•SD[ll 
*SC [ 3 J 11! D t1] + D [ 5 J .. 2 D t 6 l .,2 D t 7] ""*SUM 
.. . l 56 
[STA~~ 4) 
441~Wl:1!8 
•H3a.:,D[5}""2D 't7J . 
.. 45 IF ,w1•SlGN>*W3-SJGN: 
•vHi.aW3 
46c*W2=!0 
. •W3=~D[l3,..Dt53~2Dt2] 
ot · 46 U' 11W2~SIGN>~W3l1fSIC3N' 
"W2~•W3 . 
461*Vl a+:. (2Dt6J.":.2o ·t1l+2D:[2J) . 
.. 4 7 t F * V l "'S ~ G N;,, :( D [ 5 J ... 2 D [ 6 3 .:, 2 D ( 2 J t *SIGN. 
* V l = D ·t S J .. 2 D t 6 J .. 2 D.[ 2] • 
47,tv2~wv1+~w1~~W2. '. · 
40; .. 15~~ · 
.. . l 5 :5 H'' . Jq4 , 
Jl!!J"'l ' 
•V3=0· 
.v,~;ct11 .:. oc5JM2ot2J 
.. 49 ' I.F wV4*SI GH> * V3i'lSIGN . 
wV3=~V4 . 
I ,· " 49;*8Bt2l~•V2+1•Y3~*V2)*RAND: 
.. 49 rr -sB[2J*SIGNue.eeeee1~e, 
* V 2 :ii~ tit V l + w Sa :t 2 ] ,;. ~ W 2 . 
"'l 52-t• 
wV3;=•Wl 
*S~(3J=•V2•(•V3;~V2)ilrRAND 
~,, fP . ~e~eeeeei>~SIGN•sBt3l ' 
*V2~~•Vl+WSB12 J~•SBt3J 
"152'4 • 
wV3 !11 1tW2 · 
•SC[2J• t V2~)~V3;*V2)*RAND : 
"'' rr "e.0eee01>-S%GR~sct2J 
.. 47 fp •S!GN~Vt~e.eeeeel>*SIGN(•SB[2J~•Sij[3)njSC[2J) 
*S UM ~*SB12 J~•eD [3l•*SC[2 ] . 
..035 
tSTA1'E 5] 
5Gc'#IWl~O 
• w 3 ~ rtti J + 2 o t 6 J . . 
.. . 51 lF wW1MHGN>!A-WJi1rSIGN 
•Wl~~H3 
5l;i!tW2~8-
• W31:11' :[1J • D[S !,;.~rn:[2l 
- 1 li-6-
.. . 52 IF •W31'fSl0N>*W2i11SIGN 
ttH2=11rW3 
52~•Vl~D[lJ+D[5J~20[6]~2DC7] 
.. 5 3 ! F * V l * S X cm>:( D t 5 l "'2 D [ 7 J ) ._ SI (3N : 
•Vl'-'0[5l"."2D[7J . 
53~•v2~*v1+~w1~~w2· 
54a"l52!"!1 · 
.. 15:i ! IP' . J~4 . 
J~J+! : 
•V3=(), 
•V4ic!'.l[ll+D(51+2D[2l 
.. 55 lF •V4•SIGN>•V3~SI0N . 
'l\'V3=•V4 
5S~•SAt1l=•V2~~•V~~~V2)•RAND: 
.. 54 !P wSlGN .•SAtll-e-.eeeeeu•e, 
~v2~~~v1i•SAlll~•W2 
"l52-t• 
•V3P11rWl 
•SD(3Ja-v2~~•V3!•V2)•RANO: 
~s3 fr ~e~0eeee1>•SD[3l•SIGN 
•V2=•Vl~•SA[ll+~SD[3] 
.. 152 .. , 
*~,3~11w2 
. . 
~S0(1Jc*V2+(•V3~•V2)•RAND : 
.. 53 tr ~sot1f•sxaN-e~eeeee1>&· 
.-53 ~r •sicrn"v1;0.eoeee1>"'SIGN(•SA.t1'+•SrJC1JW:.,sor3J) 
*SUM~*sAtll~•SP(ll"~sDt3J . 
.. 43 
(STAT:E fS] 
56;*Hl~O . 
wW3=0[5J+2D[7l 
,.. 57 . ~F •Wl•Sl~N>*WJ~SIGN '. 
nW1=1fW3 . 
57;*W2:se . .. . 
*H3=~D[6}~D[ll · 
.. 58 IF *W3*SlON>*W2~SIGN 
11W2ci11W3 
se~~v1~ors1~2oisi~2ot21 
~59 ir (Dt1J ~D t~] ~2 Dt2J)~SIGN>~v1,s1GN . 
*v1~t5tl)+ncs1+~rn:t21 · 
59;*V2~~vi~*Wl~~W2 : 
60·; .. 152rt ' , 
.. . l~~ : IF : Jrs4. 
J?J+ 1: 
wVJaG, _ 
*V4 111 t1[5J'"T2D[7J 
.. . 61 . i,F <!!V3~SlC3N~~V4~SI0N . 
•V3l'.llwV4 
6l~*SAt1J~ ~v2~~•Vi~*V2)*RAND . 
.. 68 !F' ... o,0~e,e~1>wSA[l]wSXGN' 
-v2c~v1 ... ~SA[l]+*W2 · 
-'152~· 
*V3=~W1 
~sa[1J 0 •Y2~~*Y3;*V2)*RAND 
~59 tP ~~~eeeeei>•SB[l]•SION 
•V2~~*Vl+-SAlll+~SB[lJ 
'*,l 52'i • 
-1 47-
•VJu,.W2 • 
•GA[2Ju•V2+(•V3-•V2)•RAND 
.. 59 tr ~sAr21•SIGN~e.eeeee1>e-
.. 5 9 ~ F' .... s l cm .( -.. s A t ll +" s a [ l l ;. • s A c 2 l ~ .. e, e e e it e l > • s r a N • v 1 
•SUM~~SAtll~*SA[2l+•SB[l] 
.. 27 
p3TA~E 7l . , 
62: .. 155 ! Ir J1114 , 
J~J+ 1: 
.. 152 .. , . 
. ' . 
•Wl=2D{?l+2D12l~2D[6J 
•W2m.,.D[1)+20[6J . 
•W3~~D[l]"DtsJ~2ot21 · 
•Vl=01 . • 
•V3=*Wl+~H2 
.. 63 lF •Vl•SlGN>*V3~SI0N 
•V'l=•V3 
~31•v2,o[5J~2D17l 
11rv3111.;.013 . _ 
,.. 64 IF •V3•$IGH>~V2~SIGN 
•V21l*V3 .. 
64~•SBlll=•V2~~•Vi~•V2}•RAND: 
... l 52.0• 
•Vli;:;0, . 
*V3=•Wl+*H3 .. 
... 65 IP •Vl•SION>~V3*SlGN 
*Vl1:1i1rVJ 
65s*V2 ~2 D[11~D15J 
•VJ::i.,.*W2 
~- 66 tF •V3•S1GN>*V2-S~ON 
1rV2=-11v3 · 
66~~SAl3J ~•v2;~.vi~•v2J~RAND: 
* V l ~o. 
•V3 =• BBtll+*SA[3l~2D[7l;2Dt2]+20(6J 
... 67 tr WV3*alGN>O 
•Vl=l'IVJ . 
67atV2~*SD(l]~Otl,aD[5J~2D[2l 
•V3~*SAC3J .. D1l]~2D.[6J : 
.. 68 tF ~V2•SXON>~V3~SIGN 
*V2 ~•V 3 . 
68c·>l52~ -
•SA t2J =w vl+(*V 2~• Vl) *RAND 
.. 62 !F ~e~98909l>~ SB[l]•SJGN . 
•SB[~l="P[1J~D[5l"2D[2l~•SA[2]+•SB[l} 
•nct1J~o1s1~2ct7J~•set1J 
*scc 21~ ~nt1J ~2 D[ &J~ ~s1t2 1~~sA [3J . 
•S D[ 21gaQt7J~2Dl2Jn2D[6J~•SA(3 J"•SB[ l)+ ~~A[2J 
• S D [ 3 l R 2 P ( 7 j ;.. P ·t 5 J ... · * $ A t3 l 
.. l56 
JSTA'Ilf:l 81 . 
69c .. 15S i If . J;1114, 
J=J+l : 
.. . 152~ ' _ , . 
•Wl~~(S] 72D[6l +2 D[2J . 
~112a~P[lJ"D[S]+2D[6J~2D[7J 
-W3a ~ntll " D[5 J" 2D[2l 
- ·148-
•Vl=O, 
•V3=*W2 
~ 70 iF *Vl•SIGN>~V3•SIGN 
11rV1a•V3 . 
791 • v2 ~- otsJ .. 2011J: 
•V3a"''lltWl""•H13 
.. . 71 IF •V3•SIGN>*Y2•SIGN ; 
;.V2••V3 
71,~sat 3J~• V2~~.vi ~• V2)•RANO: 
.. 152._, 
*V1D8, . 
•V3a•Wl+•W2 _ 
... . 72 lF •Vl•StGN>•V3•SIGN : 
•Vl=•V3 
· 7 2 ·i * V 2 ~ D [ 51 .;,. 2 D :t 7 J 
•V3a.:.,1d13 . 
.. 73 XF •V3•SIGN>•V2•SION : 
•V2m"'V3 
73~tSAlll~•v2;~.vi~•v2)*RAND: 
* V l • ~; . • , . 
;,y3~ .. 0[5J+2Dl6]"2D[2l~•SA[1l~•sB[3J 
.. 74 !P *'3*SlGN>•Vl•SIGN. 
•Vl=•V3 
74;•V2~~D[ll~D15l;2D[2J~~SA[1J 
•V3=~or11~otsJ•2D[6l"2D[7l~•SB(3] 
.. 75 Xr •V2*S!GN~*V3•SIGN. 
•V2i=,id/3 
75a""l5~r+ · 
*SA[a1~*V2~~•Vl;•V2)•RAND 
.. 69 tr "9~088&81>*SB[3J•SIGN .. 
•SB[2J~~Dtl]~Dt51~2D[2]~•SA[1]"•SA[2} 
•Scti1~~ot1]~D[SJ~2Dt6].:.2017]q~SA{2],•SBl3l 
•SC[3Jm~DtSJ•2P17]•~SB[3] 
•SD[ll~Dt5]"2P[7J""'SA.tlJ 
*SD[2JGP[5l~2D[6l+2Dt2]"~SA[lJ+~SB[3J ~*GA[2) 
.. l56 
[STA'l'E. 91 .. 
76:'""155 : If . Ja4, 
J~J+l: 
.. 152 .. , 
*fflE2D[7)~2D12l;Dtll -
• W 2 ~ !S :[ 5 J +D .[ l ! + 2 D ·[ 6 J,.. 2 D ·t 7 l 
wW3i=D[lJ+D[5.j+2D '[2J . 
* \' l llll 0.' . . 
•V3=.,.Wl+"'W2 · _ , _ 
,. . 77 IF >'1Vlq$ION:,,*VJ*SXGN . 
*Vl~~V3 . 
77~~v2~2D[6Jqo11J 
wV3S!~~W3 . 
~· 78 IP •V3*S1GN>*V2~SIGN '. 
•V2a•V3 
781*SAl2J~-v2~~·vi~-V~)*RAND; 
,.,,152"'· 
"1Vl~01 
•V3~"'W2 . 
... 79 IF ~VlwSlGN> .1'tV3*SI0H . 
* Vl ;s~'/3 
-149-
791wV2~2D[6J+D1lJ 
wV31:1.;.•Wl• ~1'13 : 
.. ee XF •V31'tAIGN>~V2~SIGN. 
wV2nt11V3 
69~•SBt3]?*V2~~·vi~•v2)~RANO; 
.. 76 %P 8>~SA12]•SlGN 
•Vlma. . 
. . , . 
*V3n••Wl••SB13J+•SA[2l 
.. 81 %P wY3•SlON>~Vl~SlGN : 
•Vl 11HV3 . 
8l~*V2~~ ~S 8[3l~•Wi : 
11tV3=•SA (2l +•W3 , 
~e2 tF *V2*S~GN>-V3*S10N: 
1tV2a•V3 . 
a2, .. 1s~~· • 
~SA[l)=•Vl+(•V2~•Vl)*RANO: 
.. 76 {F *SA[l!*SIGN-e.ee0ee1>•V1•StON 
*GCtlJ~~O[!J+2P[7J~2D[2J+•SA[l]+nSB[3)~~~A{2J 
11tSD[lJmD[5]+2D[~J+D[1}~2D[7]"*SA[l]"*S8[3J 
•SD[3Jm2P[6J+D[ll•*SB(3J 
•SB[1JmD(1]+D[5]+2D[2J•~SAllJ+•SAt2] 
•SC[iJ=~nt1J+2D16]•~SA[2J . 
.. l56 
[ 0 TA' E H~ ·J • 
83: ~. 1ss U" J~4 
JP!J+l : 
.. l52!'t · .. 
wHl 112 2D(7l,;,2p:[(5J.:.2ot2l • 
111W2:s!".> t l l , .. o [5!~d?D .[2J 
* H 3 ~ (°j [5 J "'~ 0 t 71 . 
111v1=0. · 
•V3~ •Wl+• W3 . 
.. . 84 IF •VlwSION>l\'V3'11tSlGN : 
•V l.=1 1~V3 
84;\IIV2:!'"'D [ll~~?r):[6] . 
"v3~.;,~w2 · · 
. .. . 95 iF ~V3w$IGN>*V2,-.SlGN . 
wV2""'*V3 
85~ • SBl2J ~• V2~,.vi ~• v2)•RANO: 
.. . 15~~ · 
wVl=9: 
•V3=•Hl•*W2 ·. _ 
.. . 86 lP wVl*SlGN>~ V3-SIGN : 
~Vl=*V3 _. . 
e 6 ; • v 2 ~ D t l } I'! :rn :t 6 J 
• V'31:l.;."-IW'3 . 
,. . 87 IP wV3wSIGH>*V2~S1GN . 
*V'2 ~•V3 
B7~*SA ti 1~~ v2~~., i~• v2)•RAND: 
... BJ lF "e4oeeee1>•sn t2J•SlGN 
•Vl i:io, 
•V3~~2or,1~2D[6J~20t2l~•SBt2J+•SA(3] 
... 88 XF •V3*SIGN>•V l~SIGN 
•Vln*V3 
88;*V2qD[1J+DtSJ+2Dt2J+~sa[2J 
~v3 wD[ 5l "2 D[7l•*SA[3] 
~- 89 XF *V2*S%GN>~V3- SIGN 
-150-
.. 
•V2!111wV3 
89; .. · l!:i2.. , . • 
•SA(lJa•V2+ ·(wV1~•V2)*RAN0 
... . 83 IF •SAt1J•SIGN>i•V1•SIC3N+e.0eeee1 
•SB[1l•DC1]~D(5]•20[2]~•SA[l]+~sB[21 
•SCt1J=2D[7J•2D16l•2D(2J+•SAtl1Q~ss .[2l••SA[3) 
•SC[3]=Pt1] ... 2D[6J"•SA13l . 
•SD[1l=D(5J;2D[7l••SA[ll~•SA[3] 
•SD[2J~ ... D[l]~2Dt6l••SB[2] . . 
.. . 15G i 
. 
[STA'.t'e ll] . 
9e:~- 15s u·. J!=f4 . 
JF-SJ+l: 
.. . l54rt • . . . I , 
*Hl=?.D [6Jl'!2P.[7]+20 [2] . 
•W2aD[l)~2D[6J 
• W 3 c: ~ D [ 7 J ""D .[ 5] 
•Vl=~, , 
•V3~•Wl+•W2 · . . 
,.. . 91 IF wVl•SlGN>*V3•SIGN: 
w\'1:aVJ 
9l~'V2~D[lJ+D{~J~~D[2J : 
ttV3~~•W3 . 
.. . 92 IF •V3~SIGN>*V2~SIGN : 
•V2~•V3 _ _ 
92~•SAtl]~iV2~{*Vl~*V2}*RANP; 
... 15~!"' 
•V laO, 
, r 
•VJa~ffl+~WJ : _ 
.. · 9 3 I F ~ V l * S l G H > ~ V 3 !Ii S I CHt: 
•Ylc:•V3 . . . 
93;•V2:1.:.ot1] ... p't,5]+2D[2] : 
111V3= .. •W2 . 
.. . 94 XF ttV3,r,SJ;GN,,*V2~SI0N , 
•V2=~V3 
94:*SC12l~~V2~{*Vl~*V2)WRAND: 
.., .9 0 XF O>*~.H\.tll*SIGN" 
•V1001 . . 
•V3=~2D[6J~2D[7J~2ot2l~*SAll]+~sc121 
~- 95 XF •V3•SIGN>~vi~stGN 
•Vl~•V3 . .. 
95s•V2~~Dt5l~2Pt7l~~SA{ll 
•VJmfj [l J ... 20 t t5 J .i,11SC [~J 
,. 96 IF •V~•SIGN>•V3•SIGN 
•V2"1!'v3 
96, ... l!'12'° ' 
•BA[3lµ~v2~~.,1;•v21~RAND 
... . 90 IF •SA t3J *SIGN .. 0;0eeee1>*Vl1!iSlGN 
•SB[lJcD[l .J~D[5]+2Dt2]M•SA[l] 
•SB[3)c2nt5J~2D[7J+2Dt2l•*SA[1J••SA[3l•*9C[2l 
*SC[3J~D[l)~2D[6J~~SA(3]+•SC[2] 
•SD[zl~~o[1J~D[Sl+2D[2]"~sc[2] 
,,. so r 3 3 c "· P t s l + 2 n t 7 l + ~ s A t 11 ~ ) s A .t 3 J 
,.. l56i 
[STATE l2l 
97, .. . 155 H' : J!l!f4 , 
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I I 
I, 
I 
1
1 
. ~ .. 
J~J+l : 
.. . 15 ~~· 
•Ulm~D[1J ... 0[5J+~D[6]~2D[7] 
*~2~~[l]+2D[7]"2D[2J 
.w3:1nr1l"'.'2otol 
•Vl i:;~. . 
•V31um~ 
.. . 98 IP •Vl•SIGN>•V3•SIGN 
•Vlc=!•V3 
9a,~v2~D[l]+D[5]"2Dt~l 
•V3~~~w1~~w3 : · 
.. . 99 XF •VJ•SXON>~V2•SXGN . 
lllV2S!!*V3 
99~•sc111~•V2~~·vi~~v21*RAND 
.. 15~rt · 
~v1i:a9, 
•V3P*W1+,w2 : 
.. . 1ee. IF' ffVl1'SXGN>i'fV3~SI0N : 
•Vl~•V3 . 
1oei•v2~ .. ot1l~otsJ ... 2ot2l 
•V3~~wW3 . 
,.. . 1e1 : IP *V3:1tSlGN>•V2,t,SION; 
•V2=-1tV3 
H> l j * S 1\ .[ 2 J III M V 2 + ·( * V' 1-.• V 2) ~.RAN 0 
.. . 97 . IF fH'"*SA .[2J wSI<Hf 
•'l l=e. 
* V 3 = !l[ l J + D ( 5 J ~ 2 D [ 6 ] ~ 2 0 [ 7 l +*SA ( 2 J "'*SC t l l 
,.. 1e', : IP *V31tSIGN>*Vltt-SIGN: 
•Vl=!*V3 
1e2~•v2~Dt!l~2Dt6]~*SAI2J 
•V3~Mt1J•CDt7] .. 2D[2J .. ~sct1J 
,. 103 : IP nV2:ilfS!GN>*V311SXG?t 
•V2~wV3 
103; .. 152 .. · 
*SA[3J~•v2~1.,1~~v2)•RAND 
.. . 97 XF . l'otSA t3l •SIGN ... e;eeeeel>*Vl~SI(Hl 
•SB[~Jm~Dt1J~D[5J~2D[2J"~SA[2l 
•SB[3Je~D[l}~D(5l~2D[6]~2D17J+~SA13J~•SAl2J+•SC[l] 
•SC[3]•P1ll~2D[6l+•SA[2l"*SA[3] 
•not1l~DtlJ~bcsJ~2ot21~~so111 
•SD[3J~Dttl~2Dt71~2n[2J~•SA[JJ~~sc[1J 
... 155 , 
lE>4t tnUMMY . .;,S1'ATS l3 HOT OPERATIVE J . 
.,. l 79 · 
[ <:!TA'f\~ · ,,i, .:, - ,i.-., . ... , ... J 
185~•SA[2J~~otil~~DJ6J 
•SD [2J~ ~Dt1J .. p[5J~2D[2l 
•V la.0( 
. ' , 
•V3a2D[6J~2Pl7]+2D .[2J 
.. 106 U'. *Vl'!rSlGN>-:ttV3~SXC3N: 
nv1~~v3 . 
1e6;•v2~ots l~~Dt6l~2ot2l 
*V3=fns)""~Dt7'J . 
.. 107 ' U': *V3*~ION>: V2111SlGtt:. 
"1\12;:i~t/3 
1e1, .. 1ss ir . JF!a 
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111 
J~J+ l ; 
.. 15~rt · 
*SA(1 J~•Y2 ~~*Vl;•V2}•RAN D ~ 
.. . 1e, IP ~v1i11SIGN ... 0.eflee01>•SA .[ll*SIGN 
•3B[1J=Dt5]~2D(6J~2Dt2JN•SA[ll 
•SB[3J~30t6J•2D[7J+2Dt2J .. ~SAtlJ '. 
•SD[3J=~Qt5]~~D[7l+*SA[ll 
... . 156 , 
[STA,_,E lSJ 
1ee,•s~12J="ot1J•D[Sl~20121 
•SD[~J=AQ .t1J .. 2Dt6J 
wV1a0. 
•V3:;2D(6]+2D[7j~2D[2J 
... . 109 II:' ,)Vl•SlGN>)IIV3PSt<lN ; 
*Yl="'V3 .. 
l09i*V~PD[5) .. 2D[o1•2D[2J 
*V3;:if.l[5J+2D[73 
"' 110· If' . •V3-.\o(U GN> ~V2:* SIC3N : 
•V2~•V3 
lH>i .. · l,55 I·P' . J~2 : 
J~J+1 · 
.. . 15~:-t· . 
~sct11~~v2+1•Vl;•V2)•RAHD 
... ll~ IP :CF . t:Vl•SIGN .. e.ee~001>wSCO] *SIGN ' 
•SA[3]= .. 2Dt6J+2D.[7l ~2 D[2]~~sc[1J 
•GC(3J 0 •P[5J~2 Dt7J+•SC[!l 
11tSD [1J=D[5] ,:.2D[6]"2D[2J,;..)$C,[lJ . 
.., . 15() , 
l l l i [ OUMMY.:i, STh'-t'E l 6 · NOT ACT 'I VATEDl 
.. 179· 
[STA!'E l'Zl 
112; *Sr):[ 1 J ='s p tsT.0.20 t7J 
~SD[!JcD{ll~R[5J"2D[2J. 
wV 11.10. 
•V3=2D[6J+2D17l;2D[21 . 
... . 113 IF RVJ"1SlGN>ttVlµSlG N. 
*Vl~'1¥V3 
l l 3 ; .,, V Z ~ .. D 1 l l + 2 D ,( 7] ,;.. 2 D t 2] 
*V3=~D[1J•2Dl6l . 
~i · 114 ; H' wV211SXGN>~V3wSIGN'. 
.-v2~~v3 
11 4, ... , !55 If'. J'F-12 
JFlJ+ 1; 
,., , 15~ ... 
*OA[2J~~,2~)•Yl;•V2)~RAND 
"° ' 114 · IF' ~SA t2Ji1rSIGN••f> 0 0f>G&el>\11Vl•SIGN , 
~SA[ 3J =Dt1 J ~2D [6l•~S A(2] 
•SB[3]aRnt1J~2D17]~2D[2J~~SA[2] 
•CD[3J=an[6 )~2D17l ~2 D[2J "*SA(2 1 
..,. 156 , 
[STA~S lBJ 
11s ;ts~t1J ~ocsJ ~2 oc11 
i:i SC [ ~ J ~ D 't l J + D •[ 5 J "'2 D ·t 2 J 
t:Vl~9, 
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' I 
•V3~2D[6l~2D[7J+2D[2] 
,.. 116 , IP wVJ)'ISXON>•Vl•SIGN . 
•V1r:1111VJ 
ll6~ • V2F• DtiJ;~D[7l•2D[23 
•V3~ .. D [ l J +?.P '.[6) . 
.. . 117 ' IF "'V2"1Sl('JN>•V3*SXGN: 
ttiV2~•V3 
1111 .. ·. 1ss x·r . J'1='2 : 
J~J+l . 
.. 15~ .. . 
ttiSA[2Ja•V2~~~Vl;•Y2}~RAND 
.. 117 ' Ir ·s~123*SIGN~e .. eoeee1>•Vl•SIGN 
•SB[~J=..,D[l]"2D[7]•2D[2]••SA[2) . 
•SB[3]=2D[6]•2Dl7l•2Dt2J••SA[2] . 
•SC[3J=rit1l • 2D[6]~•SAJ2l 
.. . 156 , 
[STATE i~J . . . 
l l 8 1 • S ~ .[ 1 ] u D [ l ! -t· D ! 5] + 2 D C 2] 
•SC[1J= D(5l ~2D[71 
•Vl ~a, . 
•V3=~2Dt6]~2D[7l~2D[2J 
.. ll~ IF *Yl•SIGN>•Y3tSXGN: 
•Vl~•YJ . 
ll91•vi=ot1J ... 2D[6J ' 
•VJPQ[ll~BD[7J~2 D[23 
~ 129, IF . ,',V3)1ffHGN>y,,V2~SXGN: 
*'f'2~•V3 
120, ... 155 Xf' - Jr-s2 · 
J ~J+ 1: 
.. . 15~i" · .. 
•SA[3J~~va•~•Vl;• V2) •RAND 
.. . 120, IP' . • v1 11 tHGN ... 0.eeeee1>•SA (3J ~SIGN 
•SC[zJm•O[lJ+2Dt6l+•SA[3] 
•SD[2]=Dl2]~2Dt71~2Dt6J~-SA[3J 
wSD[Jl~Dtll~2D[71~2D(2l"•SA[3] 
~· l.!5G , 
tSTATE 291 . 
l2l;*S9(1JaD[iJ~Dt5J~2D[2] 
•S D[1J ~Pt5J ~~ Dt71 
,i,V 1~9 .. 
•V3 c2P[6?"2b11ti2c[al 
... . 1 2',: IF' _ *VlJ'ISIGN>:1tV3*SIGN: 
•Vlri#V3 , 
122~~v2~ot1l"2D[7J~2 ot2l 
\IIV3 2:0 [ ll+2 D(6J 
.. . 121 : If' . •V3*SIGN>~V2"1SION: 
•Y2=# V3 
i23, .. _ 1ss xr. J~~ · 
J ~J+ 1; 
.. . !5::?rt· 
•SB[33~*V2~~•Yl;*Y2}*RAND 
.. 123 · IF •v1~sIGN~e.eeeee1~~S8[J J •SlG N 
*SC [ 2 J 11 ?. 0 t 6 l _;.2 P t 7 J + 2 P t 2 J "n1 SB [ 3] 
*SC [ 3 )• = D U ) ... 2 D [ 7 l + 2 D t 2 J ""~SB t 3 J 
•SD[2Ja"Ct1J•2D!6]+~SB[3J 
... 156 , 
·· 154-
[STA't'e 21J 
l24c•S ~·[3Jm~DJ5J•2D[7J : 
~so[3JcD(ll+2D[6l . 
•Vll'J(:) , 
. I . 
•V3~2D[6l~2Dl7l+2P[2i 
.. 125 : IF •V3>'1SlGN>lllVl~SIGN. 
•Vl=wV3 
12s~•va~ot1 J~Dtsl~2oc2J _ 
•V3=D[ll+D[5J+~D[~l~2DC7l 
.. 126 , IF *V2~$IGN>iy'tV3•SIGN ; 
•V215l•V3 
126l .. 1ss xr. iF-2 . 
Ji:!J+J, '. 
.. . 15~~- ..• 
•SAtll 0 ~V2+(wVl••V2}~RAN0 
... 125 IP *SA1l]*SlGN•9~9800&l>*Vl•S1GN 
~SA[2J 0 •D[l]•Dt5l•2D[2J+•SA[ll 
•GC[2l•2D[6J•2Dl7J+2D[2J••SAtll 
•SD[tJ=D[1J~0[5]+9D[6l~2Dt7J"*SA[l] 
.. . 156 , 
[STA'rC 22J . 
l27,•Si\(3)cD[l1 ~20[6) 
•GB[lJG~Pt5]•2Dt7J 
wVJ.11,q~. 
•V3=~2D[6l•2D[7J+2D[23 
.. . 128 If" wV3"1SIGN>nVl*SIGN 
~Vl=~V3 . 
' . I l20;•V3~D[ll•D15J+2D(2l 
- •V3~D[1J+D(53~2D[6l•2D[7l 
.. 129· If *V2)ll8IGN~il1V3*SH3N : 
wy2=wV3 
129, .. 1ss xr. :~2: 
J =, J ,J< t : 
... l52l4 · 
•SA[l]=*V2+)•Vl:•V2)*RAND: 
•• l 2 9 · I P. ,., SA .t lJ * S ~ <3N ... e e e e e 0 e 1 > 'l'I V l * S I G N, 
•SB[2]~~Pt1Jq0[5)~2D[2J••SA[1l 
•SD[1J=Dtll~n[sJ~20J6l"2Dt7 J~•SA[l ] 
* S P [ i J 11;1"" 2 D ( 6 j ,.., 2 D l7 H• 2 D [ 2 l "'tlf SA t l l 
"'· 16 6 , 
[ STA'B 233 . . . 
l39;*SA[3J ,~ o1s1+2D[7l 
~SB[3J=D.tll+2DtGJ 
..,Vl"119, 
~v3 ~2 D[6J+2Dl7l:~ot2l 
,.. 131, If' . *Vlf1SHiN>YIV31'S:CGN: 
*Vl ~"'V 3 
l31;*Va ~~ Dtll ;P[5 J ~2 D(23 
•VJ~qD [&J ~D[5]+2D [6J~;D{7l 
,. l3~; I P. ~V3!!iSIQN:>:.VlwSIGW 
wy2 11w V3 
132, ~ . 155 Ir 3~2 · 
J~J+J, : 
NI• Hl~!4 · 
' . 
•SA[~J~•va+ (~v1~~v2 ) tRAND 
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.. . 132 : H' *Vl .. SIQN .. 0,0e0oel>•SA[2l•SIGN 
• SB(1]eD[l] +D[5]+2DL2l+•SA12 ] 
•SC[l]m2Q(5J+2Dt7J•2D[2J .. •SA[2J 
•SC[3J• .. p[1]~P[5]+2D[6]+20,7J••SA[2] 
.. . 165, 
[STA'rS 24J 
l33;*S~ -(3JmD[l1,;.2P[6] 
•SD(3J="Q[5J~2Dl7l 
•Vl~~. 
_ 
•V3g~2D[6l~2D[?J~2D[2l 
.. 134, , If' . ~V3•SXGN>•Vl*SIGN: 
•Vle..,V3 
- - , l34,•V~~D[ll+Dl5l~2D[2l . _ 
•V3~0tl]+P[5J~~P[6]~2D[7l 
... . 135 '. xr *V2,tiSIGN>itV3~SIGN. 
•V2P'lrV3 
l35i .. _ 155 ?F' J1112 : 
J,=J+l ' 
.. . 15~;,t, 
•SB[tJmwY2~~iVl;•V2)~RARD 
.. . 135 . If" "SB1lJ•St<rn .. G.<HHH)Gl>•Vl-,SlGN . 
111SB[2Jm .. pt1JqD[5]•2D[2~+•SB[t] 
•SC[1] 3 P[il+D£5J .. 2Dt6l~2D!7]•*SB[l] 
•SD[2J= .. 2D(6!•2D[7l+2Dt2] .. $SBlll 
.. . 156 , 
[STA'rB 253 
l36~*Vl~Dtll~D15}~2D[21 ' 
•V3~2P[6J~2Dl7l~2D[2] 
.. 137 ' Ir . ~VliiSIGN>*V3"1SlG N, 
*Vl~•V3 _ _ 
l37;•V3RD{5J ... 2Irt7J - _ 
,.. _ 138 : IF . (fVl*SXOH>*V3~SIG N, 
"'Vls:i,.VJ 
l38;*va~Dt5l~2D{6l~2D!21 
*V3::irl[1J+D[5j+2D[6 ] .. 2D(73 
"' 139 ·. lf' *V3•SION>*V2nSXON. 
*V2=*V3 
139~ .. i,e :tF - e>>"iV2~s1crn: 
*Y2=(), 
140,~ 1s2~· _, , 
•SA[1l •v2+t•Vl~• v2,*R AND 
.. 155 , If' •VlwSlGH.-ie.o~ae~l>•SA[lJ*SlGN 
-4 , 1s s, IF' •s_A!J.J•s;crn"'o.~eeeel>i'IV2*SIGN 
•SA[2J~"D[1J~D[5l""2D[2l+•SA[ll 
*Sat1J~ .. 3n[6J ~2D .[7J .. 2D[2J~•SA(ll 
•S0[3J• .. pt~J~2D[6J""2D[2J•~SA[ll 
• S D [ 4 ] 111 .. Q [ 1 l ""D [ 5 J ~ 2 D ( 6 ] ,:, 2 D.( 7 ] + SA (1 ] 
~S0[3J=~Qt5]~2Pl7l+~SA(l] 
.. . 156 1 • 
[STA'l'E 26l 
l4l~*V1qD(SJ~~0[6J~2D{2l 
•V3aD[1J+D[SJ .. 2D [6] .. 2D[7] 
.. 14?,: IF' RVlwSXGN>-V3•SIGN 
11,V1=~V3 
142~~ 143 IF •V1•SlGN>8i 
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•Vl"O' 1431•v2~ots,~20.t,1 · 
•V3 ~0 [1J+D[5J~2D[2] 
,.. 144 , If' *V3,;,SIGN>•V2•SIGN : 
•V2i:s*V3 
1,,~.v~~~2ot6J ~2D17l+2ot2J 
.. 145 : IF 1tV3,.,SIGN>.t11V2:HS1GN 
•y2n•V3 
14s,~ 1s2~· . . . . 
•GA[l]m~V2+(*Vl~•V2)•RAND 
"'155 IF ~OA[ll•SIGNNo;ee0ea1>•v2•SIGN 
.. 155 IF •v1*SIGN~e.ee0ee1>•SA[l]•SIGN, 
•SA[3J•"Pt5J~2D17J+-SA[ll 
•SB[3JB"D[1J~P[S]n2D[2]+~SA[l) 
•SB [ 3 J ,..: ... P. [ 5 ] + ~D 16 ] .. 2 P. [ 2 l +•SA tl J 
* S C C l l i.: 2 Q t 6 l + 2 D ·c 7 l "' 2 D [ 2 J + 111 S A [ 11 
*SC[3J~"ot1J~D[5l~2D[6J~2Dl7J+~SA[ll 
"' 156 , . 
[STA1r'E :'.11 
l46~•vi~ - ot1J~2Dt7Jq2ot2l 
•V3~~D(1JNDt 5 ]+2D[6J~2D[7] 
.. 147' IF. wVJ•SIGN>~Vl*SlGN '. 
1tVli:;-NV3 ·~ 
147;" 148 ?F e>•Vl*SION! 
* V 1 r.q~., . 
l4Bi*V2~~DtlJ~2D[6] 
~v3 ~~ot11"ntsJ~2Dt2J 
.. 149 · IP *V2~SIGt~>~V3i,S~GN: 
lff V2 ~ill V3 
l49;*V3~2Dl6l~2D[7l"2P[2] , 
.. 159, If" "V2)!t6IGN>*V3~~SIGN:, 
wV2 ';ll-tt V3 
1se,~ is2~- . , • 
wSA(2J=*V2+,•Vl~•V2)•RAND 
.. . 155 : Ir ~V2WSIGN .. 0"(feeee1)>1'SJ\[2]11SXGN 
"' - l 5 5 I P * SA .·t 2 ) • S I G N C'l e • ~HHH:) e l > "' V l * S I G N 
*SA[3]=Dt1l~2D(~l~~SA[2l 
~ssr11~oti1~0.tsl •?D t2l~~s11 2J 
•SB [3l 0 P1l]~2D[7J+~D[2l+~SA [2] 
wSD[i] ·Plll~D[5j.,.2D ,[GJ'"'2Dtil+"1SA[2J 
wSD[2J~ " ~D[61~2D[7]+2D[al+•SA[2l 
.,, 155 i 
.. ·-l 5 l;. -t - 179 _ . 
[STR ~ GS ~TATf. : 28 ,.. NOT ' ACTIVATED IN REGION CONSXDER!:!Dl 
[G EN~RATP.J: RAHD01f Nl1rtBER WITH LXBHARY ROU \L' XNE 2) 
1a2~ ~ 1sJ zr .as~o, 
LIBR ARY 2 (•0HANCE) . . 
*n ANn~ ~RAND[Rl ~XNTPT(•CHANOE ~0 8499) 
.. , 154 , 
l53i~R .l\ NDFi1tRANDtK} : 
l5 4 ;K~~~l . 
RCTU~N 
[ CRR1R CXI TJ : 
l 55 :0U TPUT · ~ . 
-157-
Q1:3Q+t : 
TEXT; FA I~ U!UJ: TO OBSCRVL;; BOUNDARY' CONDIT I ONS : 
STRE:$S STATEi . 
PRlNl' '(Q ~SXGN) 210· 
CRLF . 
r ' t 
TrJXT; OR I ENTA'l'l OW J. • 
P IU N 'Il'( ,., T !IS) 3 1 l
PIUN1' (~PSS)3Jl 
PfUNf.(wPHS)3~l 
CP.~F' 
CRLP' . 
.. 11i : 
' 
[ ~f.1S1" WHFlTH~R: TOTAi REDUCTION IS , 49; 68, DB 80% t 
15611~· l,60 .. ' 
.Qsr~~i 
M~O .. .. 
N 159'. If': O,(HZ5~MOD(~S TRAit1e0 , 51U 
M11150G ,, . _ 
.. . 159 1 1r: e.e·25>rl0D(*STRAIUJ'le,9l6) 
nr:1e~e . 
.. ·. l 5 9 I r' , * S 'r R A I N > l • 6 1 . 
1s7;,6, ~ss rr. f-ltill(H, . 
' .. ', l. ' -
168;»· l.72 
159; .. - 163 ... 
.. 170,. , 
m=M+l00 
... 157' 
. tROT\TIDN D~!ERMINED BY~CUR~ OP OISPLACEHENTl . 
1601~PPs1 ~12•SA[ll~•SA[2Jq*SA[3 J~2•SB[ll+•SBta)itSB[3J•2*SC[1J~•sc121d~ · 
"2*S~[3l~2-sot1l~*BD[2J~•SD[3))8~25 
*DPS2~(q*SA(!J+2~SA[2]~~SA13J~•SB[l]"2*SB(2J+•SB[3)+-SC[tJw2*SC(2J~~ 
+•SC}3l"~SD[ll+2*SD[21~~sDt3})0,25 . 
•PPS3µf~•BAt11~•SAC2l+2*sA[Jl~•sac1JA•ss121+2tSBC3J+•sct1J•~sot2J1~· 
~2•SJ[3l~•so111i*SD[2J~2~SD[3l)8~25 
l6l1*P~ScSQRT(ttD?Sl~DPSl~*DPS2~DPS2+QPPS3wPPS3> 
•CDP~1=COS(•DPS) 
wSDP1i=SIN(•OPS) 
•CRTH~•DPS3/•DPS 
•RTH~ARCQDS(•CRTH) 
t!!SRT!l!:3S IN ( • R"r'H) 
111V1~•DPS2/nDPS 
•V3ef,DPS1/~DflS 
~IBR,RY 11•Y3~•Vl~~RPH) 
•SRP}t s:iSl N ( nRPH) 
*CRPt'l~C0$(•RPH) 
•CRTij2=wORTH~CR?H 
•BRTq2~~sRTH~BRTH 
•CRPQ2=*CRPH•CRPH 
•SRPq2=•SRPH~SRPH 
tDET!RKXNE REORIENTATlON MATRIX] 
wSM [ 1 J ~•CRTH2•CIWll2*CDPS·f.*SRPH2tfCDPS+•SR'l'H2•CRPH2 
*SH[4Jc•SRTH2•CRPH•SRPH(l"*CDPS)•*SDPS•CRTH 
*SH[7Jn•SRTH1•SDPS•SRPH~•CRTH•CRPH•CDFS+,cRTH•CRPHt 
•SH(3J••CRTK-S0PS+•SRTH2*SRPH*CRPH(l•*CDPS) 
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•SM[9Ju•ORTH2~SP-PH2~0DPS+•CRPH2•CDPS+•SRTH2wSRPH2 
* St! [ 0 J = ~ SRTH,( ,~ S RPl-l * CRTH .. w ORTH* COPS.., S RP H"" * S DPS w CRP H ~ 
•SM[33°*CRTH•AR1H*CRPH(l•*CDPS)••SRTH*SDPS•SRPH 
•SM[5J~•SRTH1•CRPH-SDPs-~cnps•cRTH•SRPH••oRTH*SRPHt 
•SHC~lsl+~SRTH2~~CDPS~l) 
[NOW DETeRKINE NEW ORIENTATION MATRIX] 
16 2; LI 9 RARY.. 7 ( 3; 3 ~ 31 * Sll1 ll a t11 A [1 ] ~ tr AFT tl 1 ) 
FOR t~l1l19 ~ . 
* A [ I ! ,-, * APT [It · 
REPE~T · 
RETU!'HL 
[LDC~TE ALL CRY$TALS WITHIN REGION OF EU~ER SPACE OONSIDEREOJ 
163;*TijpARCCOS1*At9]) 
*STH:.;S1N'( -1tTH) 
*CPSJ:J'*A['Zl/~$TH 
*SPS=o~A [a] /*$TH: 
~IBRARY l{•O~S~•BP3;*PS} 
•CPH="~At3]/-6TH: 
wSPHm*A[6]/1fSTH 
LIBRARY li~C~H~*SPH~•PHt 
1641~ l65 . rr *Pl/2>~•TH: 
wTH1t111!Pl~>llTlf 
·~H~0 ... 5•P.l""*PH ,,, -
165;~ l66. I.f' 0·9 5wPt>1=,\t!PS. 
wPSl!3 *PI ... ~PS , 
*PHea,(;) .• 5il!fll..,1ffiH : 
.., , 1651 
166;"" i67 XP, ~PS>~0, 
*PS="'l"PtJ . 
*PH::~:.5*8%..,w?,H; 
~. 16~ , 
16,,~ 16a xr ~PH~~e-
•PHa * PH+e., 5 ,,,p l 
'11 - l 67 ' 
l 6 Ba,;, 16 9 . n·. e:. 5 •P'.O>J!la'f PH: 
*PH 1::u1 PH~ e ·, 5 *? X . 
.. 169 : 
169; RE"(\tJRN: 
l79~•TR~DC~REaSi•TH) 
wPS= t'H:GREES .(*PS) 
wPH!ll)CGREES(*i'H) 
OUTPUT l 
PRIN'l'·(~'-t'H) 3J~'. 
PRIWt(•PS) 3;?,: 
PlUN'1Hl'-IPH) 332'i5 . 
171; .a ~80 If' R>75&• 
t ST01~ F' rn AI/ COQRD IN ATES l 
,irTH[:P,~I1J:;;1seee0 !HTPT(e.s ,{1.e ,d>U) ~>lee lNTP'i'(e:s;~l~ffPS) ,f,1t'l'lt 
RETURH 
172 a H~R+ ·l 
REPEi\T 
RF. PEi\ 'l; 
!U'lPEt\T ' 
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Rt!R .. 1: 
[PLO~ R~SUL,TS IN CONSTANT PHI SECTIONS] 
[PLOtTIN~ LIBRARY ROUTlNES FOLLOW) 
PL0 ~1R"'6 
• . ' . f .. ' FOR :,.,=e,s0e,1eee, 
OUTPUT , {:LOT' . 
LIBR _\ RY 16 (Q,1~1 ,PLOT) : 
LIBR;RY 16(1818115) 
L!BR~RY 26(8~'~'~3) 
LIBR~RY 16(68,8;5) 
•PH=O, 
"' 17314 · 
wPH~90· 
.. 17 4.. . , _ . . -· 
F'DR •J?H!:!!lOil8·180· 
.. . l73rt · 
IrnPE~T · 
,PLO'r!l-l 1 P~CJT~1; 
RCPE~T 
.. . 177' 
l731Xa81Y~500;N~4 · 
.. . 179 ... 
X!=O I V!l'l0 7 N~2 : 
.. .1. 781"· . 
X=3091 Yllile 7 N!C!\l: 
"° 179!'1· 
Y.i=e I Y'~388· 
.. 17a..- , 
xi:1 .. y, '[mf); 
.. 178-- · 
Xµ Y, ~lP.•Je-O, 
.. l 7 g... , . . . 
174:FOP, ' I ~ l1 1!;Ili+i R 
r1AE=XHT?T ·(~TWOJ/10eeee)/H> .. *PH 
... 175 !F' l10D(~Aa)>5 
x=i(l()~0/3) fRPT(INTP'l·t'l'ITH[Xl/le~)/1000) . 
Y~(l988/3r FRPT~*THtil/188, 
Ni=2 
.. . l 76 ?"t· _ 
.... 175 : IF . ~AB>e, 
UF.3J~F' .. :)7Y=~· 
.. 179"' ' 
XFi61 Hr1l 
.. . 11er1· 
.. . 176, 
11s~N•i,x~e1Y~~a 
.. . 179!'!1· 
Y~6pll~1 
.. _,.7~~-
J. 76; RE?.EAT ' 
RCTU nN: 
l771ST1P 
178:LiaRARY 16,X~Y~Nl 
RDTU\1N 
J.79; .. io3,., 
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tl!CAr:il'.!OS(•PS) . 
i11'3A::s~iN ( wPS) . 
wCBi:='.'lOS (wTH) · 
1tSB1;1 ~ XN (wTH) ~ 
•CC=10S (•PH) : 
,i,sc~~IN (*PH) ; 
,i,A[l!=*CB~CA*CC~•SA~SC 
~A[21~•ca~SA~CC+~CA*SC 
*AC31•=""*sn•co 
•A[41=•*CD~CA~SC"*SA~CC 
•Ars1~~*CB•SA•SC+•CA~CC· 
"'A [6!=*SA*SC; 
•A [7! 1=111~:rn1110A ; 
•il.[81i;:;*Sf3*SA: 
'-"ld91i:t*CB 
•STR,%N~~STRAlN;8~0~ : 
.... ' J. 
[ERRJR EXIT IF TOO : MANY CRYSTALS GENERAT~D FOR 
ALLOjATED STOREJ 
1 ae; OUTPUT · e, . 
TCXT: OV~RF'I.iOH' PLOT ' SPACE, , 
!?RIN'.1: '(*TH)3j2 : . 
PRIN'!' ·( *PS .) 3 J 2'. 
P n IN 'J,' ·( ~PH) 3 J 2 '. 
Cl1LF 
CRLF 
>,l l 72 : 
STAR'l'' & 
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